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Abstract

The pre-processing and analysis of spectrometric and spectroscopic data of plant tissue are

important in a wide variety of research areas, such as plant biology, agricultural science, and

climate research. The focus of this thesis is the optimized utilization of data from plant tissues,

which include matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF

MS), Raman spectroscopy, and FTIR spectroscopy. The ability to attain a classification using

these methods is compared, in particular after combination of the data with each other and

with additional chemical and biological information. The discussed are concerned with the

investigation and classification within a particular plant species, such as the distinction of

samples from different populations, growth conditions, or tissue substructures. The samples

comprise grass pollens from large greenhouse experiments and from environmental samples,

as well as tissue sections of the species Sorghum bicolor and Cucumis sativus from dedicated

physiological and ecological studies. In this way, several results of this work contribute directly

to these projects. The data were analyzed by exploratory tools such as principal component

analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis, as well as by predictive tools that included partial

least square-discriminant analysis and machine learning approaches.

Specifically, the results show that combination of the methods with additional plant-related

information in a consensus principal component analysis leads to a comprehensive charac-

terization of the samples. This was indicated by the discrimination of pollen from the grass

species Poa alpina regarding different populations and environmental conditions. As another

application of a multimodal analysis for classification, the combination of FTIR microspectra

from individual pollen grains with their Raman mapping data and with MALDI-MS data of

pollen extract is discussed. Moreover, as shown for Raman mapping data of tissue sections of

Sorghum bicolor, the data of many Raman maps can be combined with other phenotypical

data for an extensive insight into tissue biochemical composition.

Moreover, some important problems of the individual methods with regard to non-relevant

variances in the respective data sets are addressed. In the case of Raman microspectra, a high

non-Raman based variance in the data set can be caused by a strong fluorescence background,

as is discussed here for the spectra of individual pollen grains. On the other hand, FTIR mi-

crospectra of individual pollen grains display scattering artifacts, unless they are obtained

from samples that are embedded in paraffin, which, in turn, leads to paraffin signals in the

pollen spectra. In MALDI-MS imaging data, the extracts of pollen mixtures can overlap and

lead to superposition of unknown origin and extent. Optimized data pre-treatment strategies

are discussed for each of these problems. They include advanced baseline correction methods

by asymmetric least squares, decomposition by non-negative matrix factorization followed

by spectra reconstruction, and normalization by extended multiplicative signal correction.

An important aspect is also the utilization of spectral maps for classification, as discussed here
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for Raman and MALDI-MS imaging data. Possible approaches to a targeted data extraction

from mapping data sets that enable classification on large amounts of mapping data are

presented. Thereby, variance in the data sets can be reduced, and hierarchical classification

can be refined. Using a large amount of Raman mapping data for a multivariate analysis, the

possibility of recombining the classification outcome with the original mapping information

is demonstrated. The results in this work indicate the relevance of the targeted utilization of

spectrometric and spectroscopic data, and could be applied not only to plant-related topics

but also to other analytical classification problems.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Vorbehandlung und Analyse von spektrometrischen und spektroskopischen Daten von

Pflanzengewebe ist in einer Vielzahl von Forschungsbereichen wie Pflanzenbiologie, Agrar-

wissenschaften und Klimaforschung wichtig. Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt auf der opti-

mierten Nutzbarmachung solcher Daten, die Experimenten mit Matrix-assistierter Laser Des-

orption/Ionisierung Flugzeit-Massenspektrometrie (MALDI-TOF MS), Raman-Spektroskopie

und FTIR-Spektroskopie unterschiedlichen Proben gewonnen wurden. Die einzelnen Metho-

den werden hinsichtlich ihrer Eignung zur Klassifizierung der Daten in spezifischen Fragestel-

lungen miteinander verglichen. Darüber hinaus wird die Kombination der unterschiedlichen,

komplementären Daten untereinander und mit weiteren chemischen und biologischen In-

formationen für die spektrenbasierte Unterscheidung sehr ähnlicher Proben eingesetzt. Die

hier diskutierten Beispiele befassen sich mit Klassifizierung innerhalb einer bestimmten

Pflanzenart, wie beispielsweise der Unterscheidung von Daten aus verschiedenen Popula-

tionen, Wachstumsbedingungen oder Gewebesubstrukturen. Die Proben umfassen Gräser-

pollen aus großen Gewächshausversuchen und aus dem Feld sowie Gewebeschnitte der

Arten Sorghum bicolor und Cucumis sativus aus speziellen physiologischen und ökologischen

Studien. Mehrere Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit tragen direkt zu diesen Projekten bei. Die Daten

wurden mit explorativen Werkzeugen wie der Hauptkomponentenanalyse und der hierarchis-

chen Clusteranalyse sowie mit Klassifizierungswerkzeugen analysiert, welche die Regression

der partiellen kleinsten Quadrate (engl. partial least squares-discriminant analysis, PLS-DA)

und Ansätze des maschinellen Lernens umfassen.

Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Kombination der Spektren mit zusätzlichen Informationen

in einer Consensus-Hauptkomponentenanalyse zu einer umfassenden Charakterisierung

der Proben führt. Dies wird anhand der Unterscheidung von Pollen der Grasart Poa alpina

hinsichtlich ihrer Zugehörigkeit zu verschiedenen Populationen und Umweltbedingungen

belegt. Als weitere Anwendung einer multimodalen Analyse wird die Kombination von

FTIR-Mikrospektren einzelner Pollenkörner mit bildgebenden Raman-Daten und mit MALDI-

MS-Daten von Pollenextrakten diskutiert. Darüber hinaus können, wie hier für Raman-Karten

von Gewebeschnitten von Sorghum bicolor gezeigt, die Daten vieler Raman-Kartierungen mit

anderen phänotypischen Daten kombiniert werden, um einen umfassenden Einblick in die

biochemische Zusammensetzung des Gewebes zu erhalten. Als ein weiterer Aspekt werden

einige wichtige Probleme der einzelnen Methoden hinsichtlich nicht für die Unterscheidung

relevanter Abweichungen brsprochen. Im Fall von Raman-Mikrospektren kann eine große

Varianz im Datensatz durch einen starken Fluoreszenzhintergrund verursacht werden, wie

hier für die Spektren einzelner Pollenkörner gezeigt wird. FTIR-Mikrospektren zeigen hinge-

gen Streuartefakte, sofern einzelne Pollenkörner nicht in Paraffin eingebettet werden, was

wiederum zu Paraffinsignalen in den Pollenspektren führt. In MALDI-MS-Bildgebungsdaten

können sich die Extrakte von Pollenmischungen überlappen und zu einer überlagerung von
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Peaks unbekannten Ursprungs führen, deren Ausmaß variiert. Für jedes dieser Probleme

werden optimierte Datenvorbehandlungsstrategien vorgeschlagen und angewendet. Sie

umfassen ausgewählte Basislinienkorrekturverfahren durch asymmetric least squares, durch

nichtnegative Matrixfaktorisierung (engl. non-negative matrix fatorization, NMF) sowie

Normierung durch extended multiplicative signal correction.

Für viele Anwendungen ist die Nutzbarmachung von spektralen Kartierungen zur Klassi-

fizierung essentiell, wie hier für Raman- und MALDI-MS-Bilddaten diskutiert wird. Mögliche

Ansätze für eine gezielte Datenextraktion aus Mapping-Datensätzen, die eine Klassifizierung

großer Mengen von ortsaufgelösten Spektren ermöglichen, werden vorgestellt. Mit ihnen

können die Varianz in den Datensätzen verringert und die hierarchische Klassifizierung

verfeinert werden. Unter Verwendung einer großen Anzahl von Raman-Bilddaten für eine

multivariate Analyse wird die Möglichkeit demonstriert, das Klassifizierungsergebnis mit

der Ortsinformation jedes einzelnen Spektrums in vielen Karten zu rekombinieren. Die

Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zeigen die Relevanz einer gezielten Ausnutzung und Kombina-

tion mehrerer verschiedener spektrometrischer und spektroskopischer Daten für eine um-

fassende chemische Charakterisierung von Pflanzenproben. Viele der hier beschriebenen

Vorgehensweisen können auch auf andere analytische Klassifizierungsprobleme angewendet

werden.
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1 Motivation and structure of the thesis

1 Motivation and structure of the thesis

In the last decades, spectrometric and spectroscopic methods have become important tools

for the investigation of plant samples of various origins.1–7 As an example, a whole commu-

nity of researchers has founded the International Society for Plant Spectroscopy. A biannual

conference on plant spectroscopy has been taking place since 2017.8 This illustrates the

relevance of utilization and evaluation of spectroscopic plant data.

Particularly, the accurate classification and characterization of pollen regarding their chem-

istry not only at the species level,3–5, 9–13 but also on the level of sub-species variance using

spectroscopic methods are of great importance.14–18 The molecular understanding of the

pollen chemistry and their differences according to subspecies variation can, e.g., help to

optimize crops and is of great importance for agricultural science, plant science, or climate

studies. The exact composition of the pollen, including the unique biopolymer sporopol-

lenin coat are not fully elucidated and most likely species-specific.19 UV/Vis,20, 21 FTIR,22

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),19 and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)23 have

contributed to the characterization of sporopollenin and the other pollen consituents. The

interior of a pollen grain contains the germ cells, starch, and liquid bodies as well as typical

cell compartments, such as the endoplasmic reticulum, vacuoles, and mitochondria.24, 25 The

species identification is limited if pollen grains have similar size and shape. For example, the

Poaceae family contains several thousand plant species,26, 27 where species identification is

challenging due to their similar size and shape. Variation in pollen quality due to environ-

mental influences experienced by the parental plants within the same population is usually

evaluated by viability tests and assessment of germination rates.28–30

Here, the variances within pollen from closely related species and within the same species

will be assessed using mass spectrometry and different vibrational spectroscopic methods

separately and in combination with each other. The data from pollen grains and plant tis-

sue sections can indicate variation between different samples but they also show a high

heterogeneity within each sample, that can, e.g., in Raman experiments be resolved on the

micron-scale. In the case of Raman microspectroscopy, substructures of pollen13, 16, 31, 32 and

other tissue structures, such as cell walls6, 33 can be investigated. Nevertheless, for studies

on the subspecies-variation, appropriate data treatment in order to take into account this

heterogeneity (that leads to non-relevant variances) need to be considered. The investigation

of plant cells can give insights into cell wall composition and structure and has been used for
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1 Motivation and structure of the thesis

studies on plants, particularly woods.34–36 As another example, the investigation of biominer-

alization in plants has become a topic of great interest recently.37–42 Plant cell walls consist

mainly of cellulose, lignin and hemicellulose, as well as pectin.43 The main constituents of

cellulose and hemicellulose, are polysaccharides and lignin is formed by similar building

blocks as sporopollenin: coumaryl, coniferyl, and sinapyl alcohols.44 The cell wall can be di-

vided into several layers, the primary cell wall, the secondary cell wall, and the middle lamella,

that can be resolved in Raman microspectroscopy to a certain degree.45–51 Often, research is

carried out on variances within one a respective map of a plant tissue, while fewer studies

analyze the variance between different maps.7, 41 In this work here, many mapping data sets

are used for the comparison of specific biochemical conditions of the samples. As will be

shown, for an exploratory analyis of the mapping data, a targeted extraction of subgroups

of spectra is needed. As shown in previous work, spectroscopic data can be combined with

other sensory data using CPCA.52, 53 The feasibility to apply such a multiblock approach to

the multimodal data from the different types of plant samples will be a main aim of this work.

When analyzing chemical effects that lead to small differences between data from different

samples, it is very important to identify non-relevant measurement artifacts, such as the

fluorescence obscuring Raman spectra, scattering in FTIR absorbance data, or superposition

effects in MALDI-MS. Therefore, using different examples, advanced pre-processing methods

will be discussed.

The results of this thesis are presented in Chapter 4 to Chapter 9. Chapter 2 gives an in-

troduction about the multivariate tools and spectrometric/spectroscopic methods that were

used in this thesis and summarizes recent research concerning plant spectroscopy. In Chapter

3 an overview of the samples, data acquisition, and data analysis is given. In Chapter 4, a

well-designed data set of MALDI mass spectra from pollen extracts is explored. The data set is

hierarchically structured comprising three different populations and four different growth

conditions in each population. The variances are analyzed by principal component analysis

(PCA) in combination with univariate statistical tests, and by partial least square-discriminant

analysis (PLS-DA).

In Chapter 5, the variances between different populations and growth conditions within

samples of the plant species Poa alpina will be evaluated using MALDI-TOF MS, FTIR spec-

troscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and SERS. The spectra will be assessed with PCA and statistical

tools regarding the extent to which they are suited to solve the respective classification prob-

lems. Specifically, the combination of the data from the complementary methods and with

additional plant-related information using CPCA will be presented here.

Chapter 6 addresses common benefits and challenges of Raman spectroscopy of single pollen

grains. Consideration and suitable utilization of the Raman spectra of pollen that are mea-

sured with different substrates or are changed due to transport of samples are discussed.

The high spatial resolution, which leads to more variance in the data sets, is particularly

2



1 Motivation and structure of the thesis

noteworthy in Raman experiments. A sample set from Sorghum bicolor pollen, and with a

complex variance, including variation between wild-type and mutant plants, but also between

different growth conditions or between different breeding times is examined using Raman

microspectroscopy.

FTIR-experiments on individual pollen grains are particularly challenging, because the pollen

samples have to be embedded in paraffin, in order to avoid Mie scattering artifacts in the spec-

tra.54 In Chapter 7, different approaches are presented, how the spectra of embedded samples

can be pre-processed to subsequently classify different species of pollen using chemometric

methods and machine learning. Moreover, the combination of FTIR microspectra with other

spectra from MALDI-TOF MS of pollen extracts and Raman spectroscopy of pollen grains

using CPCA will be discussed. The reproducibility of FTIR microspectra from single pollen

grains is tested using an identical sample set that was measured at a different time and by

adding a data set of FTIR spectra from other pollen species.

Pollen of different plant species can be identified using MALDI imaging data of pollen ex-

tracts.55, 56 These can overlap and lead to ion suppression of individual peaks.57 In Chapter 8,

this problem is addressed by applying PLS-DA, artificial neural networks, and Random forest

to identify pollen species in pollen mixtures. Particularly, using non-negative matrix factoriza-

tion, the MALDI imaging data will be decomposed into components and their contribution to

the mixture spectra is discussed.

In Raman mapping experiments, large maps from plant tissue can be obtained. If a data

set consists of many maps for a specific experimental or physiological condition, it can be

beneficial to reduce the variance before a particular step in the data analysis. Chapter 9 deals

with the utilization of such large data sets in order to assess subspecies-variation, including a

targeted extraction of relevant spectra. Three different examples from three different projects

that focus on the silicifcation in plants are discussed here. In order to address each respective

analytical question, different approaches are applied. They include the recombination of the

classification results with the original spatial information, as well as the combination of the

mapping data with addition information on the plants in a CPCA.

As summary of all results is provided in Chapter 10, together with an outlook on possible

future directions.
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2 Introduction and state-of-the-art

2 Introduction and state-of-the-art

This chapter introduces the chemometric tools and spectrometric/spectroscopic methods

that are used in this thesis. First, the chemometric approaches and algorithms are described,

followed by an introduction into the methods, and subsequently, the data pre-processing will

be discussed.

2.1 Multivariate statistical methods

Multivariate statistical tools are beneficial for the analytical investigation of biological systems.

A biological system can be described by multiple variables at the same time. Data obtained

by spectroscopic and spectrometric methods offer a large amount of variables, which can be

compared to a fingerprint of the sample, since the unique spectrum is the result of a unique

chemical composition. In order to evaluate the sources of variance in a data set or a sample, a

large set of spectra is preferred.

Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA)

The hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) is an unsupervised chemometric tool that can sort a

data set into clusters based on the similarities and the heterogeneity of the data. Each spec-

trum is a vector in a n-dimensional space, where n is the number of variables. The clustering

is based on the distances between the vectors. The distance can be calculated using different

metrics. The most common metric to calculate the distance is the Euclidean distance. For the

two spectra p and q with n variables the Euclidean distance is:

d(p,q) =
√

(p1 −q1)2 + (p2 −q2)2 + ....(pn −qn)2 =
√

n∑
i=1

(pi −qi )2 (2.1)

The heterogeneity between two spectra or sets of spectra is determined using a defined linkage

criterion. Spectra with the smallest Euclidean distances to each other are clustered first and

4
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merged afterwards with spectra or clusters with the lowest heterogeneity. The linkage that is

used in this thesis is based on Ward’s algorithm.58 There, due to the convergence criterion,

the within-cluster heterogeneity is minimized, while the heterogeneity between clusters is

maximal.

The merging of clusters builds up a graph based on the heterogeneity, which is called a

dendrogram. The clustering of spectra can help to understand how the samples are related

to each other. In biological studies, HCA is commonly used in order to classify spectra of

biological systems according to their taxonomical relation.3, 13

Principal component analysis (PCA)

One of the most powerful tools in chemometrics is the principal component analysis (PCA). It

was first mentioned in 1901 by Pearson59 and further developed by Hotelling in 1933.60

PCA is used for a variance-weighted reduction of the data set. A data set can be presented as

a n ×m matrix, where n is the number of variables, and m is the number of spectra. Before

execution, the data matrix X needs to be mean-centered, which includes the subtraction

of each variable from the averaged variable. The PCA model contains four parts, the mean-

centered data matrix X , the score vector t , the loading vector p and the residual matrix

E :

Xn×m = t1×m ×pT
n×1 +En×m (2.2)

The scores and loadings are summarized as the first principal component (PC 1). The residual

matrix E can be factorized afterwards. The determined scores and loadings from the residual

matrix would be PC 2. Afterwards, PC 3 can be calculated from the residuals and so on. PC

1 has the highest variance in the data set, PC 2, which is orthogonal to PC 1, represents the

direction of the second highest variance. The principal components are linear combinations

of the original data. Different algorithms can be applied to find the component with the

maximal variance. Most commonly used are the singular value decomposition (SVD) and the

nonlinear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) algorithm by Wold61 that is also the basic

principle behind Partial-least square (PLS) (see below).

The outcome of a PCA can be represented by a scores plot. A 2D scatter plot of two different

principal components visualizes how the score values from the vector t are distributed along

the PCs based on the weighted variances. The spectral features causing the variance in the data

set can be interpreted using the corresponding loadings p.
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Consensus principal component analysis (CPCA)

Consensus principal component analysis (CPCA) is a multiblock extension of the PCA, which

enables the variance weighting of variables from several data sets from different methods

combined, in order to find an underlying pattern in all data. CPCA was first introduced

by Wold in 198762 and an improved algorithm was presented by Westerhuis in 1998.63 In

CPCA, the data blocks are deflated with respect to the variation that is expressed in the so-

called global scores. The detailed algorithm as described by Westerhuis63 is presented in the

following:

A CPCA with m blocks is executed using a modified NIPALS algorithm61 starting with an

arbitrary global score vector tT . Iteratively, tT gets optimized by first calculating the block

loadings pb and the block scores tb , by normalization of pb .

pb = X T
b · tT

t T
T · tT

; ∥ pb ∥= 1 (2.3)

tb = Xb ·
pbp
mXb

(2.4)

The block score values for each block are combined to a scores matrix T .

T = [t1...tb] (2.5)

Subsequently, a weighting factor wT is estimated and normalized.

wT = T T · tT

t T
T · tT

; ∥ wT ∥= 1 (2.6)

The new global score vector tT is estimated by

t T = T ·wT (2.7)

The deflation in CPCA is conducted by equation 2.3 using the last tT vector in order to calculate

pb , following by the subtraction from the data matrix Xb .

Xb = Xb − tT ·pT
b (2.8)

6
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A difference between performing PCA on every single block and a CPCA analysis is that the

same variation appears in the same components in every data block. Furthermore, a cor-

relation loadings plot can be generated as a result of CPCA. The data blocks that are used

in CPCA are not limited to spectral data. Also, data containing discrete data as informa-

tion about sensory52 or morphological properties or even different spectral regions of the

same spectra are applied in CPCA. It is not only joining the information from different data

blocks in one analysis, it also enables the evaluation of interactions between the different

blocks.64, 65

Partial least square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA)

Partial least square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) is the classification approach of the com-

monly used multivariate regression PLS regression (PLS-R). The algorithm was introduced

by Wold based on the NIPALS algorithm.63, 66, 67 PLS-R is a regression method using a vec-

tor, PLS-DA is applied on a target matrix Y . The main difference between the multivariate

regression method PLS and PCA/CPCA is the application of the matrix factorization not only

on the data matrix X , but in addition also on Y . Therefore, the factorization can be defined

as

Xn×m = t1×m ×pT
n×1 +En×m (2.9)

For the decomposition of the X matrix and

Yn×m = u1×m ×qT
n×1 +Fn×m (2.10)

for the Y matrix, respectively.

The iterative algorithm can be described as follows:63 An arbitrary scores vector u is cho-

sen as a starting point and is finished when convergence of the scores vector t is reached.

First, the weight w of the data matrix X is calculated in order to estimate the scores t in

X .

w = X T · u

uT ·u
; ∥ w ∥= 1 (2.11)

t = X · w

w T ·w
(2.12)

7
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Using the score vector t the weight q and score vector u of the Y -vector/matrix can be

obtained.

q = Y T · t

t T · t
(2.13)

u = Y ·q (2.14)

The deflation is induced by the estimation of the loading vector p on X using the last score

vector t .

p = X T · t

t T · t
(2.15)

Subsequently, the data matrix X and the regression matrix Y are getting decomposed.

X = X − t ·pT (2.16)

Y = Y − t ·qT (2.17)

PLS is one of the so called supervised methods since a training set is needed as an input

to build a regression model. The model needs to get evaluated using suitable validations

methods, e.g., an external validation. To achieve this, the model is trained and tested with

two different data sets. In addition, regression parameters b and b0 can be calculated. The

regression equation is:

y = b0 +X b (2.18)

X can be replaced using the equations described above. The regression parameter are calcu-

lated with:

b =W (P T W ))−1q (2.19)

and

b0 = ȳ − x̄T b (2.20)
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Non-negative matrix factorization

Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) decomposes the data matrix X into k components

and their contribution to the data matrix. As an outcome, the components and contribu-

tions are positive. NMF was introduced by Lee and Seung in 1999 and was applied for text

mining and pattern recognition.68 Nowadays, NMF is widely used for unsupervised data

reduction and as an exploratory tool in data science.69 Specifically, NMF can help to under-

stand underlying patterns in spectral data.45, 70–72 Components and their contributions are

calculated using Low rank approximation, e.g., singular value decomposition.73 For NMF this

approach requires the number of ranks k, that can be chosen by trial and error or using a

priori information of the data.

Artificial neural networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are commonly used as a machine learning approach for

pattern recognition. In principle, ANN follows the idea of the neural network of the human

brain,74 where, e.g., for spectral data, the input is referring to the variables of the data and

the output is defined by the affiliated classes. The architecture of the network, i.e. how

input and output are connected, influences the outcome and can be optimized for the spe-

cific classification problem.75 Here, feed-forward neural networks are applied. The network

contains three layers, the input layer, the hidden layer, and the output layer. The input neu-

rons, e.g., the Raman-shifts or wavenumbers, are weighted and combined while training

the model and merged into the hidden neurons and subsequently into the output neu-

rons. ANN is beneficial since they enable the classification of non-linear variance within the

data.

Random forest

Random forest (RF) is a classification model based on many decision trees. It was first pro-

posed by Breiman in 2001.76 A decision tree in general consists of several branches, where a

classifier, e.g., a threshold, assigns data regarding a specific class.77 In Random forest, the re-

sults of the decision trees are combined together, which is called bagging. Each decision tree is

generated with a random subset of the data’s variables and is creating the random forest, where

each decision tree contributes to the overall classification.78

9
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2.2 Spectrometric and spectroscopic methods as analytical

tools to investigate biological systems

Spectrometric and spectroscopic methods have been used for decades to study plant mate-

rial.33, 79, 80 They are often combined with chemometric tools to classify and characterize the

spectra or to explain the source of variances within a set of spectra with respect to a certain

biological affiliation, e.g., into different pollen species2, 12, 13 or cell wall substructures.47, 81, 82

The following section presents the four spectrometric and spectroscopic methods which are

the most relevant for the present thesis, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass

spectrometry (MALDI), Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy,

and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation mass spectrometry

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) is based on the co-crystallization be-

tween the molecules of a sample and a matrix. The sample is mixed with a matrix compound,

such as α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (HCCA), and poured on a target. The dried co-

crystals get irradiated with a laser, which leads to energy absorption by the matrix and to

evaporation and ionization of the analyte. Subsequently, the molecules are detected by a mass

spectrometer (MS), e.g., a time-of-flight analyzer (TOF) and mass spectra with the intensity

as a function of the mass-to-charge ratio can be obtained.

MALDI enables soft ionization of molecules, which means that large biomolecules remain in-

tact or show low fragmentation. As a result, the mass of intact biomolecules such as lipids83, 84

and proteins85, 86 can be studied. Therefore, MALDI mass spectra provide mass spectrometric

fingerprints, that can be used to characterize and classify complex biological samples such as

bacteria,87–91 fungi,84, 92–97 and plant tissues.98–102

Specifically, MALDI-TOF MS is suitable to investigate allergenic molecules in pollen.103–106

In combination with gel electrophoresis, the specific allergens can be extracted from the

pollen and identified by comparing the masses of the proteins with those of online database

entries.104–106 Moreover, MALDI mass spectrometry can help to classify pollen from different

plant species.1, 2, 107 Particularly, studies shown that MALDI-TOF MS enables robust classifica-

tion of pollen spectra in combination with chemometric methods, such as hierarchical cluster

analysis (HCA)1 and principal component analysis (PCA).2, 107 The identification of different

pollen species was achieved for pollen grains trapped on sticky carbon tape as a simulation of

a common pollen trap using MALDI-TOF MS and chemometrics.107

In mass spectrometry imaging (MSI), the high specificity of MALDI MS is used to visual-

ize the distribution of certain molecules, e.g. bio markers in tissues. Usually, the image is
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created by mapping the intensity of one peak or the ratio of two peaks that are specific for

a compound in the sample.108 In recent years, several studies using MSI on plant tissues

have been published109–111 and it was also used for the identification of pollen species in

mixtures.56

Mass spectrometric images can also be analyzed using chemometric approaches, such as HCA

and PCA,71, 112 or by matrix factorization methods such as NMF.71

FTIR spectroscopy

IR spectroscopy is based on the interaction between molecules and light in the frequency

range. Molecules absorb the IR light which results in their excitation to higher vibrational

energy levels. The wavenumber range can be divided into the far IR (FIR, 400-50 cm−1),

the mid IR (MIR, 4000-400 cm−1) and the near IR (NIR, 14000-4000 cm−1). For the analysis

of biological systems, the most relevant region is the MIR, since the vibrational bands of

biomolecules are observed in this region of the IR spectrum. The region between 500-and

1500 cm−1 is also called the fingerprint region.

FTIR spectroscopy has become an established tool in plant biology44, 113–117 and in particular,

it also shows potential in the discrimination of different pollen species.4, 5, 9, 10, 118–122 In addi-

tion, FTIR spectroscopy allows the classification and characterization of chemical variation

at the sub-species level in pollen, specifically between populations of the same species, and

lead to conclusions regarding the phenotypic plasticity within plant populations, i.e., how the

plant can adapt to external influences.14, 15, 30, 123

The majority of FTIR pollen studies were conducted by measuring bulk pollen samples4, 14, 15, 124, 125

and only few studies exist about single pollen grain measurements,10, 32, 54, 118, 126 due to scat-

tering artifacts that can occur in MIR spectra of micron-scaled size particles.127 The spectral

contribution from Mie scattering can superimpose the absorbance spectrum, depending on

the geometry of the sample, and it can cause band shifts, distortions and artificial bands.127–130

These scattering problems can be addressed by modification of the experiment, such as multi-

grain measurements with large aperture10, 118, 126 or measurement in an embedding matrix.54

Specifically, appropriate data pre-processing can reduce the influence of the scattering ar-

tifacts in the spectra, such as extended multiplicative scattering correction (EMSC)131 (For

more details see below in this chapter).

Raman spectroscopy and Raman mapping

When a molecule interacts with monochromatic light, scattering occurs that can be either elas-

tic (Rayleigh scattering) or inelastic (Raman scattering). The effect of the inelastic scattering
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was discovered independently by Raman and Krishnan132 and by Landsberg and Mandel-

stam133 in 1928 and first predicted by Smekal in 1923.134 Caused by the interaction of the

molecule with incident light, the molecule is excited to a virtual energy level. Depending

on whether the molecule is in the ground state or the vibrational excited state, Stokes or

Anti-Stokes scattering can occur, where the Stokes bands have a higher intensity.

The selection rules of Raman spectroscopy dictate that a vibration is Raman active if the

polarizability of the molecule changes with the vibrational mode. Therefore, Raman spec-

troscopy provides complementary information to FTIR, where the selection rules are based

on changes in the dipole moment of the vibrating molecule. Because of the selection rules,

IR spectroscopy suffers from the high absorption of water, while Raman spectroscopy has

the advantage of lower water contribution in the spectra. Therefore Raman spectroscopy

is a promising method for the study of biological samples, such as cells,135–137 microorgan-

ism,138–140 histological investigation of animal tissues and plant material,47, 141–144 where in

particular the investigation of pollen samples should be pointed out.11–13, 16, 145, 146 The inves-

tigation of pollen grains using spectroscopic methods has become increasingly important

in recent years.10, 16, 32, 121, 124, 147–150 Raman spectroscopy can be applied as a quick identi-

fication method for pollen warnings.13 Recently, a high throughput Raman spectroscopy

approach was applied for the successful discrimination of pollen.148 In addition, the chemical

fingerprint in the Raman spectrum can provide information about the chemical composition

of pollen grains and the changes in the composition caused by different substructures of the

pollen grain or even by external factors.16, 31

Raman spectroscopy is often combined with chemometric methods in order to classify and

characterize the Raman spectra according to a biological question. Most prominent examples

are the implementation of hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA)5, 12, 13 and principal component

analysis (PCA).5, 16, 124

Due to the non-invasive and non-destructive nature of Raman microscopic experiments

and the micro-scale spatial resolution, Raman imaging became a valuable approach for the

study of plant tissues.7, 32, 45, 46, 48, 50, 81, 151–153 Similar to MSI (see above) an image is created

by scanning the tissue and assigning one spectrum to a specific xy-position each. Therefore,

the chemical composition of different compartments, as well as the substructure of the tissue

can be studied.6, 35, 36, 151

The Raman images can be analyzed using univariate approaches, by taking, e.g., the intensity

of a certain band of each xy-position in a sampled area. In addition, multivariate approaches

can help to elucidate the chemical composition of tissues.7, 32, 46
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Surface-enhanced Raman scattering

The cross sections of Raman scattering can be low, which leads to low signal-to-noise-ratio in

the spectra. Depending on the sample, higher exposure time would be necessary. In addition,

fluorescence contributions occur in the spectra of biological samples and can mask bands.

This phenomenon has been described for Raman spectra of pollen in the literature.11, 12, 146

Several solutions have been developed to reduce the fluorescence contribution by either using

another excitation wavelength or photobleaching the sample.13

In another approach, fluorescence can be quenched by adding metal nanostructures to

the sample, which results in the enhancement of the Raman signal intensity.19, 154 The

enhancement of the Raman signals using metal surfaces is known as surface-enhanced

Raman scattering (SERS). The phenomenon was first observed by Fleischmann et al. in 1974,

when they received high Raman scattering of pyridine on a silver electrode surface.155 The

enhancement in SERS can be several orders of magnitude.156 This can be attributed to two

different mechanisms: chemical and electromagnetic enhancement.

Similar to a normal Raman experiment, the nanostructures are irradiated with light of a certain

energy. This leads to excitation of the localized surface plasmon modes of the nanoparticle

(collective oscillations of the electron cloud), when they are in resonances with the incident

wavelength. If the scattering emitted by analyte molecules is also in resonance with the

plasmons, the field is also amplified and the signals get enhanced. The intensity of the SERS

signals increases with decreasing distance between the molecules and the nanostructures.

In addition, the electronic coupling between the metal surface and the molecule leads to a

broadening of the electronic states,which results in an increase in the polarizability of the

molecule. This process is also known as chemical enhancement.

SERS is frequently used to study biological systems. Specifically, living cells are studied using

SERS.157–161 Unfortunately, the enhancement decreases drastically with increasing distance

between molecule and nanoparticle. Especially, the investigation of complex analytes in

solution is challenging. Seifert et al. showed a SERS application, where a high amount of

spectra is needed in combination with an appropriate selection of relevant spectra in order

to analyze the data.3 SERS is often combined with chemometric tools in order to classify

and characterize biological systems.162–165 In particular, pollen can be investigated using

SERS.3, 166 Joseph et al. studied the pollen outer shell using silver nanoparticles.19 The

taxonomic relationships of the pollen can be examined using the water-soluble components

of the pollen grains.3 Due to the complementarity to Raman spectroscopy of intact single

pollen grains, SERS of the water-soluble parts in pollen enables additional spectroscopic

information for multiblock analysis.
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2.3 Pre-processing routines for spectral analysis

Before applying chemometric methods to the data sets, variances that are caused by technical

artifacts of the respective spectroscopic/spectrometric methods should be minimized. In

addition, spectra can suffer from influences, e.g., fluorescence in Raman spectra, or Mie

scattering in infrared absorbance data that may not add directly to the understanding of the

sample. Such effects also need to be addressed before data analysis. The pre-processing steps

have to be specific for the kind of data and the biological questions of the experiment. In

general, most of the data used in this thesis can be pre-processed by the three following steps,

interpolation, baseline correction and normalization of the data. Interpolation is applied on

mass spectra and Raman spectra, including SERS spectra.

Regarding the mass spectra the amount of variables of each spectrum can be high (e.g. ∼30000

for the m/z 1000 - 12000). The computational cost of analyses is increasing exponentially with

the data size, which can lead to longer calculation times.167 A common approach is to reduce

the spectrum to a list of peaks (m/z and intensity-pairs) for the analysis, but this would result

in data with different numbers of variables, which would not be suitable for the chemometric

approaches proposed for the analyses discussed in this thesis.

In the case of Raman spectra, obtained with dispersive instruments, interpolation ensures

a uniform distance between two data points across the entire spectrum and thus prevents

an increased weighting of variables, as typically, the number of data points varies across the

spectral range. The optimal distances between data points can be estimated by averaging

the distances of the data points within different spectral ranges (e.g., 400-600 cm−1 and 1600-

1800 cm−1). For example, if the distances are ranging from 1.3-1.6 cm−1, an optimal distance

of 1.45 cm−1 can be applied.

Using interpolation, a function is estimated using the spectra and a defined set of junction

points. As a result, the data are interpolated with equal distances and in a defined spectral

range.168 The estimated function is based on the junction points that define the original data

points.

In all spectral data sets in this work, one has to deal with unwanted distortions in the spectra,

i.e. the ’background’. For each method a different source of the background is known:

I) In a MALDI-TOF MS experiment, the background is mostly caused by the desorption and

ionization of the applied matrix and impurities.169

II) In FTIR spectroscopy, the background can be a result of scattering effects, additional

absorption by the substrate, e.g., the ZnSe-slide, or by the instrumental conditions.170

III) Many molecules cause fluorescence in Raman spectra resulting in a strong background

that can mask bands, particularly in Raman spectroscopy of biological samples.171

Researchers use different approaches for digital baseline correction such as a polynomial fit

of a higher degree,172, 173 Savitzky-Golay smoothing174 or wavelet correction.175 For Raman
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and FTIR spectra, the first and second derivatives are often calculated before data analyses, in

order to remove offset and slope of the baseline.176

Here, the spectra were baseline corrected using asymmetric least square (AsLS) smoothing,

as proposed by Eilers.177, 178 The AsLS algorithm is an extension of the Whittaker smoothing

suggested in 1922.179 It has been shown, that the algorithm works well on different types of

data178, 180–185 and, therefore, AsLS background correction is applied to all kinds of spectral

data shown in this thesis.

Intensity normalization of the data is necessary since variations based on physical con-

tributions among spectra need to be minimized before data analysis, such as classification.

Especially during measurements of biological samples, individual differences in sample

thickness as well as in other preparation steps lead to separation of spectra. In addition,

instrumental conditions can fluctuate during measurements. Due to the Mie scattering in

FTIR spectroscopy of micron-sized samples a normalization regarding the absorbance as well

as the band positions need to be carried out.

Usually, a spectrum is normalized by multiplying a scale factor to each point of the spectrum.

The scale factor can be for example the sum of each point in the spectrum. This normalization,

which is commonly applied for mass spectra is known as total ion count (TIC). Vector nor-

malization, also called 2-norm is based on the Euclidean norm of the data points (vi ) of the

spectra. The 2-norm of a spectrum is defined by equation 2.21.

v =
√

n∑
i=1

(vi )2 (2.21)

For discrete data, e.g., a list of morphological properties of the sample, autoscaling was applied

as normalization. Therefore, a data set X with n spectra and i variables were mean-centered

and subsequently divided by the standard deviation σ.

Xmean = X − 1

n

n∑
i=1

Xi (2.22)

Xautoscaled = Xmean

σXi

(2.23)

Such a normalization is dividing the spectra by a scaling factor. Especially, in MALDI investi-

gations of biological samples, the suppression effects57 need to be considered and a more

complex model based normalization is suggested.186

Extended multiplicative scattering correction (EMSC) is a model-based normalization com-

monly applied for FTIR spectra.130, 187 The main application has been the minimization of
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scattering effects in the spectra that occur in measurements of micron-sized particles.The

basic principle of EMSC is the separation of the spectral, that is, chemical information and

spectral distortions that are often the result of physical effects, such as scattering. The model

of the an absorbance A(υ) can be described by 2.24.188

A(υ) = a + zr e f (υ) ·b +d1υ+d2υ
2 + ...+dnυ

n +e(υ) (2.24)

where zr e f is either a reference spectrum or the average spectrum of the data set131, 188 and a,b

to dnυ describe the modeled parameters, and e(υ) the residuals. The basic EMSC includes lin-

ear and quadratic terms. The corrected spectrum would be estimated by 2.25.188

A(υ)cor r ected = A(υ)−a −d1υ−d2υ
2

b
(2.25)
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3 Materials and Methods

This chapter introduces the materials and methods used in this thesis. First, the samples and

corresponding data sets are listed. Subsequently, the data acquisition is presented, followed

by the descriptions of the multivariate data analyses.

3.1 Plant material and sources of data

Different sample/data sets from plant tissues were used for the studies. The data were ob-

tained by own experiments and in collaboration by co-workers as part of different projects.

3.1.1 Data from pollen samples

Most of the analyses were executed on data of pollen grains to investigate differences be-

tween and within pollen species. Different sets of pollen samples were assembled to ex-

plore different biological questions and assess the subspecies variances within hierarchical

(Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) and complex (Chapter 6) data sets. Some of the samples are

reused in different sample sets. The sample/data sets were named after their sampling

location.

Pollen Norway I

This sample/data set is discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Measurements of representative

samples from the set were presented in Section 6.1. The sample set Pollen Norway I contains

272 samples (one sample for each plant) of the three grass species Poa alpina, Anthoxan-

thum odoratum, and Festuca ovina. For an assessment of the differences in the chemical

composition of pollen species, plants of three populations were studied in Anthoxanthum

odoratum and Poa alpina. In addition, one population of Festuca ovina was investigated. The

greenhouse experiments were designed and executed by Prof. Dr. Siri Fjelheim, the sampling
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was conducted by Dr. Boris Zimmermann and Dr. Murat Bağcıuğlu from Norwegian Univer-

sity of Life Science (NMBU). This sample set is part of a larger set analyzed and discussed by

Zimmermann et al.15

Seeds of the populations were chosen to cover climatic and geographic variances and were

acquired from the Nordic Gene Bank. The populations of Anthoxanthum odoratum come

from France, Greece, and Finland. Those of Poa alpina originate from Sweden, Italy, and

Norway. The Festuca ovina population was from Sweden. The individuals grew outside over

summer, after which each individual was divided into four clones. The plants were subse-

quently vernalized for 12 weeks at 4 ◦C with a day length of 8 hours. After vernalization, both

the temperature and the nutrient addition were varied, so that the clones grew under four

different conditions. Day length was increased to 16 hours to induce flowering. The plants

were grown at high temperature (20 ◦C ) or low temperature (14 ◦C ) in combination with

additional nutrients in the irrigation water (+ nu) or no additional nutrients in the irrigation

water (- nu).15 The detailed scheme of the sample set is given in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1). The

pollen set Norway I was measured using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of

flight mass spectrometry (MALD-TOF MS).

For comprehensive multimodal study, a subset of Pollen Norway I containing 72 samples of

the three populations from Poa alpina was measured also using FTIR spectroscopy, Raman

spectroscopy, Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), and MALD-TOF MS. An overview

of the samples can be found in Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5. All data were obtained in own prior

projects (Raman spectroscopy, SERS, and MALD-TOF MS189) and in addition by co-workers

Prof. Dr. Achim Kohler, Dr. Boris Zimmermann, and Dr. Murat Bağcıuğlu from NMBU (FTIR

spectroscopy, additional plant data).15

Pollen Israel

The sample set Pollen Israel consists of 25 pollen samples from 25 individual Sorghum bicolor

plants. In Section 6.2. the variance of this data set is evaluated. The plants were growing in a

greenhouse in Rehovot, Israel by collaboration partners Fikadu Biru, Prof. Dr. Rivka Elbaum

and Nerya Zexer from the Hebrew University Jerusalem.

Sorghum bicolor BTx623 wild-type and two different types of mutants, namely sblsi1,37 where

the silicon transporter Lsi1 is deactivated and bmr (brown midrib mutants) with low lignin

content in cell walls,190 were grown in a greenhouse (The Hebrew University, Faculty of

Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel) for two months (sblsi1 mutants) and three months (bmr mutants)

under natural light and temperatures.

Particularly, growth experiments regarding different stress conditions were carried out by

Fikadu Biru. Four wild-type plants and four sblsi1 mutant plants were treated under drought
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or under salt stress conditions, respectively.191 In summary, drought stress was induced by

exposing the plants to a shortage of water for two weeks. Salt stress was initiated by adding

different concentrations of sodium chloride to the irrigation water. A detailed description of

the growth experiment is published by Biru.191

Pollen from the flowering plants was collected in collaboration with Fikadu Biru, Nerya Zexer,

and Victor Rodriguez-Zancajo. A schematic presentation of the data set is shown in Chapter

6 in Figure 6.9 The sample set is measured using Raman microspectroscoy and MALD-TOF

MS.

Pollen Norway II

The sample set Pollen Noway II comprises in total 71 pollen samples from nine different

Poaceae species. The pollen samples were obtained by the Norwegian co workers Prof. Dr. Siri

Fjelheim, Dr. Boris Zimmermann, and Dr. Murat Bağcıuğlu, who did the growth experiments

and the pollen sampling respectively. The set Pollen Norway II contains pollen samples of two

populations each from Poa alpina (Sweden and Italy) and Anthoxanthum odoratum (France

and Greece) that were already described above.

For different purposes, the data set is split into Pollen Norway IIa and Pollen Norway IIb

regarding the different experiments. The samples set Pollen Norway IIa is discussed in Section

7.1-7.4, the sample set Pollen Norway IIb in Section 7.5, respectively. A schematic presenta-

tion is given in Figure 7.1. Pollen samples were collected from two populations from each

of the five Poaceae species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Bromus inermis, Hordeum bulbosum,

Lolium perenne, and Poa alpina and from one population of the four pollen species Hordeum

vulgare, Hystrix patula, Piptatherum millaceum, and Piptochaetium avenaceum. From each

population, up to five individuals of different genotypes were used in the experiment (six

samples for Hystrix patula).

Bromus inermis, Hordeum bulbosum, Hordeum vulgare, Hystrix patula, Lolium perenne,

Piptatherum millaceum, and Piptochaetium avenaceum plants were grown in an open green-

house at 17 ◦C for four weeks. Subsequently, temperature (vernalization at 4 ◦C for six weeks

and then transferred to 17 ◦C , or no vernalization at 17 ◦C ) and day lengths (8 or 16 hour

photoperiod) were varied for different plants as required by another study from which the

plants were sampled.

Pollen were collected from the plants at the onset of pollination (varying for each species

and growth condition) and stored at -20 ◦C . The sample set Pollen Norway IIa is measured

by FTIR microspectroscopy and MALD-TOF MS. In addition, data were obtained by Raman

microspectropy experiments conducted by Simon Schröder as part of a research internship

(unpublished data).
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Pollen Berlin

The data set Pollen Berlin contains MALDI mass spectra of pollen from 16 different plant

species, that were obtained by Dr. Fransiska Lauer at BAM, Berlin Germany. The data set is dis-

cussed in Chapter 8. Pollen samples of Artemisia absinthium, Betula occidentalis, and Populus

nigra were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Pollen samples

from Alnus cordata, Alnus rubra, Betula alleghaniensis, Betula ermanii, Betula tatewakiana,

Corylus avellana, Corylus sieboldiana, Philadelphus californicus , Pinus mugo, Philadelphus

pubescens, Pinus rigida, Pinus sylvestris, and Syringa reticulata were collected in the botanical

garden in Berlin by Dr. Franziska Lauer in 2016. All pollen samples were stored at -20 ◦C until

measurement.

Two MALDI imaging data sets (mixture 1 and mixture 2) are analyzed in Chapter 8 of this

thesis. The first imaging data set consists of 154 spectra of an artificial pollen mixture of

Artemisia absinthium, Betula occidentalis, and Populus nigra, the second imaging data set

has 136 mixture spectra of Alnus cordata, Corylus avellana, and Pinus sylvestris.

In addition, a database of reference mass spectra were used, including varying amount of mass

spectra for each species. The content of the database is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Amount of spectra from the database in the data sets of Pollen Berlin.

Pollen species amount of spectra

Mixture 1 154

Mixture 2 136

Artemisia absinthium 32

Alnus cordata 231

Alnus rubra 61

Betula alleghaniensis 243

Betula ermanii 181

Betula occidentalis 30

Betula tatewakiana 103

Pollen species amount of spectra

Corylus avellana 294

Corylus sieboldiana 212

Philadelphus californicus 240

Pinus mugo 102

Populus nigra 32

Philadelphus pubescens 193

Pinus rigida 187

Pinus sylvestris 85

Syringa reticulata 177

3.1.2 Data of plant tissue sections

Data sets of plant tissues used in this study are obtained by co-workers Prof. Dr. Rivka Elbaum,

Dr. Zsuzsanna Heiner, Dr. Sabine Holz, Ingrid Liedtke, and Nerya Zexer. All data are obtained

by Raman imaging experiments and discussed in chapter 9.
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Cucumber

The Cucumber data set contains Raman imaging data from Cucumis sativus Sonja. The

plants were grown in a greenhouse in Berlin, Germany by collaboration partner Dr. Sabine

Holz. Details of the growing experiments are published by Zeise et al.7 In summary, seeds

of Cucumis sativus Sonja were cultivated in silicic acid poor soil. Two cucumber plants were

irrigated with tap water containing silicic acid (2 mM) and adjusted to pH 7 and two plants

were irrigated with tap water without additional silicic acid.7, 192

The cross sections were taken from different plant organs. For each of the four plants four

to seven cross sections were cut by Ingrid Liedtke for the plant organs respectively and

stored at 4 ◦C experiments. More details about the sample preparation are described by

Zeise et al.7 A schematic presentation of the data set is shown in Chapter 9 in the Fig-

ure 9.7.

Sorghum

Raman imaging data from Sorghum plant Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench tissues were studied.

Growing experiments and preparation of the cross sections were executed by Ingrid Liedtke.

Four plants of Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench (line BTX-623) and four SbLsil- mutant37, 193 at

room temperature as described in more detail in reference [152].152

Cross sections were collected from the 7th leaf of each plant following the numbering of

Kumar et al.193 A schematic presentation of the data set is shown in the respective chapter in

the Figure 9.12.

One Raman map of Sorghum root tissue was obtained by Nerya Zexer.

Seedlings of Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench (line BTx623) were grown hydroponically for one

week. Cultivation was carried out in a growth chamber under controlled conditions. A detailed

description of the growing experiment is published by Zexer et al.40

3.2 Data acquisition

3.2.1 Sample preparation and data acquisitions of MALD-TOF MS

measurements

The data set Pollen Norway I, as well as 70 samples from Pollen Norway II and 14 samples

from the data set Pollen Israel were obtained by MALD-TOF MS following an established

protocol.1, 2 The pollen samples were deposited directly on a MALDI stainless steel target
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(MTP 384). Measurements of the data set Pollen Berlin were conducted by Dr. Franziska

Lauer.

The reference spectra of the 16 different Pollen species were acquired performing MALD-TOF

MS after a protocol by Lauer et al.107 The pollen grains were deposited on sticky carbon tape

(P77817, Science Services GmbH, Munich, Germany) on a MTP 384 standard target.

On each sample, 1 µL of formic acid (90 %) was pipetted for extraction. After drying at room

temperature, 1 µL of matrix solution (10 mg of α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid in 1 mL 1:1

acetonitrile/water and 0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid) was added to each spot, and the target was

left to dry at room temperature.

The two imaging data sets of two different pollen mixtures were obtained from pollen fixed

on sticky carbon tape before adding the matrix (α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid in 1 mL

1:1 acetonitrile/water and 0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid). An Autoflex III MALD-TOF mass spec-

trometer (Bruker Daltonik, Bremen, Germany) in positive linear mode and with a 355 nm

Smartbeam laser (200H z) was used for all measurements. Spectra in the mass range from m/z

1000 to 15000 were recorded for each sample. In order to account for potential heterogeneity

within the sample spots, 2000 spectra from four different positions of each spot were accumu-

lated.

For acquisition of the two MALDI imaging data sets, the software FlexImaging (Bruker Dal-

tonik, Bremen, Germany) was used. The MALDI target was scanned using a pixel size of

100 µm ×100 µm and 1000 spectra were accumulated for each spot.55

The spectra were interpolated using the in-built interp1-function in Matlab with a distance of

m/z 2, in order to reduce the data set size. Afterwards, the spectra were baseline-corrected

using asymmetric least square correction as proposed by Eilers177, 178 and vector normalized

before further data analysis.

3.2.2 FTIR spectroscopy

The samples of Pollen Norway I were measured using FTIR spectroscopy by the the co-workers

Dr. Boris Zimmermann and Dr. Murat Bağcıuğlu. The samples were prepared as bulk samples,

following the protocol published by Bağcıuğlu.123 1 mg of each pollen sample was centrifuged

with 500 µL of distilled water using a 2 mm probe coupled to a Q55 Sonicator ultrasonic

processor (QSonica, LLC, USA) under 100 % power. Afterwards, the pollen suspension was

centrifuged with 13,000 rpm for 10 min, and 400 µL of supernatant was removed from each

sample. Three aliquots of 8 µl each were pipetted onto an IR-transparent silicon 384-well

microtiter plate (Bruker Optik GmbH, Germany) and dried at room temperature for 1 h.

FTIR measurements were executed using a HTS - XT extension unit coupled to a TENSOR 27

spectrometer (both Bruker Optik GmbH, Germany). The system is equipped with a globar
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mid - IR source and a DTGS detector. The spectra were recorded in transmission mode, with

a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 and digital spacing of 0.964 cm−1. A spectrum from an empty

well of the microtiter plate was recorded as background spectrum before each measurement.

Spectra were obtained using an aperture of 5 µm and 32 scans for each spectrum.

Spectra were pre-processed using extended multiplicative signal correction (EMSC) with

linear and quadratic components131, 174, 194 on the second derivatives with a polynomial of

degree two and a window size of 7 points.174 The spectral range from 800-1800 cm−1 was

used for multivariate analysis. An average spectrum was calculated from the spectra of the

three technical replicates (aliquots) per sample, resulting in a set of 72 average spectra for

multiblock analysis. The results are discussed in Chapter 5.

The data set Pollen Norway II (71 samples corresponding to 71 plants) was measured us-

ing FTIR microspectroscopy. Therefore, a procedure involving paraffin embedding proposed

by Zimmermann et. al14 was adapted. The analysis of the data set is discussed in Chapter 7 of

this thesis.

For FTIR microspectroscopy, the pollen grains were spread onto a thin layer of paraffin on

a ZnSe slide. With the help of a glass slide, the soft paraffin (Enzborn Vaseline, Nordwalde

Germany) was distributed over the pollen grains, resulting in embedding of the pollen grains

in the thin paraffin layer.

FTIR spectra were obtained in transmission mode using a Nicolet FTIR microscope (Thermo

Scientific, Waltham, USA), equipped with a single element MCT detector and with a 32x

Cassegrainian objective. The size of the sampled spot was 15 µm x 15 µm. As light source, a

synchrotron source (beam line IRIS, HZB-BESSY, Berlin) was used. The FTIR spectra were

measured with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 and digital spacing of 1.9 cm−1, by averaging

128 interferograms per spectrum. A background spectrum was collected from the ZnSe slide

with identical parameters. For each of the 71 samples, approximately 20 different pollen

grains were measured per plant (with one spectrum per pollen grain), resulting in a data set

of 1004 spectra in total.

For each plant sample, 2 to 5 spectra of the pollen-free paraffin layer were measured using the

same condition as described above, leading to 190 pure paraffin spectra. Finally, individual

pollen grains were measured on a ZnSe slide without paraffin embedding (i.e. unembedded

samples). Approximately 20 spectra of individual pollen grains from only one plant per grass

species were measured, resulting in 97 spectra of unembedded pollen grains in total.

The spectral pre-processing steps were adapted regarding the application of four different

approaches in order to utilize the pollen spectra with paraffin contribution. The four ap-

proaches (approach 1, without further consideration, approach 2, omitting affected spectral

range, approach 3, extraction of paraffin contribution using non-negative matrix factorization,

approach 4, diminishing paraffin variation using a complex EMSC model) are discussed in

Chapter 7. In general, the pre-processing steps include baseline correction as proposed by
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Eilers,177, 178 normalization, either vector normalization or EMSC131 and the calculation of

average spectra with respect to the following data analysis. All pre-processing steps with

respect to the approach is summarized in Figure 7.5 in Chapter 7. All spectral pre-processing

was performed using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc., 2015b).

3.2.3 Raman microspectroscopy

The sample sets Pollen Norway I, Pollen Norway IIa (in collaboration with Simon Schröder),

and Pollen Israel were measured by Raman spectroscopy. In addition, plant cross section of

the data sets Cucumber and Sorghum cross sections were obtained by Raman imaging data

by collaboration partners Dr. Zsuzsanna Heiner, Ingrid Liedtke, and Nerya Zexer.

Raman spectra for the data sets Pollen Norway I (discussed in Chapter 5), Pollen Norway IIa

(by Simon Schröder) (discussed in Section (7.4.), and Pollen Israel (discussed in Chapter 6.2)

were obtained from single pollen with a LabRam HR microspectroscopic setup (Horiba Jobin-

Yvon GmbH, Bensheim, Germany) equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD detector and

a 50x long distance objective (Olympus, Hamburg Germany) with a numerical aperture of

0.55.

72 pollen samples of Poa alpina from the data set Pollen Norway I were measured during the

period of the master thesis189 and reused for a more comprehensive multiblock analysis, here

(Chapter 5). The pollen grains were measured using a diode laser operating at a wavelength

of 785 nm and an intensity of 7 ·105W /cm2. For each sample, ten spectra from ten different

single pollen grains were collected, using an accumulation time of 10 s per spectrum. In total,

720 individual spectra were obtained, resulting in 72 average spectra for multiblock analysis.

Furthermore, Raman experiments were conducted on three samples of Pollen Norway I,

one for each grass species of Poa alpina, Anthoxanthum odoratum, and Festuca ovina (Sec-

tion 6.1). The samples were measured on calcium fluoride and, in addition, two samples from

Anthoxanthum odoratum and Festuca ovina were measured on carbon tape, using a Nd:YAG

diode-pumped solid state laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and a filter of 1 % (intensity 3.1

*104 W cm−2 on the spot) and spatial distance of 5 µm.

The 25 samples (approx. 5 individual pollen grains) from the sample set Pollen Israel (dis-

cussed in Section 6.2) as well the 50 samples from Pollen Norway IIb (Simon Schröder (dis-

cussed in Section 7.4)), 10 individual pollen grains for each sample/plant) were obtained

using a laser with a wavelength of 785 nm (intensity 1.4 ·106 W cm−2) and spatial distancing

of 2 µm. All spectra were obtained with an accumulation time of 1 s and recorded over the

spectral range from 350 cm−1 to 1750 cm−1.

For frequency calibration, six bands in the spectrum of 4-acetaminophenol (1648.4, 1323.9,
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1168.5, 857.9, 651.6, 390.9 cm−1) were used. After spike removal, the raw spectra were interpo-

lated in the range from 400 to 1750 cm−1 to achieve an equal distribution of data points across

the whole spectral range. A distance of 1.45 cm−1, corresponding to the average spectral

resolution in the experiment was chosen as distance between variables. Subsequently, a

baseline for each spectrum was estimated by asymmetric least square smoothing177 and

subtracted from the respective spectrum, followed by vector normalization of the baseline

corrected spectrum. An average spectrum was calculated for each grain/sample from the

respective spectra.

The Raman maps of the plant cross sections from the data set Cucumber and Sorghum

were obtained by Dr. Zszusanna Heiner and Ingrid Liedkte. A detailed description of the

Raman experiments is published by Zeise et al. for the data set Cucumber7 and published by

Heiner et al. for the data set Sorghum.152 In summary, the cross sections were measured with

a spatial distancing of 1 µm using a 532 nm CW laser and a laser power of 10 mW (intensity

1.7 ·106 W cm−2, accumulation time, 1 s). Spikes were removed and spectra were calibrated

using Matlab (MathWorks, Inc., 2014 by collaboration partner Ingrid Liedkte.

Raman experiments on root sections from Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench (line BTx623) were

carried out by Nerya Zexer. The sample was measured using a 63x water immersed objective

and 532 nm excitation wavelength. Data are obtained in streamline mode with an acquisition

time of 30 s. More details can be found in reference [40].40

Further pre-processing such as interpolation, AsLS-background correction, and vector nor-

malization were applied with respect to the specific data analysis and are discussed in Chapter

9.

3.2.4 Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)

The subset of 72 Poa alpina pollen samples from Pollen Norway I was measured by SERS

during the period of the master thesis189 and reused for a comprehensive multiblock study

here in Chapter 5.

In the SERS experiments, the water-soluble components of the pollen grains were extracted

and mixed with an aqueous solution of citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles as described by

Seifert et al.3 100 µl Millipore water were added to 0.2 mg of the pollen sample. After 5 minutes,

the samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was pipetted off. 2 µl of this aqueous

pollen extract were mixed with 20 µl citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles obtained195 and 2

µl of a 0.1 M sodium chloride solution were added. Subsequently, 20 µl of this mixture were

transferred to a calcium fluoride slide for the SERS measurement. The SERS experiments were

performed on a Raman microscope (Horiba, Bensheim, Germany) in the focal volume of a

60x water immersion objective (Olympus, Hamburg) with a laser operating at a wavelength of
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785 nm and an intensity of 2.9·105 W cm−2. Two extracts for each sample (technical replicates)

were prepared and analyzed. For each extract, 1000 spectra with an accumulation time of

1 s per spectrum were collected. This procedure yielded SERS data sets containing 144000

individual spectra in total (2000 spectra per pollen sample). The spectra were frequency

calibrated using a spectrum of 4-acetamidophenol. Further pre-processing included spike

removal, interpolation, AsLS-baseline correction,177 and vector normalization as described

in the previous section. The 2000 spectra for each sample (obtained from different extracts)

were averaged so that in total 72 average SERS spectra were analyzed in the multiblock

analyses.

3.2.5 Bright-field images

For all microscopical images the pollen grains were deposit on glass slides and investigated

using a light microscope (Olympus BX23, Hamburg, Germany) with either a 20x or 100x

objective (Olympus, Hamburg Germany). The images were recorded with CellSens Standard

Software 1.17 (Olympus, Hamburg Germany).

3.2.6 Additional plant data

Pollen Norway I

Morphological and dry weight measurements, as well as the determination chlorophyll con-

tent of parent plants, were executed by Dr. Boris Zimmermann and Dr. Murat Bağcıuğlu,

resulting in an additional data block for multiblock analysis that is discussed in Chapter 5.

During the pollination stage, the height of the flowering shoots of the parent plants was

determined, using the average value for three highest flowering shoots per individual plant.

Furthermore, the number of flowering shoots for each individual was determined. Plant dry

mass was determined at the end of seed production life stage by cutting the parent plants at

ground level and drying them at 60 ◦C for 24 hours.

Chlorophyll a and b concentrations were measured by ultraviolet-visible absorption measure-

ments.196 Leaf samples from each individual were collected during the pollination life stage.

Approximately 4-8 mg of a sample were transferred to microcentrifuge tubes containing 1.5

ml N, N-dimethylformamide, and kept at +4 ◦C for 24 hours. The extracts were measured

with a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 1800, Japan) using cuvettes with 1 cm path

length. Chlorophyll a and b concentrations were calculated by using absorbance values at

647 nm and 664 nm according to the equations by Porra et.al.197 The chlorophyll content,

morphological and dry weight data were combined in a separate, fifth data block, termed
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here additional plant data. The data were normalized based on data dispersion (autoscaling)

before further analysis.

Sorghum

Measurements of the plant heights and the size of the 7th leaves of the eight Sorghum plants

as well as elemental analysis of were conducted by Ingrid Liedtke. A data set is obtained

comprising the information about the four parameters: size of the leaf (area), cell wall density,

dry mass, and plant height.

Before energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), the leaves were charred to ash by an

established prototol.37, 198 The leaves were calcined at 550 ◦C for 24 h and subsequently

washed with 1 ml 1 M hydrochloric acid.

The elemental analysis includes the contributions of Carbon, Calcium, Magnesium, Potas-

sium, and Sodium. Both data set are used in a multiblock analysis discussed in Section

9.2.2.

3.3 Data analysis

3.3.1 Data management and data pre-processing

Data management, spectral pre-processing, and multivariate analysis were carried out using

in-built functions of the software Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

The data management includes Matlab routines that transform single spectra or spectra

maps stored into ASCII-files into formatted data set taken into account the structure and

purpose of the experiment. Spectral pre-processing is individually adapted for each data set

including in the majority the pre-processing steps interpolation (with the exception of FTIR

and additional plant data), baseline correction (with the exception of additional plant data)

and a normalization.

Interpolation were applied to Raman and MALDI data using the in-built Matlab function

interp1.

The baseline correction was carried out as proposed by Eilers.177, 178 Subsequently, the base-

line was subtracted from the spectrum.

Normalization of the data were executed using vector normalization, autoscaling (for discrete

data as EDX and additional plant data), and extensive multiplicative scatter correction (EMSC)

for FTIR data.

Before, calculation of a EMSC model smoothing is carried out on the spectra using the al-

gorithm proposed by Savitzky and Golay174 using a polynomial of the second order and an
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optimized windows size. To estimate the optimal windows size in the smoothing algorithm,

the procedure proposed by Zimmermann at el.194 was applied for each pair of the 5 pollen

species of the 50 samples of the data set Pollen Norway IIa. 2-class Partial least square dis-

criminant analysis (PLS-DA) was applied for window sizes between 3 and 23 with varying

amount of latent variables. For visualization, the classification results of one pair (Hordeum

bulbosum and Poa alpina) are presented in Figure 3.1. The optimal number of smoothing

points would have less latent variables and the most correct classified spectra. Here, using a

windows size higher than 11 and 4 or 5 latent variables, >90 % of spectra would be classified

correctly. In order to avoid over-smoothing of the data the smallest number (here 11) was

chosen.

Figure 3.1: Classification results of 2-class PLS-DA from FTIR spectra of Hordeum bulbosum
and Poa alpina for optimization of the windows size. (Left) Number of latent variables
with respect to the windows size. (Right) Correct classified spectra with respect of the
windows size.

The optimal window size was estimated for all ten pairs and the median of a windows size

of 9 was applied as the parameter for smoothing of the data set. The model was carried out

using linear and quadratic terms of the model.

The optimization of the windows size and the calculation and application of the model was

executed using Matlab-functions developed in collaboration with Prof. Dr. Stephan Seifert

and Prof. Dr. Achim Kohler.

3.3.2 Multivariate analysis

Hierarchical cluster analysis

Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) was applied using euclidean distances and Ward’s algo-

rithm58 on the specific pre-processed data sets. The in-build Matlab functions pdist and

linkage calculate and the function dendrogram visualizes the results. HCA was carried out to
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i) assess the relation between different samples in the case of the data set Pollen Norway IIa

(Chapter 7) and ii) to explore the heterogeneity of imaging data set of MALDI mass spectra

(Chapter 8) and Raman data (Chapter 9).

Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted using in-built Matlab routines. For evalu-

ation of the score values, Kruskal-Wallis H-test199 was applied, using kruskalwallis-function

in Matlab on the classification problem. The Kruskal-Wallis H-test as a non-parametric sta-

tistical test was chosen after assessment of the data sets regarding their normal distribution.

Some data sets, e.g. obtained from SERS experiments do often not show normal distribution.3

The test is used to prove the null hypothesis that the distribution of the data within each

respective classification group is equal. A p-value below 0.05 indicates a significant difference

in this distribution for at least one of the groups.

Furthermore, d-values were estimated for evaluation of the PCA models using one-way multi-

variate analysis of variance (MANOVA) in combination with Bartlett test200 on the PCA score

values of the first ten PCs (covering at least 90 % of the explained variances in each PCA model)

obtained by the manova1-function in Matlab. The d-values estimate the dimensionality of a

group based on the non-random variances in the group means by giving a value between 0

and N-1, with N being the amount of groups that need to be identified.

The combination of PCA and statistical tests is executed: I) On the data of the sample set

Pollen Norway I and discussed in Chapter 4 and 5.

II) as a chemometric tool for exploration is in addition carried out on the data sets Pollen

Israel (Chapter 6), Pollen Norway II (Chapter 7)

III) On the Raman mapping data discussed in Chapter 9.

Consensus principal component analysis

Using Matlab routines developed in colllaboration with Prof. Dr. Achim Kohler, consensus

principal component analysis (CPCA)62, 63 was used to combine data of different individual

methods. In order to apply CPCA, all the data sets need to have the same sample dimension,

and the order of the samples should be identical for all data sets included in the analysis.

Therefore, some data have to be averaged before further analysis. For the common repre-

sentation of the loadings of all the different kinds of data in one correlation loading plot as

result, thresholds were defined for the respective data types and those positive/negative peaks

above/below the respective threshold are represented in the unified plot. For clarity, all other

spectral variables are not shown in these plots. Only the variables belonging to discrete data

blocks (additional plant data and EDX) are displayed as a whole. CPCA is here used for:
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I) The assessment of the subspecies variation in grass pollen (Pollen Norway I) and their

comprehensive characterization using a combination of FTIR spectroscopy of homogenized

pollen grains, Raman spectroscopy, SERS of the water-soluble extract, MALD-TOF MS of the

acid extracts, and additional plant-related information (Chapter 5).

II) In Section 6.2, the evaluation of Raman data in combination with MALD-TOF MS data us-

ing pollen from wild-type andSbLsil-mutants of Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench (line BTX-623),

as well as different growth conditions (Pollen Israel).

III) The combination of two different spectral ranges, when a part of the spectrum is omitted.

CPCA is executed here on Pollen Norway IIa and discussed in Section 7.2.2.

IV) The assessment of the variation between five different grass pollen species (Pollen Nor-

way IIa) and their comprehensive characterization using a combination of FTIR microspec-

troscopy of embedded single pollen grains, Raman microspectroscopy, and MALD-TOF MS of

the acid extracts (Section 7.4).

V) the combination of Raman microspectra from different substructures extracted from

Raman maps, and additional plant-related information in order to explore the differences be-

tween cross sections from wild-type andSbLsil-mutants of Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench.

Partial least square discriminant analysis

For PLS-DA and other supervised multivariate methods, a corresponding target matrix to-

wards the data matrix needs to be built. This target matrix stores the assignment of one

spectrum to a specific class with 1 (assigned to the class) and 0 (not assigned to the class). A

PLS-DA model is usually trained with several latent variables. Using the plsregress-function in

Matlab to optimal amount of latent variables can be estimated using 10-fold cross validation.

Two different types of external validation of the trained model were applied in this thesis.

The first one is the leave-one-out cross validation (full-CV), where each model was trained

using the whole data set except one spectrum. The classification of the remaining spectrum

is calculated and a new model is trained using the whole data set except one other spectrum.

This procedure is repeated for all spectra of the data set.

In the other approach, the classification analyses were conducted by splitting the spectral

data set into two parts (here 50 % :50 %) where one part is the training set and the other part

is used for validation the model. The data in these two sets can be either randomly chosen

from the whole data set or systematic according to the hierarchy (e.g. leave-one-sample-out,

leave-one-population-out). .

PLS-DA was conducted here to:

I) Assess the variation within a hierarchically structured framework of grass pollen, compris-

ing variation between species, populations, and growth conditions (Pollen Norway I discussed

in Chapter 4).
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II) Compare different pre-processing approaches and their performances in model-based

classification of the data set Pollen Norway IIa and Pollen Norway IIb (discussed in Chapter

7).

III) Classify MALDI imaging mass spectra from pollen mixtures from the data set Pollen Berlin

(discussed in Chapter 8).

Non-negative matrix factorization

Non-negative matrix factorization was conducted on the FTIR data from Pollen Norway IIa

discussed in Chapter 7 and on the MALDI MS imaging data of the data set Pollen Berlin

discussed in Chapter 8. Decomposition into components and the corresponding relative

contributions of the respective spectra was achieved by using the nnmf function in Matlab

and the alternating least square (ALS) algorithm.201 The optimized number for decomposition

was evaluated by eye, respectively.

The factorization of the data set Pollen Norway 2 was carried out using six components.

Subsequently, the components were sorted by eye and reconstructed by subtraction of the

components from the data matrix. More details can be found in Section 7.2.3.

In the case of the imaging data set from Pollen Berlin, NMF was applied using four compo-

nents. For visualization of the results, the relative contributions for each spectrum of the

MALDI map were min/max normalized so that the image can be presented as four classifica-

tion images.

Machine learning approaches: artificial neural networks and random forest

Artificial neural networks (ANN) and random forest (RF) were applied in order to classify

the samples of the data set Pollen Norway IIa (Chapter 7). In addition, the MALDI imaging

mass spectra of pollen mixtures (Pollen Berlin, Chapter 8) were evaluated using ANN and RF.

The data set Pollen Norway IIa were split into training and test set. In the case of the MALDI

image, references spectra form the training set and the models wer tested on the imaging

data. Feed-forward ANN202 were applied to the data with a number of input neurons that

correspond to the amount of variables in the spectra, 50 neurons in the hidden layer, and

an amount of output neurons that corresponds to the number of the classes given by the

target matrix. To employ ANN, the Matlab functions patternnet and train with 70 % of the

training set were used for training, 25 % for validation and 5 % for internal testing, followed by

validation of the independent test set.

Random forest classification was applied by using the treebagger function in Matlab. External

validation of the test set was executed using the predict-function.
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical

framework of variances using MALDI

TOF MS

Parts of the results presented in this chapter are published in: Diehn, S., Zimmermann,

B., Bağcıuğlu, M., Seifert S., Kohler A., Ohlson M., Fjellheim S, Weidner S., and Kneipp J..

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF

MS) shows adaptation of grass pollen composition.Sci Rep 8, 16591 (2018).

(https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-34800-1).

Data sets obtained from pollen, and other complex biological systems are often organized in

a hierarchical framework containing the phylogenetic relationships between samples, as well

as other conditions, e.g., different populations, different treatments during plant growth, or

genetic background.15, 16 As a consequence, spectra from the biological samples can provide

information about these different sources of variation, such as species, populations, or growth

conditions. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry

(MALDI TOF MS) has shown to provide a specific fingerprint of pollen which allows discrimi-

nation between different pollen genera and species.1, 2, 107

In this chapter, a data set of MALDI TOF mass spectra from grass pollen of the same family

(Poaceae) is explored with respect to a hierarchical framework based on species, sub-species

level, and different growth conditions (Pollen Norway I, see Chapter 3). This framework is

presented in the scheme in Figure 4.1. The well-designed and characterized data set of 272

mass spectra is analyzed focusing on variations induced by species, population, and growth

conditions.
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Full data set:
272 samples

A :nthoxanthum odoratum
134 samples

Festuca ovina:
48 samples

Poa alpina:
120 samples

Level 1: Species

Level 2: Population

Level 3: Conditions

France
36
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33
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40
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Figure 4.1: Scematic representation of the 272 mass spectra from the sample set Pollen
Norway I presented as a hierarchical framework. The data set comprises spectra from three
different species, seven different population and four different growth conditions. The
numbers in the squares of the third level correspond to the amount of individual genotypes
in each population that are cloned four times in order to investigate one clone for each
growth condition.

4.1 Exploratory analysis of a hierarchically structured data set

First, the averaged spectra for each grass species are compared. Subsequently, chemo-

metric methods, namely partial least square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) and princi-

pal component analysis (PCA) are applied in order to explore the variances in the data

set.

In Figure 4.2, the averaged spectra for each of the three pollen species (Anthoxanthum odora-

tum, Festuca ovina, and Poa alpina) are shown. The spectra present fingerprint-like patterns

in the chosen mass range. The peaks can be associated with unidentified oligosaccharide and

other biopolymers.1, 2, 107

The mass spectra of Anthoxanthum odoratum pollen grains contain particularly three strong

peaks at m/z 5324, 5748, and m/z 6332, while in the case of Festuca ovina and Poa alpina more

peaks are present. Between the mass range m/z 5450 and 5800, the mass spectra of Festuca

ovina pollen have five characteristic peaks, while in Poa alpina only one dominant peak at

m/z 5718 appears. Comparing the mass range from m/z 5850 to 6200 in the mass spectra of
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both species, only two peaks at m/z 6004 and 6068 show up in the mass spectra of Festuca

ovina pollen, while more peaks can be detected in the ones of Poa alpina. In particular, the

peak at m/z 6128 is prominent in the Poa alpina mass spectra. After m/z 6000 the amount of

peaks in all three spectra is limited. Spectra of Anthoxanthum odoratum pollen grains are

not showing dominant peaks in this mass range. In the case of Poa alpina mass spectra, two

peaks (at m/z 6740 and 6782), as well as several small peaks around m/z 8110 contribute to the

species-specific pattern. In the mass spectra of Festuca ovina pollen a remarkable peak at m/z

7232 and two peaks at m/z 8024 and m/z 8056 occur in the upper range.

In comparison to vibrational spectroscopy, where a similar chemical composition of the

pollen grains may lead to spectra that look nearly identical, MALDI-TOF MS provides highly

species-specific patterns for the pollen of the three grass species, which enables accurate

identification of the three pollen species by eye.

Figure 4.2: Pre-processed and averaged mass spectra in the range from m/z 5000-9000 for
the three grass species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Festuca ovina and Poa alpina.

Since it has been shown that the mass spectra of pollen are species-specific, as a second step

the averaged spectra for the different population of the species Poa alpina will be investi-

gated(Figure 4.3).

In general, the averaged spectra of different populations show more similarities, but some

differences can still be detected by eye. In particular, the peak at m/z 5854 is prominent in

the spectra of the population Norway but weak in the other two populations. In general,

the pattern between m/z 5900 and 6300 shows differences, regarding the different popula-

tions.
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Figure 4.3: Pre-processed and averaged mass spectra in the range from m/z 5000-9000
for the three different populations Sweden, Italy and Norway from the grass species Poa
alpina.

It can be concluded that the MALDI TOF mass spectra show a specific peak pattern depending

on both the species and population. Even so, the peak patterns are based on averaged spectra.

An exploration of all spectra would lead to a more accurate characterization.

The most common approach for such an explorative analysis is PCA, that provides a first view

of the source of variances within a data set, due to the weighting of the variables of the spectra.

A common visualization of the PCA results is a 2D scatter plot of the scores from two chosen

components and the corresponding loadings. Usually, more than two component show inter-

esting features, leading to time-consuming evaluation and interpretation of scatter plots and

loadings. Furthermore, effects that cause higher variances in hierarchically structured data

sets may overlay the grouping or discrimination of a smaller source of variation within the

same data set.

Figure 4.4 shows the scores plot of the PCA for the same data set, colored according to the

three different pollen species (Figure 4.4, left) and the seven different populations (Figure 4.4,

right). As indicated by the scores plot on the left, the three species can be differentiated by

the first PC (Figure 4.4, left), while the seven populations cannot be discriminated (Figure 4.4,

right). Nevertheless, further evaluation of the PCA results can give insights into the variances

beyond the 2D- represention of the scores plot. Further statistical approaches can be applied

to the score values in order to simplify the evaluation of the PCA.
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Figure 4.4: (Left) Scores plot of the first and second PC of the 272 mass spectra with
a coloring with respect to the three different species, Anthoxanthum odoratum, black,
Festuca ovina, red and Poa alpina, blue. (Right) Scores plot of the first and second PC of
the 272 mass spectra with a coloring with respect to the seven different population.

4.1.1 Distribution of the score values

A PCA decomposes the data set into scores and loadings (see Chapter 2.3.2) and sorts the

components on the base of their explained variances in decreasing order. As shown above, the

visualization of the score values is colored with respect to the classification problem. In the

data set, there can be respectively three or seven colors depending on species and populations.

The number increases for the combination of population and growth conditions up to 28

different groups and therefore 28 colors are possible for the scores. This would lead to an

overlap of several colors.

In an explorative analysis, the distributions of the score values of each PC related to these

groups are relevant. Some descriptive statistical tests, such as ANOVA, enable a calculation of

a p-value that corresponds to a distribution. Since the data sets can have outlier behavior due

to biological or technical variances, such a behavior could also be relevant in a comprehensive

description of the data. In this respect, a non-parametrical test has been chosen to evaluate

the score values.

Here, the Kruskal-Wallis H-Test199 is used to evaluate the distribution of the score values

with respect to, e.g., the species, or populations. The test uses the null-hypothesis that the

distributions of all groups are equal. The null-hypothesis is rejected with a p-value below 0.05.

Regarding the presented data set, the obtained p-values for the first principal component (PC

1) is always below 0.05 for both the distribution of the score values of the three species and

of the seven populations. The rejection of the null-hypothesis for all the cases indicates that

the distribution of one of the groups differs from the remaining distributions. A low p-value

cannot guarantee, that all distributions differ from each other. An evaluation of the scores

using only Kruskal-Wallis H-Test is inefficient here for some applications.

Figure 4.5 shows the box plots for the distributions of the first PC regarding three (Figure 4.5,
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left) and seven groups (Figure 4.5, right) for the species and populations, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Box plots for the distributions of score values for PC 1 with respect to (left) three
species and (right) seven populations. Species and populations were abbreviated to AO,
Anthoxanthum odorathum, FO, Festuca ovina and PA, Poa alpina as well as AO1, Anthox-
anthum odorathum France, AO2, Anthoxanthum odorathum Greece, AO3, Anthoxanthum
odorathum Finland, FO1, Festuca ovina, PA1, Poa alpina Sweden, PA2, Poa alpina Italy,
PA3, Poa alpina Norway.

The box plot of the PCA from the 272 mass spectra with respect to the three different species

(Figure 4.5, left) confirms that the distributions of the scores (Figure 4.5, left, blue boxes) as

well as the median of each distribution (Figure 4.5, red lines) are not equal.

In contrast, the box plots of the score distribution with respect to the different populations

(Figure 4.5, right) show fewer differences, especially for the three populations of Poa alpina.

The Kruskal-Wallis H-Test gives low p-values in the case that just one of the groups differs

greatly from the others, reducing the information of a score plot into one value that indicates

if a discrimination of groups is more or less significant. To estimate how many of the defined

groups can be separated, MANOVA and Bartlett200 test can be applied.

4.1.2 Dimensionality of the score values

MANOVA is the multivariate alternative for ANOVA and with the Matlab function manova1

the variation within multivariate means of groups can be assessed. Here, the Bartlett test,

included in the statistics, can be applied to the score values of more then one PC. As a

result, information about the dimensionality of the reduced data can be obtained. The null-

hypothesis proves if the group means are equal. If it is rejected, a new null-hypothesis if

the means are linear depended from each other is tested. A calculated d-value indicates the

dimensionality of the data, which is N-1 as maximum.

As an example, the d-values for the hierarchical data set with respect to the three different

species is 2, while with respect to the seven different population is 6. This indicates that the

species as well as the populations, can be discriminated using the first 10 components, that is
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explained 90 % of the total variance.

The underlying Bartlett test is calculated based on the multivariate distances of each of the

groups. The distances can be visualized using the manovacluster-function in Matlab. Similar

to a dendrogram based on hierarchical cluster analysis, Ward’ s-algorithm58 is used to form

clusters with respect to the defined groups. Figure 4.6 shows the resulting dendrograms. In

addition to the d-values the corresponding dendrograms indicate which groups have lower

distances to each other. In Figure 4.6 (right), the dendrogram shows the clustering of the

scores from the seven different populations. Each of the three clusters contains the data of

the populations belonging to just one species.
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Figure 4.6: (Left) Dendrogram obtained after MANOVA of the score values from PC 1-PC
10 with respect to three species. (Right) Dendrogram of the score values from PC1-PC10
with respect to seven populations. Species and populations were abbreviated to AO, An-
thoxanthum odorathum, FO, Festuca ovina, and PA, Poa alpina as well as AO1, Anthoxan-
thum odorathum France, AO2, Anthoxanthum odorathum Greece, AO3, Anthoxanthum
odorathum Finland, FO1, Festuca ovina, PA1, Poa alpina Sweden, PA2, Poa alpina Italy,
PA3, Poa alpina Norway.

To summarize, the combination of one p and one d-value is an extension to the explorative

analysis using PCA. Statistical tests on the reduced data set give insight into the distribution

of the score values and, complementary, the dimensionality of the data with respect to

the biological question. Using a hierarchical data set structure including the species and

populations, it can be concluded, that a predictive analysis regarding the classification of the

different species and population is possible.

4.2 Discrimination of pollen spectra containing variation of

species, populations and growth condition

Since the explorative analysis indicates a successful differentiation of the mass spectra from

different species and populations, a model can be trained to classify the spectra with respect
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to the biological question of interest. PLS-DA is commonly applied to classify spectra based

on an underlying pattern. In short, PLS is an iterative algorithm that projects the spectra

in a data matrix X onto either a vector Y (PLS1) or a target matrix Y (PLS2). In terms of

classification, a target matrix based on the respective affiliated species or population is filled

with either 0 or 1 (for more details see Chapter 2.3.3).

4.2.1 Optimization of a PLS-DA model

Since Poa alpina, Festuca ovina, and Anthoxanthum odoratum belong to the same grass

family,26, 27 and their pollen grains have similar morphology. This makes the discrimination by

the light microscope impractical. Zimmermann et al. discussed that the chemical fingerprint

obtained by FTIR enables a robust classification for the three grass pollen species.15 Other

studies show the potential of MALDI-TOF MS of separating orders and species, based on the

mass spectra of the pollen.1, 2 PLS models can be calculated in order to give insight into how

specific the peak pattern is for a particular for a particular species.

Before training a PLS model, an appropriate amount of components (latent variables) has

to be estimated. A high amount of latent variables would lead to a model resulting in high

success rates for the classification of the spectra from the training set. However, it would be

less efficient with an independent test set. The optimal amount of latent variables can be

estimated using the error of the prediction, usually the root mean square error (RMSE) as a

function of the amount of components.

For the validation of the model, the data set is randomly split into a specific amount of

subsets, called folds. One fold is left out of the training set and used for testing. After the

training, the RMSE is calculated based on the classification results of the remaining fold.

Permutatively, this is repeated for all folds, and the total RMSE is obtained as the average of

the individual RMSEs. This procedure is repeated for a certain amount of latent variables,

in order to estimate the appropriate number for a good classification and no over-fitting.

Figure 4.7, left shows the resulting plot, using all 272 spectra and 10-fold cross validation

obtained by the plsregress-function in Matlab.
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Figure 4.7: (Left) Estimation of the appropriate amount of components using the RMSE
and 10-fold cross validation. (Right) Regression parameter for the three different pollen
species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Festuca ovina, and Poa alpina.

The PLS-DA model is trained to discriminate between the three different species. The result-

ing cross-validation plot is showing the typical exponential curve. The lowest error could

be achieved using at least 14 components. To avoid over-fitting, a compromise between the

number of latent variables and the error leads to an amount of eight latent variables. A new

PLS-Model is calculated using the eight latent variables and the leave-one-spectrum-out-

approach (full-CV).

Based on the training set, the regression parameter for each of the three columns in the target

matrix Y is calculated by PLS-DA (see Chapter 2 for more details). The regression parameter

indicates which variables the trained classification is based on. Figure 4.7 (right) shows the

regression parameters for the three species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Festuca ovina, and Poa

alpina. Similar to the loadings received by PCA an interpretation of the regression parameter

can give insights into the source of variation. In contrast to PCA, PLS-DA is a supervised

classification method and consequently depended on the assignment of the spectra within

the right class. The investigation of the variances within data is, therefore, more powerful

using loadings from a PCA.

In the full-CV approach, the data set of 272 spectra is divided into 271 spectra for the training

set and one spectrum as the test set. The regression parameters are used to calculate how well

the test spectrum would be classified into one of the given classes, which means the three

different species. For each of the three classes, a value from 0 to 1 is obtained as a result. The

classification is based on the winner-takes-it-all-approach, where the classified class is the

one with the highest value. This process is repeated for all 272 spectra.

Table 4.1 shows the results of the PLS-DA using eight latent variables. All 272 spectra are classi-

fied as their correct species. MALDI-TOF MS enables an accurate and fast identification of dif-

ferent grass pollen as an alternative for pollen forecast by light microscopy.
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Table 4.1: Classification of 272 pollen spectra according to their species applying PLS-DA
using eighth latent variables and full-CV.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum F. ovina P. alpina

A. odoratum 104 0 0

F. ovina 0 48 0

P. alpina 0 0 120

Success rates 100 % 100 % 100 %

4.2.2 Classification of grass pollen spectra from different species and

populations

Since the variation in the whole sample set is structured in a hierarchical framework (Fig-

ure 4.1), PLS-DA was applied also for the classification according to populations and growth

conditions using the whole data set.

For the classification of the 272 spectra in the full-cross validation approach the following

overall success rates were estimated: species, SR = 100 % (Table 4.1), populations, SR = 94.5 %

(Table 4.2), and in addition, the populations divided into the four growth conditions, SR = 26 %

(not shown). For each of the three levels, a p value ≪ 0.01 is calculated for the discrimination

of the three, seven and 28 groups.

The discrimination of different populations shows high success rates (Table 4.2). Table 4.2

indicates that all misclassified spectra belong to Anthoxanthum odoratum. Five of 36 spectra

from population Anthoxanthum odoratum, France were classified as the two other popula-

tions, but still as Anthoxanthum odoratum. 10 of 33 spectra of the population Anthoxanthum

odoratum, Finland are misclassified as Anthoxanthum odoratum, France.

Nevertheless, in comparison to previous studies using FTIR on the same pollen samples,

the chemical pattern, obtained by MALDI-TOF MS is highly population-specific. The high

throughput FTIR measurements were limited to 77 % success rate,15 compared to 94.5 % in

the MALDI MS results discussed here.
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical framework of variances using MALDI TOF MS

Table 4.2: Classification of 272 pollen spectra according to their populations using PLS-DA
and eight latent variables.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum

France

A. odoratum

Greece

A. odoratum

Finland
F. ovina

P. alpina

Sweden

P. alpina

Italy

P. alpina

Norway

A. odoratum

France
31 0 10 0 0 0 0

A. odoratum

Greece
2 35 0 0 0 0 0

A. odoratum

Finland
3 0 23 0 0 0 0

F. ovina 0 0 0 48 0 0 0

P. alpina

Sweden
0 0 0 0 40 0 0

P. alpina

Italy
0 0 0 0 0 40 0

P. alpina

Norway
0 0 0 0 0 0 40

Success rate 86 % 100 % 70 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Overall Success rate 94.5 %

Previous FTIR-studies discussed, that the species-specific differences between the grass

pollen are strongly dependent on the ratios of lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates in the pollen

grains.14, 15 With mass spectrometry, these large biomolecules and their respective fragments

can be detected as a unique pattern with high sensitivity. Due to this large number of possible

biomolecules, a detailed interpretation of the peaks requires further experiments, such as a

more sensitive MS/MS approach.1 Also without such a detailed understanding of the peak

pattern, it has been demonstrated here that a fingerprint of the biochemical composition of

the pollen grains can be obtained, which enables a classification between species from the

same family and in particular between different populations.

4.2.3 Variation of pollen spectra regarding different growth conditions and

genotypes

Table 4.4 contains the success rates and p-values for the different environmental effects on

the pollen grains. A p- value below 0.05 rejects the null- hypothesis that all groups have the

same distribution on a significance level of 5 %. The p-values were determined by the PCA

score values of the respective data set.

Using PCA, the spectra of some populations can be discriminated according to the defined
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical framework of variances using MALDI TOF MS

design factor (p <0.05). Poa alpina shows a significant influence of the growth condition in

the mass spectra. In contrast, the success rates for the identification for the other spectra are

quite low. Only the identification of the Poa alpina mass spectra for the growth conditions

and in particular the different nutrient conditions in the population Italy can be classified

with high success rates by PLS-DA and with PCA (Table 4.4).

As discussed above, MALDI-TOF MS enables detection of oligosaccharides and other large

other biomolecules, which could give a fingerprint of the nutrients composition inside the

pollen grains. The chemical composition inside the pollen grains is highly species- and

population-specific. Therefore, for Poa alpina higher success rate can be detected, but only

in the population Italy a significant discrimination of different nutrient conditions is possible.

Figure 4.8 shows the averaged spectra with the standard deviation for all mass spectra of

pollen from individual plants of the four growing condition of the parent plants within the

population Poa alpina, Italy.

The averaged spectra are almost identical with small exceptions in the mass range from m/z

5400 tom/z 5900. In particular, the peak at m/z 5474 exists in the mass spectra for pollen of

plants that are grown up at 20 ◦C but is less dominant in the mass spectra from pollen grains

of plants that are grown up at 14 ◦C . This peak is also strongly dependent on the investigated

genotype, marked as the high standard deviation of the spectra at this position.

In addition, the peak at m/z 5584 is more prominent in mass spectra from pollen of parent

plants that were treated with additional nutrients. Apart from the the variability of the peak

at m/z 5474, also other peaks show fluctuations between genotypes, visualized by the gray

area representing standard deviation. Especially the peak at m/z 5900 varies between different

genotypes in all four conditions.
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical framework of variances using MALDI TOF MS

Table 4.3: Success rates for classification of the pollen spectra from samples of the four
growth conditions for an independent test set and for full-CV using PLS-DA, as well as
p-values of the first principal component calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test.

Growth conditions
Pollen species/

population

No. of

latent variables
Succes rates

p-value

PC 1

p-value

lowest

A. odoratum

France
6 56 % 0.0665 0.0290, PC9

A. odoratum

Greece
7 74 % 0.4093 0.0017, PC7

A. odoratum

Finland
8 30 % 0.3132 -

temperature

(14 ◦C /20◦C )
F. ovina 11 77 % 0.5362 -

P. alpina

Sweden
7 78 % 0.1762 0.0119, PC7

P. alpina

Italy
7 80 % 0.062 0.0149, PC5

P. alpina

Norway
7 78 % 0.0173 -

A. odoratum

France
7 47 % 0.4477 -

A. odoratum

Greece
7 46 % 0.2761 0.0175, PC5

A. odoratum

Finland
7 48 % 0.1303 -

nutrients

(+nu/-nu )
F. ovina 12 46 % 0.6501 -

P. alpina

Sweden
8 65 % 0.8070 0.0284, PC10

P. alpina

Italy
8 98 % 0.0017

P. alpina

Norway
8 83 % 0.1046 0.0038, PC5
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical framework of variances using MALDI TOF MS

Table 4.4: Success rates for classification of the pollen spectra from samples of the four
growth conditions for an independent test set and for full-CV using PLS-DA, as well as
p-values of the first principal component calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test.

Growth conditions
Pollen species/

population

No. of

latent variables
Succes rates

p-value

PC 1

p-value

lowest

A. odoratum

France
8 42 % 0.0226 -

A. odoratum

Greece
7 34 % 0.5733 0.0485, PC5

A. odoratum

Finland
6 6 % 0.13 0.0544, PC3

all conditions F. ovina 11 33 % 0.8928 0.0446, PC9

P. alpina

Sweden
9 35 % 0.5412 0.0294, PC7

P. alpina

Italy
7 63 % 0.0038

P. alpina

Norway
7 70 % 0.0047

Figure 4.8: Pre-processed and averaged spectra (ten spectra each) of the population Poa
alpina, Italy for each of the four growth conditions with their standard deviation in gray.

To investigate the influence of the growth conditions in more detail, PCA is applied to the

mass spectra of all samples from population Poa alpina, Italy.

Figure 4.9 shows the scores plot and the loadings for the third and fifth principal component

(PC).

The first and second PC are not be discussed in detail since the obtained variance is influenced
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical framework of variances using MALDI TOF MS

by an unknown diversity of the samples that is not related to growth conditions. The variance

according to different nutrient conditions is represented by the third PC. In particular, most

of the mass spectra of pollen obtained from plants that were growing without additional

nutrients (Figure 4.9, blue and green) have positive values for the third PC, while most of

the mass spectra of pollen obtained from plants that were growing at 20 ◦C and additional

nutrients (Figure 4.9, red) have negative values.
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Figure 4.9: (Left) Scores plot and (right) loadings of the third and fifth PC using the 40
mass spectra of Poa alpina, Italy with a coloring with respect to the four different growth
conditions, 14 ◦C and additional nutrients, black, 14 ◦C and additional nutrients, blue 20
◦C and additional nutrients, red and 20 ◦C and additional nutrients, green.

The third PC explains 7 % of total variance and it is strongly influenced by the signals at

m/z 5290, 5480, 5584, 5900, 6304, and the two signals around m/z 6780 (Figure 4.9, right).

These signals have negative loading values for the third PC, meaning that these peaks are

less dominant in the mass spectra of pollen of plants that were growing at 14 ◦C and without

additional nutrients (Figure 4.9, left, blue). In comparison, these peaks are prominent in

the mass spectra of pollen from plants that were growing at 20 ◦C and additional nutrients

(Figure 4.9, left red).

In addition, most of the mass spectra of pollen obtained from plants that were growing at

14 ◦C and additional nutrients (Figure 4.9, left, black) have score values of the third and fifth

PC that are similar to those of pollen from plants that were growing at 20 ◦C and additional

nutrients (Figure 4.9, left, red).

Furthermore, mass spectra of pollen of plants that were growing at 20 ◦C and without addi-

tional nutrients (Figure 4.9, left, green) have mostly positive score values for the third and

fifth PC and can be distinguished from mass spectra of pollen obtained from plants with addi-

tional nutrients (Figure 4.9, black and red) as well as pollen obtained from plants that were

growing at 14 ◦C and without additional nutrients (Figure 4.9, left, blue) by the fifth PC. PC 5

represents 4 % of the entire variance containing signals at m/z 5288, 5586, 5900, 6298, and 6782.
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical framework of variances using MALDI TOF MS

Since the p-values and success rates for identifying the growth conditions are very low for

most of the populations, other effects seem to influence the data as well. In each population,

there are always four biological replicates with the same genotype treated under different

conditions (Figure 4.1.

Table 4.5 shows the d-values for the effect of different genotypes within the data set. The

d-values were computed by using PCA score values from the first to tenth PC. The higher the d-

value the more groups can be estimated. The low values for the three Poa alpina populations

confirm the dominant variation within the growth conditions of Poa alpina, Italy discussed

above (Table 4.4, last section). No grouping with respect to the genotypes is possible. In

contrast, the higher d-values for Anthoxanthum odoratum populations indicate an influence

of the genotype.

These variances based on genotype compete with the variances between different growth

conditions, which leads to low success rates in Table 4.5. Festuca ovina has the highest d-value.

Nine out of twelve groups can be discriminated, as indicated by the d-value of 8. For this

population the success rate success rates for classification according to each respective growth

condition were low with 33 % (Table 4.4.

Table 4.5: d-values obtained using MANOVA on the score values of PC 1 to PC 10 on the
data set of each population and number of theoretically possible groups (N-1) that could
form based on the number of genotypes N that are present in the data of each population,
assuming genotype-based cluster formation. The d-values indicate the dimensionality of
the multivariate vector of the groups for each data set.

pollen species

population
d- values N-1

A. odoratum

France
4 8

A. odoratum

Greece
5 8

A. odoratum

Finland
5 8

F. ovina 8 11

P. alpina

Sweden
1 9

P. alpina

Italy
0 9

P. alpina

Norway
0 9

The d-values together with the success rates discussed above reflect the ability of pollen to

adapt to the environmental conditions. Poa alpina pollen has a high phenotypic plasticity, so
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4 Classification of pollen in a hierarchical framework of variances using MALDI TOF MS

larger variances between different growth conditions could be detected, while no remarkable

grouping of genotypes is possible. Anthoxanthum odoratum and in particular Festuca ovina

pollen show a different behavior regarding the chemical composition, which is not influenced

by the different growth conditions.

The phenotypic plasticity or rigidity is correlated to the different distribution areas of the

respective grass species. According to Zimmermann et al., the phenotypic plasticity of Poa

alpina depends on the restricted distribution in the alpine and other cold regions, whereas

Anthoxanthum odoratum and Festuca ovina have a widespread climate distribution.15

To conclude, the sample set Pollen Norway I, that includes 272 pollen samples can be struc-

tured in a hierarchical framework (Figure 4.1) of three closely related grass species Anthoxan-

thum odoratum, Festuca ovina, and Poa alpina, seven different populations and four growth

conditions each. PCA on MALDI mass spectra reveals a discrimination of the three pollen

species. The score values of the mass spectra are evaluated by additional statistic tools, namely

the Kruskal-Wallis199 H-test and the Bartlett test.200 As a result, the PCA can be described by

two complementary values. The p-value correspond to the distribution of each group of spec-

tra within a principal component, whereas the d-value gives insights into the dimensionality

of the score values. The p-values and d-values indicate that the three species, as well as the

seven populations, can be discriminated by PCA.

In addition, pollen spectra can be correctly classified in their affiliated species/populations

by PLS-DA models. Variation in growth conditions was assessed by analyzing each popula-

tion separately. The results give insights into the phenotypic plasticity or rigidity regarding

the investigated growth conditions temperature and nutrient additions. The success rates

for the classification of the variation in growth conditions differ greatly between the seven

populations.

The results have shown, that MALDI MS is a suitable method to evaluate variation structured

in a hierarchical framework. In particular, variation in populations can be studied. Therefore,

the high sensitivity of MS data can be combined with related biological information obtained

by FTIR and Raman spectroscopy, which may lead to further insights into the biochemical

composition of pollen. These aspects will be discussed in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter

7.
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5 Characterization of variances in pollen

spectra using PCA and CPCA

This chapter is based on the publication: Diehn, S., Zimmermann, B., Tafintseva, V., Seifert S.,

Bağcıuğlu, M., Ohlson M., Weidner S., Fjellheim S., Kohler A., and Kneipp J. Front Plant Sci.

10, 1788 (2019).

https://doi.org/10.3389/fpls.2019.01788

The data presented here was also part of other projects; The Raman, surface enhanced Raman

scattering (SERS) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) mass spectra were

obtained in 2016 as part of a master thesis,189 the FTIR and additional plant data was provided

by collaboration partners Boris Zimmermann and Murat Bağcıuğlu.

Since no stand-alone method provides an optimal outcome in both, classification and char-

acterization, Consensus principal component analysis (CPCA) is applied to the pollen data

obtained by four complementary methods FTIR spectroscopy, Raman microspectroscopy,

SERS, and MALDI-TOF MS. CPCA results were compared the results to those of PCA of each of

the single data blocks. In addition, other phenotypic data on the parent plants were available

and included in the analysis.

The sample set comprises pollen from one grass species, Poa alpina from the sample set

Pollen Norway I (Chapter 3) on a sub-species level as well as different growth conditions. The

parent plants originate from three different populations, within which four different growth

conditions were applied to individuals of identical genetic constitution (Figure 5.1). The

design of this experiment generates two separate biological questions. The first is regarding

the different chemical composition of pollen from different populations in the same species.

The second question relates to the differences in pollen composition as a result of different

growth conditions of genetically identical plants within one population.

The results of PCA and CPCA are analyzed by statistical tests and compared for the different

spectroscopic methods and separately for the different design factors, that is, population and

growth condition. One of the aims is to assess the sensitivity of the multimodal characteri-

zation towards an influence of population and environmental conditions, respectively, on

pollen chemistry, regardless of the hierarchical structure of the variation introduced in the

specific sample set.
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5 Characterization of variances in pollen spectra using PCA and CPCA

Figure 5.1: Schematic presentation of the numbers of samples (corresponding to the
amount of analyzed spectra) for three populations (Sweden, Italy, Norway) and four differ-
ent growth conditions (14 ◦C and additional nutrients, 14 ◦C without additional nutrients,
20 ◦C and additional nutrients, 20 ◦C and without additional nutrients). Abbreviations:
+nu, additional nutrients, -nu, no additional nutrients.

5.1 Variances in pollen spectra assessed with PCA

Four different types of spectra (FTIR, Raman, MALDI, and SERS) were obtained from the 72

pollen samples, constituting four separate data blocks with 72 spectra each.

The signals in the FTIR spectra (Figure 5.2) can mainly be assigned to proteins, represented,

e.g., by the amide I and amide II bands at 1669 and 1540 cm−1, respectively, to lipids, exempli-

fied by vibrations at 1156, 1467, and 1744 cm−1 and to sporopollenin, e.g., at 835, 1512, and

1624 cm−1, in agreement with spectra reported in literature.10, 15

The average Raman spectra in Figure 5.3 are similar to each other, albeit at slightly varying

Raman shifts for some bands, suggesting small differences in the chemical composition of

pollen from different populations. The bands at 1008, 1161, and 1528 cm−1 can be assigned

to carotenoids,31 while the signals at 526, 549, 725, 855, 1271, 1457, and 1662 cm−1 are due to

vibrations of proteins.13, 16 The bands at 483, 1082, and 1322 cm−1 are assigned to carbohy-

drates13, 203 that can occur at high local concentrations in the pollen grains as starch deposits.

Due to superposition of several molecular vibrations, some bands in the Raman spectra of

pollen can be assigned to other origins as well. As examples, the bands at 1161, 1271, 1313,

and 1608 cm−1 could also be assigned to the ferulic acid and coumaric acid building blocks

in sporopollenin.10, 21 Furthermore, the band at 1608 cm−1 has also been associated with
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mitochondrial activity.135, 204

Figure 5.2: FTIR spectra of pollen from the populations Sweden, Italy, and Norway. Spectra
were pre-processed by applying extended multiplicative scattering correction (EMSC) on
the second derivatives and are averaged from the respective population, including samples
obtained for all growth conditions. The spectra are stacked for clarity.

The SERS experiments probe the water-soluble fraction of the pollen grains due to the sam-

ple preparation as aqueous extract and the use of aqueous nano-particle solutions. Be-

cause of the high variation in the SERS spectra caused by the specifics of the SERS exper-

iment, high numbers of spectra are needed for a reliable statistical analysis.3 Therefore,

2000 spectra were measured from each sample, resulting in reproducible average spectra

that are based on 24000 individual spectra per population. They are shown in Figure 5.4.

The average spectra show characteristic bands that can mainly be assigned to vibrational

modes of nucleobases, e.g., at 494, 649, 735, 802, 921 cm−13 and amino acids, at 995, 1021,

1221 cm−1,205, 206 in agreement with the probing of water-soluble biomolecules extracted

from the pollen.
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Figure 5.3: Raman spectra of pollen from the populations Sweden, Italy, and Norway.
Spectra were pre-processed using Asymmetric least square (AsLS) background correction
and vector normalization and are averaged from the respective population, including
samples obtained for all growth conditions. The spectra are stacked for clarity.

Figure 5.4: SERS spectra of pollen from the populations Sweden, Italy, and Norway. Spectra
were pre-processed by AsLS background correction and vector normalization and are
averaged and are averages from the respective population, including samples obtained for
all growth conditions. The spectra are stacked for clarity.

MALDI TOF mass spectrometry was utilized to detect large molecules with a mass over 5

kDa. The spectral differences of pollen from Poa alpina are already discussed in Figure 4.3 in

chapter 4. In contrast to spectra obtained by vibrational spectroscopy, in MALDI mass spectra

the differences in the population averages are obvious and indicate that the pollen samples
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differ in their composition in each population. The assignments of the specific peaks are

not fully elucidated yet, but are most likely assigned to oligosaccharides1, 2 and larger peptides.

By PCA of the respective type of spectra/data, the pollen samples of the three different

populations can be discriminated using each of the individual data blocks. Figure 5.5 shows

the corresponding box plots with minimum and maximum score values to visualize the distri-

bution of the score values of PC 1 for each population. Outliers are mainly observed for the

SERS data (Figure 5.5 (C)) due to high variation owing to the specific measurement approach.3

The box plots for the scores of the first PC. The p-values are below 0.05 for all five data sets

obtained by Kruskal-Wallis H test(numbers not shown) indicate a separation of at least one

group for all these data sets.

The box plots in the left column of Figure 5.5 show that an unequivocal separation of all three

populations based on PC 1 is only possible when the MALDI-TOF MS score values (Figure 5.5

(D)) are used. The score values of FTIR (Figure 5.5 (A)) and Raman data (Figure 5.5 (B)) for

example show very similar distributions for the two populations Sweden and Italy. In order to

include more than one principal component when evaluating separation of the three popula-

tions by PCA, d-values were determined by MANOVA of the scores of the first ten principal

components of each PCA/data block. For all data blocks, a d-value of 2 is obtained. This

corresponds to the separation between three groups, here to three populations. Therefore, it

can be concluded that a separation of the three different populations is possible with any of

the data sets.
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Figure 5.5: Results of the principal component analysis of (A) FTIR, (B) Raman, (C) SERS,
(D) MALDI-TOF MS, and (E) additional plant data, respectively. Box plots display the
variation of the score values of the first PC regarding each population obtained by Kruskal-
Wallis H-Test.

The parent plants in each population were grown under four different conditions. Discrimina-

tion regarding potential effects of additional nutrients and temperature as design factors on

pollen chemistry was studied using each of the five data sets separately as well. This was done

for each population individually, as well as for all populations together. Table 5.1 summarizes

the PCA results for each data block. The p-values were determined using PC 1 (Table 5.1, left

column). In case of a high p-value when using the first PC, the lowest p-value with any of the

other first ten PCs is shown in the table. The d-values were determined using the first ten

principal components (Table 5.1, right column).

The first section of Table 5.1 displays the outcome of the PCAs obtained from the FTIR data

sets. The separation based on FTIR spectra receives a p-value below 0.05 and a d-value of 3

for the populations Sweden and Italy, indicating that FTIR data enable differentiation of the

applied growth conditions for these two populations. The FTIR data set of the population

Norway with p-value larger than 0.05 and a d-value of 2 comprises less variance between

growth conditions. When all populations are analyzed together, a high p-value for the first PC

is obtained, which means that none of the four different growth conditions is separated using

the variance explained by the first PC. Nevertheless, using the first to tenth PC, the d-value of

3 indicates a possible separation of all four growth conditions by FTIR alone.

Using the Raman data sets, the p and d-values of the PCAs from the data of the populations

Sweden and Norway indicate a less sufficient discrimination ability (Table 5.1, second sec-

tion). Only for the population Italy, a low p-value and a d-value of 3 can be interpreted as
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a separation of the four groups from different growth conditions. In addition, the analysis

of all populations together leads to a small p-value, showing the separation of at least one

group based on Raman spectral information. The smaller discrimination ability compared to

FTIR could be caused by the different selectivity of Raman spectroscopy. The high variances

according to the growth conditions in the population Italy explained by the first PC are re-

markable and in good agreement with studies by Zimmermann et al. on phenotypic plasticity

in pollen.15 The higher the phenotypic plasticity, the more the chemical composition in

pollen varies when environmental conditions change. The high phenotypic plasticity of the

population Italy has been inferred from FTIR spectra of the same Poa alpina population

previously,15 where a lower inner-group variance regarding different genotypes of the plants

was found.

Investigation of the SERS spectra from aqueous pollen extract by PCA results in p-values above

0.05 for each individual population as well as the whole data set (Table 5.1, third section),

clearly shows that an analysis of the samples by SERS alone will not be sufficient for the

discrimination of pollen from parent plants that were grown under different environmental

conditions. Nevertheless, according to the p-values found in PC 2 in population Sweden

and PC 4 in population Italy (p-values in parentheses in Table 5.1), the variances from the

effect of the growth conditions can also be detected in the aqueous extract for these two data

sets and therefore add complementary information in the multi-block analysis discussed

below.
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Table 5.1: Results of the PCA (p- and d-values) for the discrimination of pollen samples from
all populations and from the individual populations grown under different environmental
conditions. The p-values are obtained for the score values of PC 1. In case of p-values
above 0.05 in PC 1, the lowest p-value with any of the other first ten PCs and respective PC
are shown in parentheses. For the calculation of d-values, the score values of the first ten
PCs were used.

Method Population

p-values for the separation

of the pollen samples based

on environmental conditions

d-values for grouping based

on environmental conditions

(max. 3)

FTIR Sweden <0.01 3

Italy 0.035 3

Norway 0.072 (0.011, PC 4) 2

all 0.64 (<0.01, PC 6) 3

Raman Sweden 0.51 (<0.01, PC4) 1

Italy <0.01 3

Norway 0.36 (<0.01, PC 3) 2

all <0.01 2

SERS Sweden 0.73 (<0.01, PC 2) 2

Italy 0.37 (<0.01, PC 4) 2

Norway 0.64a 0

all 0.78 (0.014, PC 7) 0

MALDI Sweden 0.62 (0.046, PC 3) 2

Italy 0.012 1

Norway 0.018 1

all 0.98 (<0.01, PC 5) 1

Additional

plant data
Sweden <0.01 1

Italy <0.01 2

Norway <0.01 2

all <0.01 2

a no p-value below 0.05 can be found for the first ten PCs.

In MALDI TOF MS, data from population Sweden have a p-value above 0.05, whereas the

p-values for the other two populations stay slightly below 0.05 (Table 5.1, fourth section). In

contrast, based on the outcome for the whole population, it cannot be concluded that the

chemical composition varies as a result of different growth conditions based only on one PC.

The d-value of 1 (obtained using the first ten PCs), found for the whole data set as well as for

population Italy and population Norway, can be interpreted as the formation of two distinct

groups of MALDI spectra. This is in agreement with results discussed in Chapter 4, where the

high discrimination ability between pollen from plants growing with and without additional

nutrients using MALDI data from the same samples of Poa alpina could also be obtained.

Since the discrimination takes place in the range m/z 5000-9000, we infer that the detected
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signals belong to proteins and their derivatives from pollen nutrient storage.

The last section in Table 5.1 contains the p- and d-values for the analysis of additional plant

phenotype data, namely height and number of flowering shoots, plant dry mass, and chloro-

phyll content. The p-values for each population and for the data set with all three populations

combined are below 0.05, and we conclude that the variances regarding the separation of at

least one specific group of scores from the other growth conditions are high. The d-values

for the analyses of the data sets, however, are 2 or smaller, indicating that discrimination

regarding all four growth conditions is not obtained.

The variation contributions of the different design factors, such as population, nutrients,

temperature and their interaction as well as the contributions from individual variation, were

calculated by Dr.Valeria Tafintseva with an approach underlying ANOVA-PCA and ASCA.207–210

Figure 5.6, A shows the contribution of all possible design factors, that is, each type of variation

for the whole data set of 72 spectra for each method. The variation contribution of the popu-

lations (Figure 5.6 (A, cyan bars)) is very large in the four spectroscopic/ spectrometric data

sets, larger than the variation contribution due to the different growth conditions (Figure 5.6

(A, blue, orange and yellow bars)). Interestingly, and in agreement with previous work,15

contribution of variation of the individual samples (Figure 5.6 (A first column, purple bars)) is

similar magnitude to that introduced by changes in growth condition of the parent plant, and

in the data sets from SERS and MALDI (Figure 5.6 (A second and third column, purple bars)),

this contribution by individual variation is even larger.

Considering the data gathered from the parent plants, the largest variation contribution is

the effect of the nutrient addition (Figure 5.6 (A, rightmost bar, orange coloring)), obviously

having more consequences for the constitution of the plant itself than for the chemical make-

up of the pollen. In addition, differences between phenotypic features of the plants in the

different population are of a similar magnitude as variation due to individual differences. (Fig-

ure 5.6 (A, rightmost bar, cyan coloring)). The contribution of the residual variation (Figure 5.6

(A, green bars)) is relatively high for all data sets. In some cases such as Raman and SERS

(Figure 5.6 (A, second and third column, respectively)), the residual variation contributes

the most. This must be due to the type of experiments, which are in these cases much more

prone to spectrum-to-spectrum fluctuation Moreover, the Raman and SERS data sets were

collected over a course of several weeks, whereas MALDI and FTIR were high-throughput

measurements obtained in one-preparation procedures. So, the big residual variation in SERS

and Raman can be explained by the experimental variations.

In Figure 5.6 (B), relative variation contributions of the growth conditions, namely tempera-

ture, nutrients and the interaction of both factors are presented. Variations by these factors

are emphasized by omitting population variation, individual variation, and residual variation.

To calculate these, a variation of each factor was normalized by the sum of the variations for

the three factors of interest. While the variation contribution of both, the temperature and
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nutrients is high for the three spectroscopic methods FTIR, Raman and SERS, for MALDI, the

variation of the nutrient factor is higher than the variation contribution of the temperature.

The contribution of the different design factors to the total variation were also analyzed for

each population separately (Figure 5.6 (C), Figure 5.6 )(D), and Figure 5.7). As an example,

Figures Figure 5.6 (C) and Figure 5.6 (D) show the outcome of the analysis for the population

Italy. For the population Sweden (Figure 5.7 A and B), the overall variation contribution

of the individuals (Figure 5.7 A, purple), is higher compared to the other populations, and

contribution of variation due to the growth conditions is rather small.

This type of analysis helps understanding the underlying variation in the data introduced by

different design factors and by other unwanted factors. PCA analysis and other multivariate

data analysis techniques, if successfully working on the data, ensure that the amount of

relevant variation available in the data is enough to discriminate between groups. As an exam-

ple, although the different growth conditions contribute to only 10 % of the variation in the

FTIR data from all populations (Figure 5.6 (A, first column)) a good discrimination of growth

conditions using the first ten PCs is observed, yielding a d-value of 3 (Table 5.1, first section).

This shows that the methods are powerful enough to focus on the relevant information in

the data and the residual variation is not systematic. Regarding the hierarchical nature of the

variance, the results of the ASCA approach are in good agreement with the results obtained by

PCA. In data sets that show large contributions by different sources of variation, separation in

a PCA is not unequivocal (see Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.6: (A) Variation contribution of the design factors temperature (blue), nutrients (or-
ange), the interaction of temperature and nutrients (yellow), different individuals (purple),
populations (cyan), and residual variance (green) for the 72 spectra from the whole data
set. (B) Relative contribution of temperature (blue), nutrients (orange), and the interaction
of both (yellow) for the 72 spectra from the whole data set (C) and variation contribution of
the design factors temperature (blue), nutrients (orange), the interaction of temperature
and nutrients (yellow), individuals (purple) and the residuals (green) for the 24 spectra from
the population Italy (D) Relative contribution of temperature (blue), nutrients (orange),
and the interaction of both (yellow) for the 24 spectra from the population Italy. In (B) and
(D), the contribution to the variance by specific population and the residual variance were
left out, and the variation of each factor was normalized by the sum of the variations for
the three other factors of interest. Variation contributions were calculated by Dr. Valeria
Tafintseva.
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Figure 5.7: Variation contribution of the different design factors temperature (blue), nutri-
ents (orange), the interaction of temperature and nutrients (yellow), individuals (purple)
and the residuals (green) for the 24 spectra from the population Sweden (A and B) and for
the 24 spectra from the population Norway (C and D). To emphasize the variations due to
growth conditions, the individual variation and residual variation were omitted (B and D).
Variation contributions were calculated by Dr. Valeria Tafintseva.

In conclusion, the different analytical methods vary greatly in their potential to discriminate

the pollen from the sample set based on population and environmental influences. Due to

the different selectivity in MALDI compared to FTIR, there is a superposition by the variation

between the different genotypes (that is, individual variation) that impairs the discrimination

ability for different growth conditions within one population. While both Raman micro-

spectroscopy of single pollen grains and SERS enable classification of the pollen samples with

respect to the corresponding population, no strong variation is found when these data sets are

used to assess separation according to the varied environmental conditions of the parental

plants. Nevertheless, the variation due to varied growth conditions is highly dependent on

the considered population.
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5.2 CPCA for the classification of pollen samples according to

plant populations

With CPCA the five individual data blocks can be combined, and the impact of each method

on the global analysis can be evaluated. Figure 5.8 shows the results of the CPCA for the

classification of the different populations of Poa alpina, consisting of five block score plots

(Figure 5.8 (B) to Figure 5.8 (F)) that correspond to the different analyses, and of a global

scores plot (Figure 5.8(A)).

The global score values of the first and second CPC (Figure 5.8 (A)) show a clear discrimination

of the three different populations. In particular, based on the variance represented by CPC

1, data from the population Norway and data from the population Italy are separated. As

revealed by the block scores plots, the first component is mostly influenced by the FTIR block,

comprising 41.7 % explained variance (Figure 5.8 (B)) and the MALDI block, explaining 39.62

% of the variance (Figure 5.8 (E)). The second PC is influenced in particular by the SERS data,

explaining 37.55 % of the variance (Figure 5.8 (D)) and the block with the data on the parent

plants, explaining 21.84 % of the variance (Figure 5.8 (F)). In all of the scores plots, the data sets

of the population Sweden have positive score values, while the data sets of the populations

Italy and Norway have mostly negative values regarding CPC 2 (Figure 5.8), particularly for

the Raman (Figure 5.8 (C)), SERS (Figure 5.8 (D9)) and MALDI (Figure 5.8 (E)) block. The

CPCA containing FTIR, Raman, SERS, and MALDI without the additional plant information

leads to very similar scores plots, where also all three populations would be discriminated

(Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.8: Score values of the CPCA analysis for the classification of samples from the
populations Sweden (black crosses), Italy (red circles), and Norway (blue triangles). (A)
Score plots for the global scores (B-F) individual data blocks. (B) FTIR, (C) Raman, (D)
SERS, (E) MALDI, and (F) additional plant information.
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Figure 5.9: Scores of the CPCA analysis using the data blocks of FTIR, Raman, SERS, and
MALDI without the additional plant information for the classification of samples from the
grass pollen populations from Sweden (black crosses), Italy (red circles), and Norway (blue
triangles). (A) Score plots for the global scores (B-E) individual data blocks. (B) FTIR, (C)
Raman, (D) SERS, and (E) MALDI.

In Figure 5.10, the results of the separation of the respective first CPC are summarized in box

plots for each block as well as for the global scores (Figure 5.10). Furthermore, a d-value of

2 was calculated based on the CPCA scores of CPC 1 to CPC 10 for the global scores as well

as for all block scores. The data indicate that separation of the three populations is readily

achieved based on the global scores (Figure 5.10 (A)), and that the FTIR (Figure 5.10 (B)) and

the MALDI data sets (Figure 5.5 (E)) have the greatest influence on the separation in the global

scores.
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Figure 5.10: Results of the consensus principal component analysis of the five data sets
visualized by box plots of (A) the global scores, (B) FTIR, (C) Raman, (D) SERS, (E) MALDI,
and (F) additional plant information. The box plots display the variation of the score values
of the first CPC regarding each population obtained by Kruskal-Wallis H-Test. Red lines
indicate the median of the respective distribution, blue boxes represent the interquartile
range, the black lines demarcate minimum and maximum values, and extreme values are
shown as red markers.

In order to analyze which variables of the respective methods cause the separation in the

global analysis and to investigate the correlations between them, a correlation loadings plot

was generated (Figure 5.11). The plot shows the correlation between the global scores of the

populations Sweden (red cross), Italy (red circle) and Norway (red triangle) and the relevant

variables of the different blocks. For the clarity only the extrema of the loadings of the first

and second component from the spectroscopic and MALDI blocks are shown, as well as all

five variables from the additional plant data. Therefore, there are no variables visible close to

the origin of the plot.

The different populations are characterized by variables that are located close to the global

scores of the populations. The separation of the data from the population Sweden is caused

by a high amount of spikes in the respective progenitor plants and their high dry mass. In

addition, this population is characterized by Raman bands at 1007, 1161, and 1529 cm−1 that

can be assigned to carotenoids31 as well as by bands at 555 cm−1 that can be assigned to

proteins,13 and a MALDI peak at m/z 6038. The great influence that the SERS data block has

on CPC 2, separating population Sweden (see Figure 5.8C), reflects in a correlation with SERS

signals at 416, 733, 994, 1154, and 1545 cm−1 that are particularly important to discriminate

the pollen data from the population Sweden (Figure 5.11, magenta markers). In the two other
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populations, SERS signals at 581, 774, 1051, 1379, and 1424 cm−1 are observed. They might

be attributed to the water-soluble part of proteins or carbohydrates.

The differentiation between the populations from Norway and Italy is achieved by utilizing

CPC 1. The population from Italy is mainly separated by chemical information contained

in the FTIR bands (Figure 5.11, blue markers) at 1026, 1079, 1151, 1472, 1525, 1649, and

1688 cm−1, Raman bands (Figure 5.11, green markers) at 484, 649, 948, and 1609 cm−1,

and MALDI TOF MS peaks (Figure 5.11, yellow markers) at m/z 5282, 5968, 5980, and 6264.

The FTIR and Raman bands can be assigned to starch, proteins, and sporopollenin vibra-

tions.5, 10, 13 Although an assignment of the MALDI peaks is more challenging, their positive

correlation with these bands suggests that some of them are connected to nutrients, in agree-

ment with previous discussions suggesting their assignment to oligosaccharides.1, 2

The data sets of the population Norway show a positive correlation to the FTIR vibrational

bands at 1089, 1166, 1503, 1666, and 1746 cm−1 as well as to the MALDI peaks at m/z 5880 and

6296 (Figure 5.11, bottom left section). Variances in Raman bands at 829 and 1043 cm−1 are

positively correlated to the population Norway. Most of the Raman bands can be assigned to

protein vibrations,210 whereas the FTIR bands could be mainly assigned to carbohydrates.10, 15

As illustrated by the band assignments, in addition to a redundancy in information (e.g., in

some bands in FTIR and Raman spectra) each data block contains some exclusive molecular

information, leading to their complementary. The different contribution of the five data blocks

in the discrimination of the three populations shown in the correlation plot (Figure 5.11)

indicates that particular parts of the pollen chemistry are responsible for the differences

between populations, and that very different molecular/compositional parameters are re-

sponsible in the biochemical variation between two populations. The MALDI-TOF MS data

have great influence on the analysis and can be exploited for a precise discrimination of all

three populations. This is in accordance with the results of the PCA of the separate data block

above (Figure 5.5 (D)) that indicates that MALDI-TOF MS and the biochemical fingerprint

of glycoproteins and other macromolecules are specific for the pollen of a particular grass

population.
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Figure 5.11: CPCA correlation loadings plot for the first and second CPC. The global scores
of the three populations Sweden, (red cross), Italy (red circle), and Norway (red triangle),
as well as the loadings of the blocks of FTIR, Raman SERS, MALDI-TOF, and additional
plant data are displayed. For clarity only extrema of the loadings were shown for the
spectroscopic/ spectrometric data.

5.3 CPCA for the classification of pollen samples according to

different environmental influences

CPCA was applied to discriminate between pollen samples within each population that

were collected from progenitor plants grown under four different environmental conditions:

14 ◦C and additional nutrients, 14 ◦C without additional nutrients, 20 ◦C and additional

nutrients, 20 ◦C without additional nutrients. Table 5.2 shows the resulting p and d-values
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analyzing the whole data set from all populations and the data from each of the three different

populations individually for the global scores (Table 5.2, first section) and all the block scores

(second to sixth section, respectively). The p-values for the global scores are below 0.05 for

each population, indicating the separation of the different groups in the first CPCA compo-

nent (Table 5.2, first section). However, considering all three populations together, separation

is based on the third CPCA component. MANOVA utilizing the first ten CPCA components

shows the highest possible d-value of 3, proving successful classification of all four groups of

samples for population Italy, as well as for the whole sample set of all three populations. The

lower d-value for the global scores in the population Sweden and Norway may be explained

by a lower phenotypic plasticity of these populations compared to the population Italy.

Comparison of the results for the block scores (Table 5.2, second to sixth section) will help

to identify those data blocks that are responsible for a separation based on the global scores.

Based on the d-values, a separation of the samples into four groups - corresponding to four

environmental conditions- is observed when all populations are analyzed together (last line

in each of the sections of Table 5.2). The separation into four groups is possible for each of

the five block scores except those of the MALDI block (last line in section 5 of Table 5.2). The

Raman block scores indicate separation of the four groups in the two populations Norway

and Italy (Table 5.2, third section). For the other block scores (FTIR, SERS, and MALDI), the

separate analysis of each of the populations gives very different results. The samples from

the population Italy showing separation according to the four growth conditions (Figure 5.1)

in most of them, but less than four distinct groups in the populations Sweden and Norway.

The block scores for the data gathered from the parent plants show very similar behavior and

result in clear classification of all four conditions only in population Italy (Table 5.2, sixth

section).
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Table 5.2: Results of the CPCA (p- and d-values) for the discrimination of pollen samples
from all populations and from the individual populations grown under different environ-
mental conditions. The p-values are obtained for the score values of PC 1. In case of
p-values above 0.05 in PC 1, the lowest p-value with any of the other first ten PCs and
respective PC are shown in parentheses. For the calculation of d-values, the score values of
the first ten PCs were used.

Method Population

p-values for the separation

of the pollen samples based

on environmental conditions

d-values for grouping based

on environmental conditions

(max. 3)

Global Sweden 0.036 2

Italy <0.01 3

Norway <0.01 2

all 0.95 (<0.01, CPC3) 3

FTIR Sweden 0.032 2

Italy 0.013 3

Norway 0.084 (0.021, CPC4) 3

all 0.70 (0.011, C PC3) 3

Raman Sweden 0.47 (0.013, CPC6) 2

Italy <0.01 3

Norway 0.19 (<0.01, CPC5) 3

all 0.64 (<0.01, CPC3) 3

SERS Sweden 0.093 (0.032, CPC5) 2

Italy 0.089 (<0.01, CPC3) 3

Norway 0.40a 3

all 0.98 (<0.01, CPC3) 3

MALDI Sweden 0.60 (0.027, CPC5) 2

Italy <0.01 3

Norway <0.01 3

all 0.98 (<0.01, CPC3) 2

Additional

plant data
Sweden <0.01 2

Italy <0.01 3

Norway <0.01 2

all <0.01 3

a no p-value below 0.05 can be found for the first ten PCs.

The weighting of each block in the CPCA can be interpreted and allows more insight into

the influence of the data blocks on each other. As an example, Figure 5.12 shows the results

for the CPCA applied to the data of the pollen samples from the population Italy. The first

component of the global scores plot (Figure 5.12 (A)) separates between positive scores values

of the data of samples from progenitor plants that were grown with the addition of nutrients

(black crosses and blue triangles) and negative score values for samples from plants that were

grown without the addition of nutrients (red circles and green diamonds). In Figure 5.12 (C)
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and Figure 5.12 (F), the great influence of the Raman and the additional plant data block are

revealed. Both blocks display similar group formation in the scores plots with high variances

explained by the first CPC of 35.52 % and 54.50 %, respectively. The corresponding p-values

in Table 5.2 are very low.

Figure 5.12: Scores of the CPCA analysis for the classification of samples from pollen of
the population Italy regarding the four different growth conditions 14 ◦C and additional
nutrients (black crosses), 14 ◦C without additional nutrients (red circles), 20 ◦C and addi-
tional nutrients (blue triangles), and 20 ◦C without additional nutrients (green diamonds).
((A) Score plots for the global scores (B-F) individual data blocks. (B) FTIR, (C) Raman, (D)
SERS, (E) MALDI, and (F) additional plant information.

The scores of the second CPCA component separate pollen samples grown at 14 ◦C , as well

as at 20 ◦C without additional nutrients (black crosses, red circles, and green diamonds) with

positive values from negative values of those pollen samples grown at 20◦C without additional

nutrients (blue triangles) (Figure 5.12 (A)). The CPC 2 is mainly influenced by the SERS data

(Figure 5.12 (D)), explaining 33.77 % of the variance. In the plot of the block score values

(Figure 5.12 (D)), no separation of the groups that could correspond to growth conditions

of the plants can be found. This suggests that other sources of variance, in this experiment

resulting from individual genotypes, superimpose the influence of the growth conditions as

discussed in Chapter 4. It is also in agreement with the calculated p- and d-values for the

SERS block (Table 5.2, section 4). Furthermore, the Raman block scores plot, as well as the

scores from the additional plant data, show great potential regarding the discrimination of

different growth conditions in the population Italy. Since the additional plant data block

explains most of the variance in the first CPC, CPCA was also performed without it, by using
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only the spectroscopic/spectrometric data blocks, in order to confirm that the obtained global

pattern is also driven only by the pollen chemical composition (compare with Figure 5.13),

not by phenotypic features of the parent plant. Nevertheless, the additional plant data lead

to a more complete view in this study and show correlation to the spectroscopic data blocks

(compare Figure 5.14).

The molecular differences that cause the separation of the data show in the correlation

loadings plot for the data from population Italy (Figure 5.14). Again, only those loadings

with the highest impact are shown for clarity and the variables of the additional plant data

were presented in full. As expected after the discussion of the block scores (Figure 5.12), the

first CPCA component that separates samples from plants grown with additional nutrients

(crosses and triangles) from samples without additional nutrients (circles and diamonds, also

compare Figure 5.12) is mainly influenced by the Raman block and the additional plant data.

Raman bands that characterize pollen samples with nutrient addition are 474, 830, 1003,

1435, and 1602 cm−1. The bands at 1435 cm−1, and 1602 cm−1 can be assigned to lipids12, 13

and a higher mitochondrial activity, respectively.135, 204 The other bands are associated with

proteins.10, 13 The negative scores of the first CPC and the data of the pollen samples without

additional nutrients (Figure 5.14, diamonds and circles) are mainly influenced by Raman

bands at 485, 949, 1010, 1138, and 1471 cm−1. These bands are associated with carbohydrates,

such as starch.13, 123, 203 Pollen are storing their nutrients in lipid bodies as well as in starch

bodies, which are occupying most of the space in pollen grains.25 The results confirm that

plants growing under different nutrient conditions vary in their quality or amount of such

storage bodies inside the pollen.
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Figure 5.13: Scores of the CPCA analysis for the classification of samples from the grass
pollen the population Italy regarding the four different growth conditions 14 ◦C and
additional nutrients, (black crosses); 14 ◦C without additional nutrients, (red circles);
20 ◦C and additional nutrients (blue triangles); 20 ◦C without additional nutrients (green
diamonds). (A) Score plots for the global scores (B-F) individual data blocks. (B) FTIR, (C)
Raman, (D) SERS, and (E) MALDI.

CPC 2 can be used to separate between rather positive scores values corresponding to samples

that were grown at low temperatures (crosses and circles) and rather negative scores values

corresponding to samples that were grown at 20 ◦C (diamonds and triangles). As discussed

before (see Figure 5.12) this separation is mainly influenced by SERS and FTIR bands. In

particular, samples from plants grown at lower temperatures are characterized by a set of

SERS bands including 445 cm−1 and the FTIR bands at 1721 and 1475 cm−1. The FTIR bands

can be assigned to lipids.10 Samples grown under higher temperatures are characterized by

SERS bands at 419, 929, 957 and 1564 cm−1, and FTIR bands at 1666 and 1503 cm−1. The

bands could be assigned to nucleobases and proteins.3 The combination of SERS and FTIR

data, it can be assumed that the discrimination regarding the different growth condition is

probably mostly influenced by the chemical composition of the pollen interior, although - in

the preparations for SERS experiments - also water soluble compounds from the pollen outer

shell may be found in the aqueous extract.

Variances in different nutrient conditions are mainly influenced by Raman bands that can be

assigned to pollen outer shell and nutrient storage, as well as by plant parameters that are

present in the additional plant data block. The differences in amount and quality of lipid and
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starch bodies inside the pollen grains are most likely responsible for a distinction of samples

from plants grown at different nutrient conditions. This is in good agreement with studies on

Poa alpina using only FTIR spectroscopy by Zimmermann et al.15 The temperature conditions

at which parent plants are grown mainly affects the SERS and FTIR data blocks, and, probably,

mainly the chemical composition of the interior of the pollen grains. It has to be pointed

out that this conclusion is only made based on the data of the pollen from population Italy,

were the samples are showing the highest phenotypic plasticity of the three investigated

populations. Within the other populations, the correlation of the signals can differ greatly,

indicating higher phenotypic rigidity, as discussed above.
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Figure 5.14: CPCA Correlation loadings plot for the first and second CPC. The global scores
of population Italy regarding the four growth conditions 14 ◦C and additional nutrients,
(black crosses); 14 ◦C without additional nutrients, (red circles); 20 ◦C and additional
nutrients (blue triangles); 20 ◦C without additional nutrients (green diamonds), as well as
the loadings of the blocks of FTIR, Raman SERS, MALDI-TOF, and additional plant data
are displayed. For clarity only extrema of the loadings are shown for the spectroscopic/
spectrometric data.

In this chapter, four different spectroscopic and spectrometric methods, namely FTIR spec-

troscopy, Raman spectroscpoy, SERS, and MALDI TOF MS, are evaluated in their performance

regarding the possibility to discriminate pollen with respect to their affiliated population and

the growth conditions of their parent plants. Pollen samples of a subset from Pollen Norway I,

containing 72 samples of Poa alpina provide variation in three populations and four growth

conditions. Additional plant-related data serve as a fifth data block for multiblock analyis.

The chosen methods are complementary regarding sample preparations, selectivity, and

sensitivity of each analytical technique. Evaluation of the methods was conducted by PCA,
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indicating that a separation of the three populations can be attained by each of the separate

methods. Some of the methods are suitable to assess the variation due to different growth

conditions. Particularly, the different populations can be discriminated easily by MALDI

TOF MS and FTIR, whereas MALDI TOF MS is less efficient in the discrimination of different

growth conditions.

A combination of the four spectrometric and spectroscopic methods,with additional plant

data, such as the chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b content, amount of spikes, and spikes height

that were used here, the possible correlation of biochemical pollen composition with plant

morphology can be investigated. A similar problem, combining tissue biochemistry with

other parameters in a plant is also discussed in Chapter 9. The population Italy, that shows

high phenotypic plasticity, was investigated separately using CPCA. Using additional plant

data, correlation between the biochemical pollen composition and plant morphology can be

investigated.
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6 Utilization of Raman spectra from single

pollen grains

In this chapter, Raman mapping data of pollen grains from grass pollen will be used to

investigate the following aspects:

(I) Based on the results discussed in Chapter 5, indicating the successful combination of

different methods, substrates that allow the collection of Raman and MS data from pollen

on the same substrate are desirable. Specifically, the advantages of sample preparation by

a fixation on carbon tape and without fixation on calcium fluoride will be discussed. (II)

Different from the Raman approaches discussed so far, here, also the feasibility to use Raman

mapping data rather than point measurements will be investigated: Successful utilization

of Raman data about the detection of variances within the same pollen species, e.g. for

different populations and growth conditions, was demonstrated in the previous chapter using

averaged spectra of each pollen sample. However, due to the high spatial resolution of Raman

experiments compared to FTIR or Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionisation time of flight

mass spectrometry (MALDI TOF MS), the heterogeneity of the pollen grain could lead to great

fluctuations within the data set from one sample.16, 31 A larger total amount of spectra from

different areas of the pollen grain can be collected by Raman microspectroscopy to reduce

this variance.

(III) Variance in the chemical composition of pollen grains in one species does not necessarily

have to be hierarchical as described in the experiment discussed in Chapter 5, but can be

more complex. The discrimination between different pollen species and mutants as well as

between different growth conditions of one species is investigated.

(IV) Study the influence of MALDI MS spectral information on the classification based on

Raman mapping data.
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6.1 Discrimination of Raman microspectra from different

pollen species on calcium fluoride and carbon fixation

tape

Pollen grains from the three different grass species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Festuca ovina,

and Poa alpina were mapped using Raman spectroscopy. In multimodal measurements

of pollen grains, a fixation would be suitable. It was presented, that fixation using carbon

tape yield to discrimination of different pollen species in MALDI.107 To compare the fixation

methods also in Raman experiments, the three pollen species were measured on calcium

fluoride and carbon tape using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm.

Figure 6.1 shows one of the pollen measurements using calcium fluoride and the 532 nm exci-

tation. Two pollen grains from Poa alpina are mapped with 5 µm distance between the spots.

In Figure 6.1(A and B), the microscopic image and the chemical image (1550 and 1700 cm−1)

are presented. Moreover, several background spectra were measured using a rectangular

map geometry, yielding a strong contrast between the pollen spectra and background spectra

in the chemical map. Figure 6.1 (C) shows one raw pollen spectrum (black) and one raw

spectrum from the calcium fluoride(blue). The pollen spectrum shows a strong fluorescence

background (Figure 6.1 (C), black). In the raw spectra of the pollen region, three bands can be

seen at 1000, 1252, and 1575 cm−1 which can be assigned to carotenoids.13 In contrast, the

background spectrum (Figure 6.1, D) does not show any signals since the C aF2 bands are not

in the considered spectral range.

For the discrimination of pollen grains from different grass species, three pollen grains from

each pollen species were measured and analyzed using PCA. The results are shown in Fig-

ure 6.2 (A). No separation of the different pollen species is observed. The highest variance is

based on the carotenoid signals at 1000, 1160, and 1524 cm−1, correspond to the discrimina-

tion between the background and the pollen spectra (Figure 6.2 A, loadings). Therefore, the

background spectra need to be separated from the pollen spectra (Figure 6.2 B).

The PCA on the extracted pollen spectra shows no discrimination between the three differ-

ent species in PC 1 and PC 2(Figure 6.2 B). The main variance is the variation within the

carotenoid signals, which can decrease during the measurements due to the photo-bleaching

effect.13 Nevertheless, score values of the data from Anthoxanthum odoratum are less spread

out and show mostly negative values for PC 1 and PC2. Two positive carotenoid signals at 1164

and 1534 cm−1 and also two negative signals at 1154 and 1515 cm−1, that can be assigned to

carotenoids as well. It could be interpreted, based on excitation with 532 nm, that the pollen

differ slightly in their carotenoid composition.
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6 Utilization of Raman spectra from single pollen grains

Figure 6.1: Measurements of pollen grains on calcium fluoride. (A) Microscopic image of
the mapped pollen grains using a step-size of 5µm. (B) Chemical image over the spectral
range from 1550 to 1700 cm−1. (C) Representative spectrum from the pollen grain, (black)
and the calcium fluoride substrate (blue). (D) Magnification of the blue spectrum in C.

For comparison, Figure 6.3, A shows a pollen grain from Festuca ovina measured on carbon

tape and the corresponding chemical image. The pollen spectra show the three carotenoid

bands comparable to the spectrum in Figure 6.1 (C). In Figure 6.3 (C), one raw spectrum

from the pollen grain (black) and one spectrum from the background are presented. The

magnification of the background spectrum (Figure 6.3, D) indicates that two additional

bands from carbon are visible at 1354 and 1595 cm−1.211 The two bands have a low intensity

compared to the high fluorescence signal in the specific sample here, but could influence

the vibrational signature, when fluorescence is low, e.g., after pre-processing or at different

excitation wavelength.
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6 Utilization of Raman spectra from single pollen grains

Figure 6.2: (A) Scores plot and corresponding loadings for the first and second PC of all
408 spectra and (B) 316 extracted spectra. Black, Anthoxanthum odoratum, blue, Festuca
ovina, red, Poa alpina. Spectra are pre-processed using interpolation in the range of 400-
1700 cm−−1, AsLS correction and vector normalization. Extraction was executed using
hierarchical cluster analysis as discussed in Chapter 9 in more detai.l
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Figure 6.3: Measurements of pollen grains on carbon tape. (A) Microscopic image of the
mapped pollen grains using a step-size of 5 µm. (B) Chemical image over the spectral
range from 1550 to 1700 cm−1. (C) Representative spectrum from the pollen grain, (black)
and the calcium fluoride substrate (blue). (D) Magnification of the blue spectrum in C.

The two different preparation methods, measurement on calcium fluoride and fixation on

carbon tape, are compared with each other in the PCA presented in Figure 6.4. Here, only

pollen spectra from the same species (Festuca ovina) were taken into account. The scores plot

indicates a separation according to the carbon tape and calcium fluoride approach, mainly

based on the carotenoid composition. There are no qualitative differences in the corrected

spectra apart from the carotenoid bands, as can be seen in Figure 6.4 (B).

In general, the measurement of pollen on carbon tape would be possible. Unfortunately,

only the measurement using 532 nm excitation would lead to spectra, which limits the dis-

crimination ability of several pollen species, since the fluorescence and carotenoid bands

are dominating the spectra. Some pollen species have different carotenoid composition

so that there is still the possibility to discriminate based on carotenoid bands themselves,

which would enable a possible multiblock approach with other spectroscopic or spectro-

metric methods, particularly MALDI MS, where carbon tape has been reported as useful

substrate107
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6 Utilization of Raman spectra from single pollen grains

Figure 6.4: (A) PCA of 156 pollen spectra from Festuca ovina on calcium fluoride (Ca, black)
and carbon tape (Ct, blue). (B) Comparison of a pre-processed spectrum from Festuca
ovina on calcium fluoride (black) and carbon tape (blue).

6.2 Sampling and experimental conditions in Raman mapping

experiment of pollen

Since in a Raman mapping experiment of pollen, a spatial heterogeneity of chemical compo-

sition is observed, changes or differences in pollen biochemistry that occur in collection and

sampling may become visible more clearly than in the point measurements discussed so far

(Chapter 5). For example, Figure 6.5 shows one pollen grain before and after a Raman map at

785 nm. Usually, the pollen measurements in Raman experiments should be invasive, but in

some occasions, the pollen grains can also burning during measurements.
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6 Utilization of Raman spectra from single pollen grains

Figure 6.5: Bright-field image of a pollen grain from a Sorghum bicolor wild-type plant
(left) before and (right) after a measurement.

As another example, the effects of unintended pollen germination will be discussed. It is well

known that pollen ultra-structure, such as pollen tubes, can be analyzed using Raman spec-

troscopy.13, 16, 153 Usually, the germination of grass pollen is difficult. A study on germination

rates of the Sorghum bicolor pollen grains using light microscopy to differentiate between

the wild-type and mutant as well as between control and stressed plants was executed as a

bachelor thesis. As a result, only a few pollen tubes were found, but slight differences in the

size distribution of pollen in medium and pollen in water are obtained (Niclas Schauer, Bach-

elor thesis, unpublished data). Pollen grains in water show less variation in size and shape

than in the case of a medium containing sugar, boric acid, and potassium salts. Nevertheless,

comparing the effect of the medium on the pollen grains no difference, neither in pollen from

mutant or wild-type nor in the stressed and controlled plants.

In some cases, the pollen grains are probably germinated by chance, due to conditions like

temperature changes while shipping the samples. No additional medium or incubation was

applied in this case. As in the example shown in Figure 6.5, the likelihood of laser damage

indicated by carbon formation in some of the samples was very high. This could possibly be

explained by a different chemical composition of the pollen grains, known to occur during

germination.153, 212 As a consequence, only a small part of the germinated pollen grain was

measured to avoid the burning of the sample.

In Figure 6.6 the bright-field image of one measurement of a pollen grain and the pollen tube is

shown as an example. The green area marks the mapping area.
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Figure 6.6: Bright-field image of a pollen grain with pollen tube. Scale bar, 10 µm.

Based on the intensities of different important bands, chemical images can be calculated from

the Raman spectra. Here, the area between the spectrum and the baseline is calculated for

the defined range (Figure 6.7). Figure 6.7 shows the five chemical images based on bands that

can be assigned to specific chemical components of the pollen grain and pollen tube, namely

starch (450-500 cm−1),10 proteins (1400-1500 cm−1),5 sporopollenin (1550-1700 cm−1),5, 10

coniferyl aldehyde (1100-1300 cm−1),10 and on the two prominent bands of carotenoids

(1100-1200 cm−1 and 1500-1600 cm−1).13 Figure 6.7 (A) shows the spatial distribution of

carbohydrates as starch in the pollen tube. The band around 480 cm−1 is dominant in

the spectra of pollen as it can be seen for example later in this section in Figure 6.12 or in

literature.13, 16 However, the band is less pronounced in the pollen tube. The protein band

at 1460 cm−1 (Figure 6.7 (B)) is also more intensive in the spectra of the pollen grain, but

more dominant than the band at 480 cm−1. The sporopollenin band (Figure 6.7 (C)) is less

intensive in the pollen tube. The two carotenoid bands (Figure 6.7 (E)) are more dominant

in the pollen grain region and show a similar distribution as the starch band (Figure 6.7

(A)).
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6 Utilization of Raman spectra from single pollen grains

Figure 6.7: Chemical maps of the germinating pollen grain using selected bands (step size in
x,y direction, µm,intensity, 1.4 ·106 W cm−2 acquisition time per spectrum, 1 s, excitation
wavelength, 785 nm). For mapping of the carotenoid component, two characteristic
spectral ranges were used in order to enhance the probability to probe carotenoids. Spectra
were interpolated in the respective area and baseline corrected with AsLS. The integrated
intensity values were standardized for the respective min/max mapping. Scale bar,10 µm.

HCA is applied to form clusters of the spectra from the map. Figure 6.8 (left) shows the

resulting HCA image with three clusters. One cluster (Figure 6.8, red) comprises the spectra

of the pollen grain and the second cluster includes the spectra of the pollen tube (Figure 6.8,

blue). The largest cluster includes spectra of the background that consists of a three-band

pattern that is most likely caused by impurities of the calcium fluoride substrate.

In Figure 6.8 (right), the averaged spectra of each cluster are drawn in the specific color. Com-

paring spectra from cluster Pollen grain (Figure 6.8, red) and cluster Pollen tube (Figure 6.8,

blue) several bands are missing in the pollen tube spectrum. Most obvious, the bands at 478,

942, and 1084 cm−1 are missing in the spectra from the pollen tubes (Figure 6.8, blue). Also,

the band at 1342 cm−1 is more pronounced in the averaged spectrum of cluster Pollen grain

(Figure 6.8, red). These bands can be assigned to carbohydrates, such as starch or pectin.16, 31

Thus, it can be concluded that the pollen grain has a higher starch content than the pollen
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tube. This is not in agreement with previous investigations on pollen tubes by Schulte et.

al., and Joester et al.16, 153 In contrast to the unintended germination that occurred in the

samples here in the absence of a germination medium, these studies16, 153 were carried out

in optimized media and on pollen grains of a variety of species that, furthermore, excluded

grass pollen. The tubes of grass pollen grains are known to contain carbohydrates, which

play a role in the elongation.212 This could also be part of an explanation of the chemical

composition observed here. The unintended germination of pollen can play a role in many

types of environmental samples, and should be considered in real applications of pollen

analysis.

Figure 6.8: (Left) HCA image of the pollen tube using Euclidean distances and Ward’s
algorithm colored by the three biggest clusters and (right) corresponding averaged spectra.

6.2.1 Effects of spectral quality on the analysis of mapping data

The data set presented in this section includes 25 pollen samples from Sorghum bicolor.

Figure 6.9 shows the framework of how the variances within the data are structured. The

presented framework (Figure 6.9) deals with several biological questions: First, the discrimi-

nation between pollen from mutant plants and wild-type plants. The data set is divided into

11 wild-type samples and 14 mutant samples (Figure 6.9, green) that concern two different

mutations, SbLsi1 and (bmr. Mutation SbLsi1 affects the silicon uptake37 and the second one

is related to a different kind of lignin (bmr190). This separation within the group of mutant

plants would lead to a second branching in the framework (Figure 6.9, red). The wild-type

plants as well as the SbLsi1 - mutants are grown under different stress conditions,191 resulting

in seven control plants for wild-type and five control plants for mutants as well as four plants

that grow up under stressed conditions (drought and salt stress). The third variation that is

discussed here is the separation regarding pollen from plant which grow under normal and

under stress condition(Figure 6.9, blue).
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Figure 6.9: Schematic presentation of the numbers of samples from the sample set Pollen
Israel. The schematic also indicates the subsections in which a specific classification
problem is discussed: The discrimination of pollen from wild-type and both mutants as
one class (green), and from wild-type and both kinds of mutants (bmr and SbLsi1, red),
as well as regarding the separation between different growth conditions, here initiated by
stress (drought and salt together, blue).

For each of the 25 samples, 5 different pollen grains were measured using Raman microspec-

troscopy. 10×10 spectra were obtained, that cover 20 µm × 20 µm of the pollen grains, to

cover also variances within the ultra-structure of the pollen grain.

The quality of the obtained spectra can vary greatly, e.g., due to variation in signal-to-noise,

sample autofluorescence, or indication of radiation damage. In order to analyze small effects

on the pollen spectra, induced by, e.g., growth conditions of the parental plant, such spectra

could be treated as outliers and eliminated from the analysis. However, exclusion of possibly

large portions of sample sets from the experiment cannot be a solution, specifically if many

spectra are concerned as in the case of strong autofluorescence of a particular pollen grain.

In some cases, such ’quality parameters’ can be interpreted as real biological differences

between groups of samples.

In this subsection, the influence of non-Raman information on classification and spectral

characterization will be investigated using averages of 125 mapping data sets, corresponding

to all probed pollen grains from the respective two sample groups (wild-type, mutants) (indi-

cated in Figure 6.9, red).
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Figure 6.10 shows the PCA results of the 125 averaged raw spectra colored by their affili-

ation into mutants (black) and wild-type (red). There is no discrimination between the raw

spectra between pollen from mutant and wild-type plants. PC 1 shows a strong variation in

the fluorescence background with an explained variance of 99.4 %. Too many spectra have

the problem of a strong underlying fluorescence. To have an appropriate amount of spectra,

they cannot be excluded from the rather small data set. For suitable data analysis, the data

need to be pre-processed carefully.
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Figure 6.10: (Left) Scores plot and (right) loadings for the PCA of 125 averaged raw spectra
from the 125 pollen grains. Coloring refers to separation regarding mutants, (SbLsi1 and
bmr, black) and wild-type (red) (compare with Figure 6.9, green).

Figure 6.11 (left) shows all 100 spectra from one map of a pollen grain from a bmr-mutant

plant with high fluorescence (black spectra) and the 100 spectra from one with low back-

ground issues (red spectra), here from a wild-type plant. It has to be pointed out that the

background issue is not specific for the discrimination of wild-type and mutant spectra, as

also indicated in the scores plot in Figure 6.10. In the spectra with lower background, several

bands become visible, while in the black spectra, Raman signals cannot be seen. In order to

avoid radiation damage (see previous subsection), spectra were obtained using an acquisition

time of 1 s. Many suggestions for fluorescence correction can be found in the literature,

for example, by the experiment, e.g., photo destruction13 or by using a time-gated detec-

tion213, 214 as well as mathematically. Commonly a baseline is estimated and subtracted from

the spectra.172, 173 Here, the effect of a mathematical baseline correction is assessed. There-

fore, Eiler’s asymmetric least square (AsLS) algorithm was applied.177, 178 In Figure 6.11 (right),

the averaged spectra for both maps are shown in black. The AsLS - correction iteratively

estimates the baseline, to minimize the residuals. The estimated baselines are drawn in red in

Figure 6.11. The baselines are subtracted from the raw spectra afterwards, to result in spectra

where background issues are reduced (not shown here).
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Figure 6.11: (Left) Raw spectra from one map with strong fluorescence background issues
(black) and one map with low background issues (red). (Right) Averaged spectrum in black
and corresponding AsLS-baseline (red) from the two maps is shown on the left side.

In order to eliminate effects due to variation in absolute intensity, the spectra should ideally

be normalized. Figure 6.12 shows the same set of spectra as presented in Figure 6.11 after

AsLS baseline correction and vector normalization. In the case of low fluorescence, bands

can be detected and assigned well. Spectra from maps with high fluorescence background

show few and broad bands with a low signal-to-noise-ratio. Several bands occur at the same

Raman-Shift. Most prominent are the bands at 475, 781, 938, 1126, and 1440 cm−1. These

bands can be tentatively assigned to starch and proteins.5, 10

The averaged spectra of both maps in Figure 6.12, right show a better signal-to-noise-ratio.

Thus the smaller bands e.g. at 641, 778, 1261, 1337, 1602, and 1654 cm−1 are more pronounced

in both averaged spectra. After the spectral pre-processing, both spectra look very similar.

Even so, a few differences can still be seen by eye, most importantly the bands at 1002, 1152,

and 1522 cm−1, assigned to vibrations of carotenoids.5, 13 The pre-processing using AsLS

baseline correction and vector normalization is now applied to all mapping data before

calculation of the 125 average spectra that correspond to the respective 125 pollen grains (see

also Figure 6.10) and the PCA is repeated (Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.12: (Left) Baseline and vector normalized spectra from one map with strong
fluorescence background (black(see also black spectra in Figure 6.11) and one map with
low fluorescence (red). (Right) Averaged spectrum from the two maps is shown on the left
side. Spectra are stacked for clarity.

6.3 Assessment of within-species-variation in pollen grains

using Raman microscopy

The scores plots in Figure 6.13 (A, B, and C) presents the distribution of the score values after

the PCA of the spectra from the 125 pollen grains for the three different classification problem,

namely the discrimination of wild-type and mutant plants in Figure 6.13 (A) (see Figure 6.9,

green), wild-type and the two different mutants in Figure 6.13 (B)(see Figure 6.9, green), and

the different growth conditions (see Figure 6.9, blue) in Figure 6.13 (C). It differs greatly from

the scores plot of the same data set when PCA is conducted without pre-processing, indicating

that non-Raman features, specifically the baseline due to fluorescence can play an important

role in classification outcome. The spectra of pollen grains from wild-type plants have positive

values and the spectra of pollen grains from mutant plants have negative values for PC 2 (Fig-

ure 6.13 (A), black), the spectra can be differentiated. According to the corresponding loadings

in Figure 6.13 (D), the spectra differ among others in their signals at 473, 854, and 1412 cm−1.

These bands can be assigned to starch and proteins, respectively.5, 10, 31 The loadings of PC

1 and PC 2 indicate that the relative contributions of carbohydrates such as starch and of

proteins differ in the pollen of the two mutants and the wild-type plants. In Figure 6.13 (B),

the same scores plot from Figure 6.13 (A) is colored with respect to the wild-type and the two

different mutants. Particularly, the score values of the bmr-mutant (Figure 6.13 (B), black)

show no separation. The coloring of the score values regarding the different stress conditions

(Figure 6.13 (C)) indicates that also the variance between the different growth conditions

cannot be assessed using this data set here.
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Figure 6.13: (A, B, and C) Scores plots and (D) loadings for the PCA of 125 averaged spectra
from the 125 pollen grains. Coloring refers to (A) mutant, black and wild-type, red. (B)
SbsLi1-mutant, red, bmr-mutant, black, and wild-type, blue. (C) The different stress
conditions and the bmr-mutant.(bmr mutant, L, black; stressed plants (drought and salt
stress) together, S,blue; control groups, N, red). Spectra were pre-proccesed using AsLS
baseline correction and vector normalization before averaging.

6.3.1 Combination of Raman and MALDI MS data to assess

within-species-variation in pollen

A subset of the pollen samples was also investigated using MALDI experiments. The quality of

the MALDI spectra can also vary enormously for the pollen samples, respectively. In contrast

to the Raman measurements, mass spectra with very low signal-to-noise-ratio are discarded

by the software in MALDI-TOF MS experiments. Therefore, the MALDI-subset contains 14

spectra including eight pollen samples from eight mutant plants and six samples from wild-

type plants.

Figure 6.14 shows the results of the PCA on the 14 spectra. The six spectra from pollen samples

of wild-type show mostly negative score values regarding PC 3 (Figure 6.14, left, blue and

green markers). In addition, most spectra from samples of mutants have positive values for

PC 3 (Figure 6.14, left, red and black markers).

However, the main variance of the data set is based on the variation between the two different

breeding times of the plants (A, Figure 6.14 (left), blue and black markers, and B, Figure 6.14

(left), red and green markers). The impact of different breeding times of the plants can also
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be detected in Raman data but is, among the other effects described above, minimized by

pre-processing. As discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, MALDI is sensitive towards variation

based on population or genotypes of plants, whereas Raman spectroscopy is a more powerful

tool to detect variations in growth conditions. Therefore, in MALDI discrimination of the

mutant/wild-type is in high competition with the different breeding times. In the case of the

discrimination between mutant and wild-type plants, Raman spectroscopy would lead to

better discrimination of the spectra.
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Figure 6.14: (Left) Scores plot and (right) loadings for the PCA of 14 mass spectra. Coloring
refers to mutant, black and wild-type, blue from breeding time A, as well as mutant, red and
wild-type, green from breeding time B. Spectra were pre-processed using AsLS baseline
correction and vector normalization.

Consensus principal component analysis (CPCA) can be applied to Raman and MALDI MS

data to find a common pattern within the data. Therefore, the corresponding Raman subset

of 14 samples was taken from the Raman data set to enable an equal number of samples,

which is required for CPCA. Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 show the global and block scores for

the CPCA of the Raman and MALDI data with a coloring regarding the mutant and wild-type

conditions. The global scores indicate a separation of the mutant and wild-type spectra as

seen in Figure 6.15. Global score values from mutants have mostly positive values regarding

PC 1 and PC 2 (Figure 6.15, black), In comparison, the scores from wild-type spectra have

almost all (5 out of 6) negative values for PC 2 (Figure 6.15, red). Furthermore, the score

values show in the first and second CPC a smaller in-group variation compared to the wild-

type ones (Figure 6.15, red). The explained variances of the shown PCs are 31 % and 22 %

respectively.
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Figure 6.15: Global scores plot for the CPCA of 14 Raman spectra and 14 mass spectra.
Coloring refers to mutant, black and wild-type, red.

The explained variances of CPC 1 of the block scores are 47 % for Raman block and 15 % for

the MALDI block (Figure 6.16). This indicates that the Raman block has a higher influence

on the global scores (Figure 6.15) regarding CPC 1. Score values from mutant spectra have

all positive values for CPC 1, whereas most of the score values of the wild-type spectra are

negative. The first CPC in the Raman Block separates score values from mutant and wild-type

spectra(Figure 6.16 (left)). On the contrary, in the MALDI block the mutants score values are

mostly positive for CPC 2 (Figure 6.16 (right), black). Score values for the wild-type spectra

are mainly negative for both the Raman CPC 2 (Figure 6.16 (left), red) and the MALDI block

CPC 2 (Figure 6.16 (right), red).
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Figure 6.16: (Left) Raman and (right) MALDI block scores plots for the CPCA of 14 Raman
spectra and 14 mass spectra. Coloring refers to mutant, black and wild-type, red.
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Figure 6.17: CPCA correlation loadings plot for the first and second CPC. Displayed are
the global scores of the two kinds mutant (red, mu) and wild-type (red, wt), as well as the
loadings of the blocks of Raman (black) and MALDI-TOF (blue). For clarity only extrema of
the loadings were shown for the spectroscopic/ spectrometric data.

The CPCA enables the investigation of a common underlying pattern. The loading values of

both, Raman and MALDI can be represented in a correlation loadings plot. Figure 6.17 shows

the correlation loading plot after the CPCA using 14 Raman and MALDI spectra. The values

of the global scores for mutant and wild-type spectra are drawn in red, the Raman loadings

in black, and the MALDI loadings in blue. For comparison, just extrema of the loadings are

shown. Values that are more correlated with each other would have a similar position in

the scores plot and vice versa. Close to the mutant score values, several Raman signals are

grouping together, namely the signals at 456, 543, 826, 997, 1151, and 1519 cm−1. The last

three bands can be assigned to carotenoids.13

Regarding the MALDI signals, the peak at m/z 4606 can be correlated with the scores of the

mutants. In addition, the MALDI peaks at m/z 4650, 5020, 5312, and 6418 are corresponding

to the separation regarding CPC2. Furthermore, the Raman bands at 474, 937, 1104, and

1379 cm−1 are close to the centroid of the wild-type spectra. These Raman bands, that can
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mainly be assigned to carbohydrates can also be associated with the separation of the wild-

type spectra. The CPCA yields a separation of mutant and wild-type spectra using CPC 1

and CPC 2. In the following discussion, the higher CPCs are investigated in order to find a

common pattern for the discrimination of plants that suffer stress from the control group.

In the individual PCA of the Raman spectra, a separation regarding the different growth

conditions could not be achieved (Figure 6.13 (C)). Here, a subset of 14 spectra was analyzed

using Raman and MALDI spectra in a CPCA.

Figure 6.18 shows the global scores of CPC 3 and CPC 4 from the same multiblock analysis

shown above (compare with Figure 6.15). It can be seen that most score values of the spectra

from the control group have negative values regarding CPC 4. Nevertheless, a separation of

the score values cannot be detected. Particularly, five out of seven spectra show positive score

values regarding CPC 3 and five score values of spectra from stressed plants group together

mostly having negative values regarding CPC 3.
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Figure 6.18: Global scores plot for the CPCA of 14 Raman spectra and 14 mass spectra.
Coloring refers to control, N, black and stressed, S, red.

Also in the block scores, no efficient separation can be found, but they indicate a high group-

ing of the control group in the MALDI scores regarding CPC 4. Therefore, it is suitable to

check the correlation loading plot regarding the grouping of spectra from the control group

(Figure 6.20).

As discussed above, the centroids are close to 0 regarding the third CPC, which indicates that

the separation is not well explained by this component. In addition, the two centroids are in

the inner circle which corresponds to an explained variance below 50 %. The MALDI peaks

responsible for the dragging of the score values from the stressed plants are at m/z 4812, 5180,

5392, 5334, and 6388. On the opposite side with negative values, score values from the control

group are dragged towards peaks at m/z 4686, 5096, 5060, 5348, and 5458.

The CPCA indicates a low variation of pollen from plants that recover from drought and

salt stress with regard to the control group. The variation in pollen is higher in the case

of a mutant/wild-type separation. Drought and salinity stress is well-known to decrease
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pollen quality enormously. With CPCA no conclusion about a connection between pollen

quality can be made. Reasons might be a masking from the mutant/wild-type separa-

tion.
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Figure 6.19: (Left) Raman and (right) MALDI block scores plots for the CPCA of 14 Raman
spectra and 14 mass spectra. Coloring refers to control, N, black and stressed, S, red.
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Figure 6.20: CPCA correlation loadings plot for the 1st and 2nd CPCA component. Dis-
played are the global scores of the two groups recovering from stress (red S) and the control
group (red N), as well as the loadings of the blocks of Raman (black) and MALDI-TOF (blue).
For clarity only extrema of the loadings were shown for the spectroscopic/ spectrometric
data.

This chapter addressed various problems that arise during the acquisition and analysis of

Raman mapping data from pollen grains. Raman data obtained from two different substrates

were compared. It was shown that Raman spectra of pollen grains on calcium fluoride do

not differ greatly from spectra of pollen grains fixated on carbon tape. Therefore, fixation on

carbon tape could be pursued in future experiments with biological samples, as it provides

additional advantages regarding multimodal analysis over direct measurements on calcium

fluoride without fixation.

Data from unintentional germinated pollen grains were discussed, as a common problem

that can occur in the sampling of pollen.Since single pollen grains can be measured using

Raman microspectroscopy, such effects, as well as damage of grains need to be considered.

An optimized pre-processing can help to analyze the pollen samples as well. In addition,

the characterization of variances in a complex structure from samples of the same species

Sorghum bicolor was conducted, by combining pre-processed Raman spectra and MALDI
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TOF MS.The spectra set consists of variation in mutant and wild-type as well as stressed

and not stressed conditions of the parent plant. Multiblock analysis consisting of Raman

and MALDI spectra can help to discriminate between mutants and wild-type, but cannot

differentiate between different stress conditions here.
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7 Discrimination and characterization of

different grass pollen species using FTIR

spectra of single pollen grains

Parts of the results presented in this chapter are published in: Diehn, S., Zimmermann, B.,

Tafintseva, V., Bağcıuğlu, M., Kohler A., Ohlson M., Fjellheim S, and Kneipp J.., Discrimination

of grass pollen of different species by FTIR spectroscopy of individual pollen grains. Anal

Bioanal Chem (2020).

https://doi.org/10.1007/s00216-020-02628-2

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy in combination with chemometric tools gives

accurate results in discriminating different pollen species. Still, most of the studies include

extraction steps or a high amount of sample material. Unfortunately, because of small grain

size, pollen grains cause scattering artifacts in FTIR spectra. Before measurements of single

pollen grains, the samples need to be embedded in paraffin. Thereby scatter effects are

reduced, due to the optical properties of paraffin.14 Once valuable information about the

chemical composition of pollen can be obtained from the FTIR spectra, machine learning

approaches, as well as consensus principal component analysis (CPCA), can be applied for a

comprehensive analysis of pollen composition.

The reproducibility of FTIR of embedded pollen grains is evaluated using the same sample

set as in the prior analysis (Pollen Norway IIa) and a new sample set in addition (Pollen Norway

IIb). Figure 7.1 gives an overview of the samples used in this chapter.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic overview of the sample set Pollen Norway II. Pollen Norway IIa
consists of the five pollen species Poa alpina, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Lolium perenne,
Bromus inermis and Hordeum bulbosum. Pollen Norway IIb comprises the species Hystrix
patula, Hordeum vulgare, Piptatherum millaceum, and Piptochaetium avenaceum.
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7.1 Evaluation of FTIR spectra from embedded and

non-embedded pollen grains

The bright-field images (Figure 7.2) display the dry pollen grains from the five different grass

species are similar in size and morphology. In general, grass pollen grains are characterized

by simple spherical shape and microechinate grain wall ornamentation.215 Grass pollen has

very limited mechanisms for preventing desiccation.216 As a result, grass pollen morphology

is dramatically changed after shedding, collapsing from spherical shape of fresh pollen to

extensive infolding of dry pollen.217 It leads to a large variation in Mie-scattering effects,

resulting in extremely unreproducible spectra. Although the pollen grains of all five measured

species have similar morphology, those of Poa alpina and Anthoxanthum odoratum are

slightly smaller than the pollen grains of Lolium perenne, Bromus inermis, and Hordeum

bulbosum.

Figure 7.2: Bright field images of dry pollen grains from the 5 different grass species
Poa alpina, Anthoxanthum odoratum, Lolium perenne, Bromus inermis and Hordeum
bulbosum. Scale bar, 100 µm.

Following an established protocol presented by Zimmermann et. al.,14 the pollen samples

were embedded in paraffin to avoid scattering artifacts in the spectra. Figure 7.3 shows repre-

sentative raw spectrum of one pollen grain on ZnSe (Figure 7.3, blue), a pollen grain on ZnSe

embedded in paraffin (Figure 7.3, red) and of the paraffin layer without any pollen grains

on ZnSe (Figure 7.3, black) in the spectral range from 650 - 3800 cm−1. The influence of

the paraffin layer is particularly pronounced in the spectral regions at 1300- 1500 cm−1 and

2800- 3100 cm−1. In the spectral region 1300- 1500 cm−1 two bands occur at 1377 cm−1
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and 1462 cm−1. These bands can be assigned to the methyl rocking vibration at 1377 cm−1,

the C H2 bending, and C H3 deformations modes at 1462 cm−1.218 The spectral region 2800-

3100 cm−1 is saturated and associated with CH stretching.218

Figure 7.3: Representative raw FTIR spectra of a pollen grain on ZnSe (blue), a pollen grain
on ZnSe embedded in paraffin (red) and of the paraffin layer (black) in the spectral range
from 650 - 3800 cm−1.

For biotyping and characterization of pollen samples, the spectral region between 800 and

2000 cm−1 is more useful than the CH and OH stretching region above 2000 cm−1. The two

additional paraffin bands at 1377 and 1462 cm−1 interfere with bands from the pollen spec-

trum (Figure 7.3). In comparison, the spectrum of embedded pollen (Figure 7.3, red) shows

less scattering artifacts than the spectrum of non-embedded pollen grains (Figure 7.3, blue).

In particular, the region between 2000 and 2500 cm−1 where no strong signals are expected for

pollen spectra14 is an indication for the scatter effect in the non-embedded pollen (Figure 7.3,

blue).

To compare spectra from non-embedded and paraffin-embedded samples, the spectra were

pre-processed as follows: The spectra were baseline-corrected using asymmetric least squares

(AsLS) correction, as proposed by Eilers177, 178 and vector-normalized before averaging. In

Figure 7.4 the average spectra of non-embedded (Figure 7.4, A) and of the paraffin-embedded

pollen grains (Figure 7.4, B) for each pollen species are presented. The spectra of the embed-

ded pollen show much less variation within each species (Figure 7.4, B) compared to the large
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standard deviation of the unembedded samples (Figure 7.4, A). The most prominent bands

in the spectra are found at 989, 1045, 1161, 1549, 1659, and 1745 cm−1. These bands can be

assigned to carbohydrates (989 and 1045 cm−1), lipids (1161 and 1745 cm−1), and amide II

and amide I vibrations of proteins (1549 and 1659 cm−1).5, 10, 80 Besides, the characteristic

absorbance of paraffin adds to this pollen signature and is particularly prominent in the

region from 1300 - 1500 cm−1 (Figure 7.4, B).

The paraffin bands at 1377 and 1462 cm−1 in the spectra of the embedded samples vary

between the different species (Figure 7.4, B). In the spectra of pollen from Poa alpina and

Anthoxanthum odoratum, both bands have higher relative absorbance values, compared

to Lolium perenne and Bromus inermis. In the spectrum of Hordeum bulbosum, the two

characteristic paraffin signals have smaller contributions and the spectrum in the region from

1300-1500 cm−1 resembles that of the averaged spectrum from the non-embedded pollen

grains (Figure 7.4, left and right). The different relative contributions of the embedding paraf-

fin in the spectra of the three species are likely related to the sizes of the pollen grains. This

leads to a different relative amount of paraffin vs. pollen material in the probed microscopic

volume.

Four different approaches for correction of FTIR spectra of the paraffin-embedded sam-

ples will be discussed using principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least-square

discriminant analysis (PLS-DA).
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Figure 7.4: Pre-processed and averaged spectra from (A) non-embedded pollen grains
and (B) paraffin embedded pollen grains for the five different grass species Poa alpina,
Anthoxanthum odoratum, Lolium perenne, Bromus inermis and Hordeum bulbosum.

7.2 Utilization of FTIR spectra of embedded single pollen

grains

The first approach deals with spectra, that are extended multiplicative signal correction

(EMSC) corrected without any further consideration about the paraffin. In a second approach,

the paraffin affected spectral region from 1300-1500 cm−1 is omitted and the two spectral

regions from 800-1300 cm−1 and 1500-1800 cm−1 are either concatenated or combined in

a multiblock analysis. Non-negative matrix-factorization (NMF) was applied in a third ap-

proach to split each spectrum into a pure paraffin and a pure pollen spectra component.

Furthermore, a modified EMSC algorithm using a paraffin spectrum as a constituent was

applied as a fourth approach to minimize the variances from the paraffin contribution within

the spectra.

Figure 7.5 shows an overview of the four different approaches and how to deal with a paraf-

fin contribution, namely approach 1) without further consideration, approach 2) omitting

the paraffin affected spectral region, approach 3) extraction of pure pollen and pure paraf-
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fin contribution using NMF, and approach 4) EMSC using a paraffin constituent spectrum.

Figure 7.5 outlines the data processing steps that include basic pre-processing such as base-

line correction, normalization, and calculation of average spectra, as well as the steps that

were used specifically to assess the contributions by paraffin to the spectra. The spectral

region of 800 to 1800 cm−1 was selected since it contains bands that are distinctive for pollen

grains.5, 14, 118

Figure 7.5: Schematic representation of the 4 different approaches and their specific pre-
processing.

7.2.1 Approach 1: without further consideration of the paraffin

contribution

The spectra from paraffin-embedded pollen grains are baseline corrected by AsLS before

applying a simple EMSC, a MSC model extended by a linear and quadratic component131

that replaces normalization. Subsequently, the spectra were smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay

filter with a window size of 9 (see Chapter 3.3.1) and a second-order polynomial.174 For
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classification by PLS-DA, the individual spectra were used. For analysis by hierarchical cluster

analysis (HCA) and PCA, averages of the spectra of each plant were calculated.

The assessment of this pre-processing by PLS-DA with leave-one-out-cross-validation (full-

CV) indicates that the spectra of the different species can be discriminated (Table 7.1). An

overall success rate of 79 % was achieved, while the individual success rates reached a value

of approximately 90 % for Hordeum bulbosum, Anthoxanthum odoratum, and Poa alpina

spectra.

Table 7.1: Identification of 1004 pollen spectra according to their species with PLS-DA
with 9 latent variables and leave-one-out-validation. Spectra were pre-processed using
approach 1.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 184 3 5 13 11

B. inermis 1 114 10 14 2

H. bulbasum 4 51 189 5 2

L. perenne 5 18 0 131 7

P. alpina 5 14 5 33 178

success rates 92 % 57 % 90 % 67 % 89 %

Overall success rate 79 %

The average spectra in Figure 7.4 already suggest that the paraffin spectral contribution could

influence the discrimination of the different pollen species. The results of the PCA corroborate

this, and the loadings of the first principal component (PC 1) (Figure 7.6, A, right) show the two

strong paraffin-related signals at 1377 and 1462 cm−1. Also, in other principal components,

e.g. PC 4 (Figure 7.6, B, right), the paraffin signals may be a reason for the species-related

variation, as can be seen from the presence of the signal at 1460 cm−1. This indicates that the

paraffin contribution needs to be minimized before data analysis to obtain classification and

identification based on pollen composition alone.
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Figure 7.6: Scores plot and loadings from PCA with 50 pollen spectra from the five indi-
cated grass species using the full spectral range from 800 - 1800 cm−1. Each spectrum
in the analysis is an average of ∼ 20 pollen grain spectra of one individual plant. Spectra
were corrected using approach 1 (cf. Figure 7.5, approach 1). (A) Scores plot (left) and
corresponding loadings (right) of PC 1 and PC 2. (B) Scores plot (left) and corresponding
loadings (right) of PC 4 and PC 5. Each color and symbol represents the respective grass
species. A, Anthoxanthum odoratum (black symbols) B, Bromus inermis (red symbols)
H, Hordeum bulbosum (blue symbols) L, Lolium perenne (green symbols) P, Poa alpina
(purple symbols).

7.2.2 Approach 2: Selection of non-affected spectral ranges

Data analysis of concatenated spectra

The spectral region from 1300 to 1500 cm−1 is omitted from the spectra of the embedded

pollen grains, thus dividing the data in two ranges: 800 - 300 cm−1 and 1500 - 1800 cm−1.

Before concatenation of the two ranges, each range was baseline corrected separately using

AsLS correction.177, 178 After concatenation, EMSC131 is applied, and Savitzky-Golay smooth-

ing using a windows size of 9 points.174 For classification by PLS-DA, the individual spectra

were used. For analysis by HCA and PCA, averages of the spectra of one respective plant were

calculated.

As discussed above, the strong deformation modes of paraffin affect the spectra mostly in the

spectral range from 1300 to 1500 cm−1 with the two bands at 1377 and 1462 cm−1. Here, this
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spectral region was omitted from the data set (compare Figure 7.5, approach 2), similar to

the approach in the paraffin-embedding study by Zimmermann et. al.14 Eliminating only the

two strongest bands from paraffin, it can be assumed that other spectral features from the

paraffin in the regions 800-1300 cm−1 and 1500-1800 cm−1 are negligibly small compared

to the absorption bands of the pollen samples themselves. Following the removal of the

1300-1500 cm−1 spectral range, the spectra were normalized by the simple EMSC model.

The assessment by PLS-DA with full-CV (Table 7.2) shows that the overall classification success

rate is lower (i.e. 76 %) compared to approach 1, where the contribution by paraffin is not cor-

rected (Table 7.1). Similar to these results, the success rates show high variation for each of the

pollen species. They can range from 46 % for Bromus inermis, where one-fourth of the actual

Bromus inermis pollen spectra was misclassified as Hordeum bulbosum, to 91 % correct clas-

sification of Anthoxanthum odoratum and Poa alpina spectra.

Table 7.2: Result of PLS-DA classification of 1004 spectra from paraffin-embedded pollen
corrected by omitting the spectral range from 1300 to 1500 cm−1, following approach 2 (cf.
Figure 7.5). Nine latent variables were used. The results are based on full cross-validation.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 181 9 6 16 8

B. inermis 6 91 13 14 6

H. bulbasum 4 52 183 14 0

L. perenne 4 28 1 126 4

P. alpina 4 19 6 26 182

success rates 91 % 46 % 88 % 64 % 91 %

Overall success rate 76 %

PCA shows that the main variances within this data set are found in the spectral range from

850- 1150 cm−1 (Figure 7.7, A, right), which can be assigned mainly to carbohydrates.4, 10 A

differentiation between the pollen spectra from Anthoxanthum odoratum and Poa alpina

and between Hordeum bulbosum and Lolium perenne can be achieved in PC 3 and PC 6,

respectively, as shown in the scores plot (Figure 7.7B). The spectral differences in the pollen

spectra pre-processed by approach 2 lead to a relatively small drop in classification success

rates. This is in agreement with previous work that reports the successful discrimination of

paraffin-embedded pollen from other plant species.14
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Figure 7.7: Scores plot and loadings from PCA with 50 pollen spectra from the five indicated
grass species pre-processed by approach 2 (cf. Figure 7.5, approach 2). Each spectrum
in the analysis is an average of the ∼ 20 pollen grain spectra of one individual plant. (A)
Scores plot (left) and corresponding loadings (right) of PC 1 and PC 2. (B) Scores plot (left)
and corresponding loadings (right) of PC 3 and PC 6. Each color and symbol represents the
respective grass species. A, Anthoxanthum odoratum (black symbols) B, Bromus inermis
(red symbols) H, Hordeum bulbosum (blue symbols) L, Lolium perenne (green symbols)
P, Poa alpina (purple symbols). To better indicate the region that was excised from the
spectra, the loadings are shown as individual data points rather than as line plots.

Combining the spectral ranges 800-1300 cm−1 and 1500-1800 cm−1 using

CPCA

Since the two ranges, 800 to 1300 cm−1 and 1500 to 1800 cm−1, can provide different chemical

information, namely about polysaccharides in a range from 800 to 1300 cm−1 and proteins

1500 to 1800 cm−1,80 the two ranges can be combined using CPCA.64

Figure 7.8 shows the resulting scores plots for the global scores (Figure 7.8, A) as well as the

block scores (Figure 7.8, B and C) from CPC 1 and CPC 2.

The first and second CPC of the global scores are equally influenced by both ranges, leading to

a separation of some pollen spectra with respect to their assigned pollen species (Figure 7.8,

A). The first CPC separates the pollen species Poa alpina, Lolium perenne, and Hordeum

bulbosum from the spectra of the species Bromus inermis and Anthoxanthum odoratum. CPC

2 discriminate mainly the spectra from the pollen species Poa alpina from the spectra of the

other species.
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The block scores of the two separate spectral ranges (Figure 7.8, B and C) indicate no discrimi-

nation of the score values regarding the different pollen species. Nevertheless, the majority

of score values from Poa alpina show positive values regarding CPC 1 and CPC 2 and can

be differentiated from the score values of the other pollen spectra in both ranges used. In

comparison, PCA based on the concatenated spectra of the two spectral ranges leads to a less

clear separation of the score values (cf. Figure 7.7). This indicates that a different weighting

of the variables is beneficial for separation, due to the relative ratios within bands of the

polysaccharide region e.g. the band at 985 cm−1 and the protein region with the band at

1680 cm−1 (cf. Figure 7.7, loading PC 1).

Since some of the pollen species can be discriminated, the loadings enable characterization

of specific patterns for the five different pollen species. Figure 7.9 shows the correlation plot

with the loadings of the lower range in black, the values of the upper range in blue, and the

centroids of the pollen species in red. For the sake of clarity, just the extrema were presented

in the plot. The correlation loadings plot suggests that the separation of pollen species eg. Poa

alpina and Bromus inermis is based on distinct bands in both the lower and the upper range.

Pollen spectra of Poa alpina have positive global scores for the first and second CPC. Positive

correlated bands were at 1186, 1581, 1599, and 1657 cm−1 as well as 808, and 1066 cm−1 with

respect to CPC 2. Most of the bands, namely the bands at 808, 1168, 1580 and 1599 cm−1

could be assigned tobuilding blocks of the sporopollenin, such as coumaric acid or ferulic

acid.5, 10
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Figure 7.8: (A) Global scores and (B and C) block scores plots ((B) 800 to 1300 cm−1 and
(C) 1500 to 1800 cm−1) of the first and second CPC for averaged FTIR spectra of the grass
pollen species Anthoxanthum odoratum, AO, black; Bromus inermis, BI, red, Hordeum
bulbosum, HB, blue, Lolium perenne, LP, green, and Poa alpina, PA, magenta. Spectra were
baseline corrected using AsLS correction177 and normalized using EMSC.131

Bromus inermis spectra have negative values regarding both CPC 1 and CPC 2 (Figure 7.8).

In agreement with this, the group Bromus inermis is highly correlated to the signals at 1157,

1166, 1531, 1689, and 1739 cm−1. These bands are more associated with proteins (1531 and

1689 cm−1) and lipids (1689 and 1739 cm−1).5, 10, 80

Spectra from Hordeum bulbosum and Lolium perenne have positive scores for the first and

negative scores for the CPC 2 (Figure 7.8). The corresponding loadings at 941, 962, 1292 cm−1

(Figure 7.9) can be assigned mostly to carbohydrates.5, 10, 80
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Figure 7.9: Correlation loadings plot with the loadings of the lower range 800 to 1300 cm−1

in black, the values of the upper range 1500 to 1800 cm−1 in blue, as well the centroids of
the pollen species in red. For clarity just the extrema are presented in the plot.

7.2.3 Approach 3: Separation of paraffin and pollen spectra contributions

in FTIR spectra of embedded pollen grains

A decomposition of spectral signatures belonging to different chemical constituents within

the same spectrum of a complex sample can be achieved by a matrix factorization algorithm,

such as NMF. This can result in a more detailed analysis of the spectral features from the

different chemical constituents.219

The spectra of the embedded pollen grains were baseline-corrected using AsLS correction.
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After subsequent vector normalization, NMF was used to split each spectrum into a paraffin

and a pollen component to eliminate the paraffin spectral signature. The 1004 pollen spectra

and the 190 pure paraffin spectra were decomposed together into six components using

the nnmf - function in Matlab. All components that contained paraffin signals on visual

inspection were separated from those without prominent paraffin signature and left out in the

reconstruction of 1004 spectra without paraffin contribution. For classification by PLS-DA,

the individual spectra were used. For analysis by HCA and PCA, averages of the spectra of one

respective plant were calculated.

Furthermore, matrix factorization algorithms are useful for the exclusion of disruptive con-

tributions from spectra, e.g., for de-noising.220, 221 Therefore, NMF was used in another

pre-processing approach (Figure 7.5, approach 3) to split the spectra into pollen spectra

and paraffin spectra. In this procedure, the 1004 spectra from each pollen grain and 190

spectra of pure paraffin were decomposed together several times using different numbers

of components. The decomposition using six components was chosen as optimal based on

visual inspection, which indicated a good separation of the paraffin spectra in components

2 and 6 (Figure 7.10). These two components show the typical paraffin bands at 1377 and

1462 cm−1.
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Figure 7.10: Six components of the spectral decomposition by NMF (based on 1004 spectra
of paraffin-embedded pollen grains, and 190 pure paraffin spectra, compare Scheme 1,
approach 2). Components 2 and 6 show typical contributions by paraffin.

The reconstructed paraffin and pollen spectrum were obtained for each spectrum (each pollen

grain), and averages of these two sets of reconstructed spectra for each species are shown in

Figure 7.11A and Figure 7.11B, respectively. The reconstructed paraffin spectra (Figure 7.11A)

are similar to with a paraffin reference spectrum (Figure 7.11A, top).
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Figure 7.11: (A) Spectra obtained by reconstruction from Component 2 and Component
6 upon NMF with six components (cf. Figure 7.10) for each species, revealing the typical
paraffin signature. An average of 190 pure paraffin spectra is shown for comparison (top).
(B) Reconstructed spectra from NMF components 1, 3, 4, and 5 for each species. All spectra
are averages of 200 individual reconstructed spectra (corresponding to 200 pollen grains).

Table 7.3 shows the normalized relative amount of each of the six components. The variation

of the relative paraffin contribution (Table 7.3, components 2 and 6) is in good agreement

with the visual observation of pollen spectra (Figure 7.4), showing its larger contribution to

Anthoxanthum odoratum and Poa alpina spectra and smaller contribution for the other three

species. The averages of the spectra reconstructed from the remaining four components show

no characteristic paraffin signals (Figure 7.11B). Compared to the spectra from unembedded

single pollen grains on ZnSe slide discussed above (compare Figure 7.4, left), three charac-

teristic bands at 1236, 1331, and 1408 cm−1 are more pronounced. They can be assigned to

phospholipids, indicated, e.g., by the P=O-stretching vibration at 1236 cm−1; proteins, as

illustrated by the C-N stretching mode at 1408 cm−1, and carbohydrates(1331 cm−1) that can

be assigned to a ring deformation vibration.10, 80, 218
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Table 7.3: Averaged relative spectral contribution of each component after decomposition
using NMF (cf. Figure 7.5, approach 3). The spectral contribution is averaged for each
pollen species.

species

spectral

contribution Comp 1 [%] Comp 2 [%] Comp 3 [%] Comp 4 [%] Comp 5 [%] Comp 6 [%]

A. odoratum 41±12 25±9 12±9 12±11 8±6 2±4

B. inermis 34±13 18±9 15±12 13±9 17±11 3±5

H. bulbasum 36±11 13±7 19±9 17±8 12±8 2±3

L. perenne 34±16 15±10 20±15 18±11 8±7 5±7

P. alpina 42±9 25±9 10±7 13±9 9±6 1±3

The PLS-DA with full-CV classification of the pollen spectra reconstructed by the NMF ap-

proach results in a higher success rate (82 %) compared to PLS-DA results of the previous

approaches (compare Table 7.4 with Table 7.1 and Table 7.2). The success rates for Bromus

inermis and Lolium perenne are slightly higher (65 % and 71 %, Table 7.4) compared to the

classification results of approach 2 (46 % and 64 %, Table 7.2).

Table 7.4: Results of PLS-DA classification of spectra from paraffin-embedded pollen
reconstructed from NMF components 1, 3, 4, and 5 (cf. Figure 7.5, approach 3). Nine latent
variables were used. The results are based on full cross-validation.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 185 2 1 15 12

B. inermis 1 130 9 14 3

H. bulbasum 2 42 192 8 0

L. perenne 6 17 1 140 4

P. alpina 4 8 6 19 181

success rates 93 % 65 % 92 % 71 % 91 %

Overall success rate 82 %

The corresponding PCA results of the averaged spectra pre-processed by approach 3 (Fig-

ure 7.12) shows that the variation within the NMF-decomposed spectra might still be slightly

affected by bands from paraffin, as indicated by the variation in the C H2 deformation at

1460 cm−1 that can be assigned to lipids in pollen but could also be present due to residual

paraffin contributions5 (Figure 7.12, right column, loadings of PC 2 and PC 4).
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Figure 7.12: Scores plots and loadings from PCA with 50 pollen spectra from five grass
species. Each spectrum in the analysis is an average of the 20 pollen grain spectra of one
individual plant calculated after reconstruction following a NMF (cf. Figure 7.5, approach
3). (A) Scores plot (left) and corresponding loadings (right) of PC 1 and PC 2. (B) Scores
plot (left) and corresponding loadings (right) of PC 3 and PC 4. Each color and symbol
represents the respective grass species. A, Anthoxanthum odoratum (black symbols) B,
Bromus inermis (red symbols) H, Hordeum bulbosum (blue symbols) L, Lolium perenne
(green symbols) P, Poa alpina (purple symbols)

7.2.4 Approach 4: correction of the spectra using EMSC with a paraffin

constituent spectrum

The AsLS-baseline-corrected spectra of the embedded pollen grains were corrected by the

complex EMSC model using a linear and a quadratic component, extended by a represen-

tative spectrum of paraffin, as suggested by Kohler et al.222 (Figure 7.5). In contrast to the

simple EMSC model used in the pre-processing of the spectra treated by approach 1 and 2

(Figure 7.5), where an average spectrum is used in the model, in the complex EMSC model,

two different constituents are estimated in the spectra, specifically the paraffin constituent

and the pollen constituent. For the representative spectrum of paraffin for the EMSC model,

an average spectrum was calculated from the 190 pure paraffin spectra. For classification

by PLS-DA, the individual spectra were used. For analysis by HCA and PCA, averages of the

spectra of one respective plant were calculated.
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The spectra are normalized so that particularly the bands at 1377 and 1462 cm−1 show less

variation between the spectra from the five species (Figure 7.13). For the classification, this

means that the variation induced by the differences in the paraffin embedding medium can

be minimized, and that classification is only based on the spectral contributions by the pollen

grains themselves.

The PLS-DA with full-CV classification of the pollen spectra pre-processed by complex EMSC

approach results in the highest success rate (83 %) of all the tested approaches (Table 7.5). In

particular, the success rate for Bromus inermis is higher (63 % in Table 7.5) compared to the

classification of the data set corrected using e.g. approach 2 (49 % in Table 7.2). This indicates

that the promising classification results obtained in the study by Zimmermann et. al. on

11 plant species14 can be improved even further by optimizing the spectral pre-processing

step. In general, approach 3 (the NMF approach, Table 7.4) and approach 4 (the complex

EMSC approach, Table 7.5) show relatively similar success rates. For all pre-processing pro-

cedures, the success rates vary regarding the different pollen species. The pollen spectra of

the species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Hordeum bulbosum, and Poa alpina can be classified

more correctly (Table 7.5, >90 %), while identification of the spectra belonging to Bromus

inermis and Lolium perenne is more challenging, with success rates of 63 % and 69 %, respec-

tively.

Figure 7.13: FTIR microspectra of paraffin-embedded pollen samples of the five grass
species after correction using an EMSC model with paraffin constituent spectrum (cf.
Figure 7.5, approach 4). Each spectrum is an average of 200 individual, corrected spectra
(corresponding to 200 pollen grains). The standard deviation for each group of spectra is
marked in grey.
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The success rates for the full cross-validation PLS-DA based classification indicate that the

different approaches of minimizing the paraffin contribution to the spectra, namely (i) omit-

ting a part of the spectrum (approach 2), (ii) NMF (approach 3), and (iii) normalization of

the paraffin signals by EMSC (approach 4). The approaches lead to similar discrimination of

the pollen spectra from the species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Hordeum bulbosum, and Poa

alpina, and less efficient classification of the two species Bromus inermis and Lolium perenne

within the data set. It has been shown before, that spectra of some grass pollen species have

more unique spectral features than others so that their discrimination within a data set of

similar pollen species is more straightforward.15, 126

Table 7.5: Results of PLS-DA classification of 1003 spectra from paraffin-embedded pollen
corrected using EMSC model with paraffin constituent spectrum (cf. Figure 7.5, approach
4). Eleven latent variables were used. The results are based on full cross-validation.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 187 3 1 16 10

B. inermis 1 126 7 14 2

H. bulbasum 2 44 197 7 0

L. perenne 5 19 0 136 4

P. alpina 4 8 4 23 184

success rates 94 % 63 % 94 % 69 % 92 %

Overall success rate 83 %

The pre-processing of approach 4 has the advantage that no supervision is needed, and

automated pattern recognition tools could be developed for fast identification of the spectra.

To assess the variances within the spectra, different unsupervised (HCA, PCA) as well as

supervised (PLS-DA, Random Forest, ANN) chemometric methods were performed, using the

spectral data obtained by approach 4 (Figure 7.5). Subsequently, CPCA of the FTIR data in

combination with Raman spectroscopy and MALDI-TOF MS was applied.
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7.3 Classification of pollen species using FTIR spectra without

paraffin contribution by different chemometric models

7.3.1 Classification by hierarchical cluster analysis and principal

component analysis

The hierarchical cluster analysis was carried out with the average spectra of 20 single pollen

spectra of each sample, leading to 50 spectra in total, using Euclidean distances and Ward’s

algorithm. The resulting dendrogram is shown in Figure 7.14. Most of the spectra of Poa

alpina (Figure 7.14, purple branches), Anthoxanthum odoratum (Figure 7.14, black branches),

and Hordeum bulbosum (Figure 7.14, blue branches) are clustered almost exclusively in their

respective groups. This is in good agreement with the PLS-DA identification discussed in

Table 7.5 and indicates low variances within the spectra of the respective species. The high

similarity of the majority of the spectra from Bromus inermis (Figure 7.14, red branches) to

those of Hordeum bulbosum (Figure 7.14, blue branches) agrees with the high number of

Bromus inermis spectra that are misclassified in the PLS-DA as Hordeum bulbosum spectra

(cf. Table 7.5). Therefore, it can be concluded that the composition of the pollen grains of the

two species is very similar, in agreement with the close relationship of the tribes Hordeeae

(Triticeae) and Bromeae within the Pooideae subfamily.223, 224

The cluster in the dendrogram that comprises all except one spectrum from Poa alpina

(Figure 7.14, purple branches) is very similar to a group of spectra that contains average

pollen spectra from Anthoxanthum odoratum and Lolium perenne plants (Figure 7.14, black

branches and green branches, respectively), also in agreement with the misclassification

by PLS-DA of several individual spectra from these species (Table 7.5). Moreover, it can be

concluded that the chemical composition of their pollen is similar compared to those from

the other species, in agreement with the fact that all of them belong to the Poeae/Aveneae

tribe complex.224
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Figure 7.14: Dendrogram obtained after hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) with 50 pollen
spectra from the five indicated grass species, using the full spectral range from 800-
1800 cm−1. Each spectrum in the analysis is an average of the 2̃0 pollen grain spectra
of one individual plant). HCA was executed using Euclidean distances and Ward’s algo-
rithm.58 The colored branches correspond to the font color with which the respective
pollen species is listed.

In a PCA, the differences between the spectra of the five pollen species can be identified based

on the loadings spectra. Figure 7.15A shows the scores plot and corresponding loadings of the

first and second principal components of a PCA with the averaged pollen spectra of the 50

plants. The first and second PC explain 54 % of the total variance in the data set. As visible

in the scores plot in Figure 7.15A, the mostly positive score values regarding the first PC of

spectra from Poa alpina and Anthoxanthum odoratum, as well as most spectra from Lolium

perenne confirms the high similarity of the pollen composition in these two species. The

spectra from Bromus inermis and Hordeum bulbosum show mostly negative score values

regarding the first PC (Figure 7.15A).
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Figure 7.15: Principal component analysis (PCA) of 50 pollen spectra from the five indicated
grass species. (A) Scores plot and corresponding loadings of PC 1 and PC 2. (B) Scores
plot and corresponding loadings of PC 3 and PC 6. Each color representing the respective
pollen species. Abbreviations: A, Anthoxanthum odoratum (black symbols), B, Bromus
inermis (red symbols), H, Hordeum bulbosum (blue symbols), L, Lolium perenne (green
symbols), P, Poa alpina (purple symbols).

According to the loadings in Figure 7.15A, the most pronounced differences between the spec-

tra from the Bromus inermis/ Hordeum bulbosum group and those from the two species Poa

alpina and Anthoxanthum odoratum are in the broad bands around 945 cm−1 (Figure 7.15A,

second PC) and 1678 cm−1 (Figure 7.15A, first PC) that could be assigned to molecular vibra-

tions of carbohydrates and proteins, respectively.4, 80, 218 This would lead to the conclusion

that pollen from Bromus inermis/ Hordeum bulbosum can be discriminated from Poa alpina

and Anthoxanthum odoratum based on different carbohydrate and protein composition. The

scores plot in Figure 7.15B shows that separation of Poa alpina and the Bromus inermis /

Hordeum bulbosum group from the other species is also possible based on the variance in the

third PC. According to the corresponding loading spectra in Figure 7.15B, the discrimination

is achieved by signals that can be assigned to carbohydrates at 966 cm−1, to sporopollenin at

1167 cm−1, and 1610 cm−1, tentatively assigned to lipids at 1423 cm−1 and 1460 cm−1, and

proteins at 1651 cm−1 and 1691 cm−1.5, 10
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7.3.2 Pattern recognition for classification of grass pollen spectra from

independent populations

A robust, reliable discrimination method should include the possibility to identify pollen

spectra that come from different plant populations rather than from the same set of plant

populations. Therefore, in this experiment, the plants in each of the five species originated

from two different populations. A PLS-DA model was constructed using spectra from just one

population per species, amounting to 502 spectra. The success rates were obtained by using

the respective other population from each species as an independent test set, comprising

other 502 spectra. The results for the identification of the unknown populations by PLS-

DA are shown in Table 7.6. Comparing the success rates with the results obtained full-CV

approach shown above (Table 7.5), the success rates are only slightly lower for the species

Anthoxanthum odoratum, Hordeum bulbosum, and Poa alpina when spectra come from an

unknown population. Nevertheless, the success rates for those species are very low, where

success rates are already low in the full-CV identification, that is, in Bromus inermis and

Lolium perenne (compare Table 7.6 with Table 7.5), with the success rate for classification of

the former drops from 63 % to 26 %.

Identification using a random forest algorithm results in similar success rates as the PLS-DA

model in the case of Bromus inermis and Lolium perenne, but lower numbers of correct

identification than PLS-DA (Table 7.6) for the other three species (Table 7.7). Changing the

number of trees in the RF from 300, which was determined to be optimum to higher numbers,

results in similar success rates.

Table 7.6: Results of the PLS-DA classification of the FTIR spectra. Training set was trained
with 9 latent variables. Training of the classification models was based on spectra from only
one population for each grass species, while the independent validations were conducted
using the other respective population for each species.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 82 4 0 12 1

B. inermis 0 24 6 4 4

H. bulbasum 8 27 94 7 2

L. perenne 4 36 1 46 4

P. alpina 6 7 3 31 87

success rates 82 % 26 % 90 % 46 % 89 %

Overall success rate 67 %
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Table 7.7: Results of the Random forest classification of the FTIR spectra. Training set was
trained with 300 bags. Training of the classification models was based on spectra from only
one population for each grass species, while the independent validations were conducted
using the other respective population for each species.

identified

by RF as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 75 31 2 23 6

B. inermis 1 26 10 4 15

H. bulbasum 6 4 87 1 3

L. perenne 10 34 2 47 2

P. alpina 8 5 3 25 72

success rates 75 % 26 % 84 % 47 % 73 %

Overall success rate 61 %

A feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) was trained with the same set of 502 spectra,

divided into a training, validation, and internal test set. The net is tested with 502 spectra

from the other respective populations. The success rates were very similar, with a higher

number of correct species assignments in Lolium perenne and similar misclassification, e.g.,

assignment of Lolium perenne as Poa alpina (Table 7.8). The slightly diminished success

rate for the identification of Hordeum bulbosum compared to the PLS-DA classifier is more

accurate, considering a 66 % correct identification of the spectra from Lolium perenne pollen

that is an improvement compared to the PLS-DA model (compare Table 7.6 and Table 7.8).

Consistent with the results of HCA (Figure 7.14) and PCA (Figure 7.15), almost all incorrectly

assigned spectra of Hordeum bulbosum are labeled with Bromus inermis as output class,

also in agreement with the close phylogenetic relationship of the two species mentioned

above.223, 224

Table 7.8: Results of the ANN classification of the FTIR spectra. Training set was trained
with 519 input variable and 50 hidden units. Training of the classification models was
based on spectra from only one population for each grass species, while the independent
validations were conducted using the other respective population for each species..

identified

by ANN as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 80 1 0 4 1

B. inermis 0 30 20 4 5

H. bulbasum 10 22 81 2 1

L. perenne 6 39 0 66 2

P. alpina 4 8 3 24 89

success rates 80 % 30 % 77 % 66 % 91 %

Overall success rate 83 %
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The strong decrease in classification success in Bromus inermis when an unknown population

must be identified and the high success rates for other species are in agreement with the

different intra-species variance that was observed between populations of other Poaceae

species.15 Especially in Anthoxanthum odoratum and also Poa alpina that show the highest

success rates, the ability to distinguish spectra from different populations of the same species

was challenging based on FTIR spectra15 but could be achieved using other chemical infor-

mation of the pollen samples in a multiblock approach.

The fact, that identification is based on spectra from individual pollen grains rather than

averages from one plant adds another source of variation, is also discussed in chapter 5 when

different spectroscopic methods that probe either bulk samples or individual pollen grains

and their potential for pollen identification are compared. Nevertheless, the possibility to

study pollen spectra in mixtures could in the future open possibilities for the FTIR-imaging

based identification of mixed grass pollen samples, similar to existing high-throughput and

mapping approaches.107, 148

7.4 Combination of FTIR spectra with Raman spectra and

MALDI mass spectra for the classification and

characterization of pollen from different grass species

As discussed in chapter 5 the combination of pollen spectra obtained by complementary

methods leads to significantly better discrimination of different pollen populations. In Chap-

ter 4 the ability of MALDI MS spectra to discriminate between different pollen species was

demonstrated. Starting from the set of species that was analyzed based on FTIR spectral infor-

mation from paraffin-embedded single pollen grains, also the ablility of Raman spectroscopy

and MALDI-MS to help in this specific classification problem will be assessed. Here, the same

sample set that was used in the discussion of the previous sections of this chapter (Figure 7.1,

first level) was measured using MALDI TOF MS. Unfortunately, in a MALDI-MS experiment, a

higher amount of pollen grains is needed1 than in the microspectroscopic methods, therefore,

only 49 spectra of sufficient quality out of 50 samples were obtained.

The 50 samples were measured and analyzed using Raman spectroscopy by Simon Schröder

at a part of a research internship (unpublished data). The 49 corresponding averaged spectra

were utilized in a comprehensive CPCA using three blocks, FTIR spectra, Raman spectra, and

MALDI mass spectra.
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7.4.1 Separate analysis of the MALDI-MS data

Before the combination of the FTIR microspectra with the MALDI-MS data, the MALDI-MS

data were assessed separately regarding their application to discriminate between the five

grass species in this sample set. A PLS-DA model using full-CV and 4 latent variables was

applied to assess the discrimination based on the spectrometric fingerprint obtained by

MALDI TOF MS. Table 7.9 shows the classification results of the spectra from the five plant

species. As expected from the previous results, the high success rates listed in Table 7.9 for

the sample set Pollen Norway IIa confirms the high species-specificity of MALDI-TOF MS.

From 49 spectra only 2 spectra were misclassified, namely one spectrum of Lolium perenne

and one spectrum of Poa alpina, which yields to an overall success rate of 94 %. Both were

misclassified as Hordeum bulbosum.

Table 7.9: Results of PLS-DA classification of 49 mass spectra from grass pollen. 4 latent
variables were used. The results are based on full cross-validation.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbasum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 10 0 0 0 0

B. inermis 0 10 0 0 0

H. bulbasum 0 0 10 1 1

L. perenne 0 0 0 9 0

P. alpina 0 0 0 0 8

Suceess rates 100 % 100 % 100 % 90 % 89 %

Overall success rate 96 %

Furthermore, PCA was applied to the data set of 49 mass spectra. Figure 7.16 displays the

scores plots of the first and second PC as well as the scores plot of the third and fourth PC and

indicates that the variances caused by the species discrimination can be explained by using

PC1 to PC4. The first PC, which explains 19.8 % of the total variance described the separation

of spectra from Anthoxanthum odoratum (Figure 7.16A, black symbols) from the rest of the

spectra. The loadings for PC 1 show high signals in the peaks of m/z 2256, 5228, and 5742,

which are dominant in the averaged spectra as well (cf. Figure 4.2). All spectra of Poa alpina

(Figure 7.16A, purple symbols) have positive values regarding PC 2. The explained variance of

PC2 with 15.3 % is slightly lower than the explained variance of PC 1, which can lead to the

conclusion, that the spectra of Poa alpina are also highly species-specific. The loadings of

PC2 point out two signals at m/z 2390 and 3428 that describes the species-specific pattern of

Poa alpina.

PC 3 causes the separation between spectra from Bromus inermis (Figure 7.16B, red symbols)

and the rest of the spectra and explains 12.7 % of the total variance. The loadings indicate

that one dominant peak at m/z 1222 causes the separation. PC4 enables discrimination of
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pollen mass spectra from Lolium perenne from spectra of the other species (Figure 7.16B,

green symbols). Also here, two dominant peaks at m/z 2402 and 4970 can explain the dis-

crimination from spectra of Lolium perenne (Figure 7.16, purple symbols) and the rest of the

spectra.

Figure 7.16: PCA of 49 pollen spectra from the five indicated grass species. (A) Scores plot
and corresponding loadings of PC 1 and PC 2. (B) Scores plot and corresponding loadings
of PC 3 and PC 4. Each color represents the respective pollen species. Abbreviations: AO,
Anthoxanthum odoratum (black symbols), BI, Bromus inermis (red symbols), HB, Hordeum
bulbosum (blue symbols), LP, Lolium perenne (green symbols), PA, Poa alpina (purple
symbols).

MALDI mass spectra of Hordeum bulbosum (Figure 7.16, blue symbols) have mostly negative

values for the first to fourth PC. Each component from PC1 to PC4 separates one pollen

species from the other pollen species. Higher PCs were investigated, where a separation

also for Hordeum bulbosum spectra can be determined (PC 5, 5% explained variances),

but with a higher distribution over the principal component. As will also be discussed in

Chapter 8 of this thesis, the knowledge about species-specific peaks within the pollen spectra

offers the application of multiplexing225 and MALDI mass imaging56 as long as the sample

extracts do not overlap.55 Here, MALDI-MS is used to complement the pre-processed FTIR

microspectra and Raman microspectra in a CPCA. The pre-processing applied to the FTIR

microspectra was performed according to approach 4, as discussed in detail in section 7.2

(see Figure 7.5).
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7.4.2 Results of CPCA combining FTIR microspectra with Raman and

MALDI-MS data

Figure 7.17 shows the global scores and blocks scores of the first and second CPCs. Regarding

the global pattern, data from the three different pollen species Bromus inermis, Anthoxanthum

odoratum, and Poa alpina can be distinguished from each other concerning CPC1. This first

component explains 22 % of the variances and is mostly influenced by the Raman block. The

data from Poa alpina is separated by CPC1 in the Raman and MALDI block, in addition to the

global scores. Furthermore, Poa alpina data in the block scores of the FTIR block result in

mostly positive score values, that separates the data from Poa alpina from the score values

from Bromus inermis spectra.

It should be pointed out, that the appearance of the FTIR block scores plot differs from the

single PCA in Figure 7.15, while the MALDI block scores plot show high similarity to the single

PCA (Figure 7.16).

Figure 7.17: (A) Global scores plot and (B-D) blocks score plots ((B) FTIR , (C) Raman, and
(D) MALDI) of the first and second CPC for averaged pollen FTIR spectra of Anthoxanthum
odoratum, A, black; Bromus inermis, B, red, Hordeum bulbosum, H, blue, Lolium perenne,
L, green, and Poa alpina , P, magenta

The loadings are represented in a correlation loadings plot. In Figure 7.18 the group variables

represent the five different pollen species and the extrema of the loadings from the methods

are shown. The global score values of Anthoxanthum odoratum are positively correlated to
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the MALDI bands at m/z 2256, 5230 and 1212. The peaks at m/z 2256 and m/z 5230 were

already revealed as species-specific in the discussion above (compare Figure 7.16, A). The

score values of Anthoxanthum odoratum are positive correlated to the FTIR bands at 989,

1458, and 1508 cm−1, which can be assigned to carbohydrates (989 cm−1) and proteins(1458

and 1508 cm−1).10

The score values of the Poa alpina data are highly correlated with MALDI peaks at m/z 1234,

2390 and 3428. Like in the case of Anthoxanthum odoratum these peaks are also highly

pronounced in the loadings of Figure 7.16, A. FITR bands at 804, 1279, 1373, and 1579 cm−1,

as well as the Raman bands at 420, 503, 648, and 968 cm−1 show also a correlation to the score

values of Poa alpina. The bands can be tentatively assigned to the molecular vibrations of

proteins.80

The global score values of Bromus inermis show a highly positive correlation to the MALDI

species-specific peak at m/z 4984. The dominant signal of the peak at m/z 2402 in the loadings

of the fourth PC (Figure 7.16, B) is not visible in the correlation loadings plot and therefore

not highly correlated after the weighting of CPCA using FTIR and Raman. FTIR bands at 852,

1333, and 1689 cm−1, as well as the Raman bands at 468 and 935 cm−1, are correlated to the

scores of Bromus inermis. These bands can be assigned to carbohydrates, such as starch.16, 203

The centroids of the score values of Lolium perenne and Hordeum bulbosum are located

closer to the origin of the correlation loadings plot, which indicates, that their species-specific

variances are less explained by the plot. This is caused by a group of outliers, namely two

score values of Hordeum bulbosum, one of Lolium perenne, one of Bromus inermis, and

one of Poa alpina, mainly in the Raman block (Figure 7.17. The global score values of the

two species Lolium perenne and Hordeum bulbosum can hardly be discriminated from each

other and they are correlated with MALDI peaks at m/z 1222, 1510, and 2940, and with

the FTIR bands at 1161, 1427, and 1550 cm−1 that are possible constituents of sporopol-

lenin.5, 10
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Figure 7.18: Correlation loadings plot with the loadings of the FTIR black, Raman, blue and
MALDI, green, as well the centroids of the five pollen species in red. For the sake of clarity
just the extrema were presented in the plot.

7.5 Reproducibility of FTIR data of individual pollen grains

In the previous sections of this chapter, the evaluation of classification models was discussed

using five different pollen species measured within a short time (FTIR, 10 days, MALDI, 1 day).

One criterion for the development of a suitable classification approach using chemometric

methods is the reproducibility of the measurements. Data might be obtained at a later time,

and new samples need to be added into an existing data set.

Several studies were conducted to analyze and understand the low reproducibility in FTIR

experiments.226 This section will address these challenges regarding reproducibility of single

pollen grain FTIR microspectra and compare them to those of MALDI MS experiments on

the extracts of the same sample set. First, the model is validated by the technical replicates
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of the identical sample set, measured at a later time (30 samples from Pollen Norway IIa)

and second, a sample set comprising additional grass species species (Pollen Norway IIb)

measured at a different time is added to the existing data set for both FTIR and MALDI.

Figure 7.19 gives an overview of the taxonomical relation in the complete sample set Pollen

Norway II (a (Figure 7.19, blue) +b (Figure 7.19, green)).

The taxonomical variation with Pollen Norway IIa consists of three pollen species from the

tribe Poaeae, namely Lolium perenne, Poa alpina, and Anthoxanthum odoratum. Further-

more, the pollen species Hordeum bulbosum and Bromus inermis belong to the tribe Bromeae

and Triticeae respectively are both tribes of the same supertribe Triticoadae.

The sample set Pollen Norway IIb adds two more pollen species of the tribe Triticeae, namely

Hystrix patula and Hordeum vulgare, as well as the two pollen species Piptatherum millaceum

and Piptochaetium avenaceum from the tribe Stipeae.27
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Figure 7.19: Taxonomical relation of the nine pollen species of the sample set Pollen
Norway IIa (blue) and Pollen Norway IIb (green) based on the review by Soreng et al.27

With the first level ist giving the family/subfamily, followed by the supertribes as the second
level and the tribes, third level Poacea pollen are described in two cluster Poidae type and
Aveninae type.
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7.5.1 Repeated FTIR experiment with the same sample set

30 samples from the sample set Pollen Norway IIa, more precisely six samples for each pollen

species were measured using FTIR and the same embedding procedure described above.

To assess the reproducibility, all 600 spectra of the additional measurements were used as

an independent test set for PLS-DA validation. For this classification, the concatenation

approach discussed above (Figure 7.5, approach 2) was used for pre-processing the data.

This approach shows similar classification results compared to approach 3 (NMF, Table 7.4)

and approach 4 (complex EMSC, Table 7.5), but do not require additional paraffin spectra or

complex modeling.

The classification results are presented in Table 7.10, the overall success rate is very low with

40 %. For Anthoxanthum odoratum more than 60 % of the spectra are correctly classified and

more than 80% of the spectra are classified correctly in the case of Poa alpina. It should be

pointed out, that most of the misclassified spectra of Anthoxanthum odoratum are classified

as Poa alpina and vice versa, , in agreement with the observation in the first test (complex

EMSC, Table 7.5).

The success rates for the three other pollen species Bromus inermis, Hordeum bulbosum, and

Lolium perenne are low. Most of the spectra from the independent test set were incorrectly

classified as Anthoxanthum odoratum.

PCA was applied to the averaged spectra of the first 30 samples (A) and the new 30 sam-

ples (B). The scores plot in Figure 7.20, left indicates an influence of the different measuring

times within the first and second PC that explain together almost 60 % of the total variance in

the data. The loadings in Figure 7.20, right, show that the variance is mostly caused by FTIR

bands at 916, 980, 1049, and 1163 cm−1. These bands can be assigned to molecular vibrations

of carbohydrates.4, 5, 10

Table 7.10: Results of PLS-DA classification of FTIR spectra from grass pollen. 4 latent
variables were used. The results are based on an independent test set of 600 spectra
measured at different times.

identified

by PLS-DA as

affiliation
A. odoratum B. inermis H. bulbosum L. perenne P. alpina

A. odoratum 72 46 55 34 17

B. inermis 5 44 46 24 1

H. bulbosum 2 8 3 7 3

L. perenne 3 11 13 21 1

P. alpina 37 11 5 34 97

Success rates 61 % 37 % 2 % 18 % 82 %

Overall success rate 40 %
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Figure 7.20: (Left) Scores plot and (right) loadings of the first and second PC for averaged
pollen FTIR spectra measured at two different times A, black and B, red.

7.5.2 Classification in the presence of additional pollen species

To the 50 samples of the sample set Pollen Norway IIa, in total 21 samples from 4 different

Poaceae pollen species (Pollen Norway IIb) were added tand FTIR and MALDI spectra were

obtained. As discussed in the previous section of this chapter, some of the FTIR-spectra, par-

ticularly Hordeum bulbosum and Bromus inermis are not clustered with respect to the species

by HCA, but rather cluster together according to their assignment to the tribe Triticodae (cf.

Figure 7.14). By adding more data from different species, the variation regarding taxonomy is

expected to change. It will be considered in more detail here.

In Table 7.11 the results of the PLS-DA model are shown conducting full-CV on 1423 pollen

spectra from 71 individual plants (approx. 20 pollen grains for each plant). The pollen spec-

tra from the embedded samples were pre-processed using the concatenated spectra from

approach 2. The overall success rate is low with 47 %. Only spectra of Poa alpina show a

high success rate of 89 %. For the two pollen samples Hordeum vulgare and Piptochaetium

avenaceum, success under 5 % were determined.

Since the sample set shows a high variation in their taxonomical relationship, the misclassi-

fied spectra also have to be pointed out. For instance, 68 % of the spectra of Anthoxanthum

odoratum are classified correctly. The majority of the misclassified spectra are identified as

either Lolium perenne or Poa alpina. Similiar, Lolium perenne spectra are mostly misclassified

as Poa alpina or Anthoxanthum odoratum. As discussed above the three pollen species are

closely related to each other and are categorized into the same tribe Poaeae (Figure 7.19). It

also should be pointed out, that a high percentage of spectra from other pollen species are

misclassified as Anthoxanthum odoratum, Lolium perenne, and Poa alpina. This might be
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caused by several unintended variances within the data set. First, the two different measure-

ment times can affect the classification results greatly, as discussed above and second, the

sample set of Pollen Norway IIb has a smaller amount of samples and therefore fewer spectra.

The sample set Pollen Norway IIa consists of pollen from 10 individual plants, whereas Pollen

Norway IIb comes from 5-6 individual plants.

A biased data set can cause a weighting of the variables towards the larger data sets. This prob-

lem is highlighted in literature, and studies suggest procedures to overcome this bias.227, 228

Another promising concept is a hierarchically ordered taxonomic classification by partial least

squares (Hot-PLS), where the taxonomical information can be used to improve a model.229

For comparison, PLS-DA was also executed using 70 mass spectra from the sample set Pollen

Norway II (a+b).

As in the FTIR experiment, the mass spectra for Pollen Norway IIa were obtained on a different

measurement day than Pollen Norway IIb. Also, for sample set Pollen Norway IIb, a different

MALDI-TOF device was used. Changing measurement time and device leads to another

source of variance, similar to the variance in the data set of the FTIR microspectra..

The amount of correctly classified and misclassified spectra, as well as the success rates,

are presented in Table 7.12. The overall success rate is over 80 % for the classification of

nine different pollen species from the different pollen tribes. Mass spectra of Anthoxanthum

odoratum, Bromus inermis, Hordeum bulbosum, Poa alpina, and Piptochaetium avenaceum

are 100 % correctly assigned to their respective pollen species. 2 spectra of Lolium perenne

are misclassified as Bromus inermis. Interestingly, Lolium perenne is not as close as related to

Bromus inermis than to e.g. Poa alpina and Anthoxanthum odoratum, this misclassification

does not fit the taxonomical relation (Figure 7.19). The two pollen species Hystrix patula and

Piptatherum millaceum have both no correctly classified spectra. Spectra from Hystrix patula

are mostly misclassified as Hordeum bulbosum, which is closely related to Hystrix patula as

both are from the same plant tribe Triticeae. Likewise, the mass spectra from Piptatherum

millaceum are completely misclassified as Piptochaetium avenaceum. The reason for misclas-

sification can be explained by the taxonomical relationship. Both, Piptatherum millaceum,

and Piptochaetium avenaceum, are plants from the same plant tribe Stipeae (Figure 7.19).

Overall, the classification results in Table 7.12 confirm the high reproducibility of MALDI-TOF

mass spectrometry. From 70 samples only 2 spectra were misclassified, due to unknown

sources of variance , and other misclassification are possibly due to the specific taxonom-

ical relationships of the respective species. Considering the different amounts of spectra

for each pollen species of measurements on different days and different devices MALDI-

TOF MS in combination with chemometric methods is a suitable tool for automatic pollen

identification.
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Table 7.11: Results of PLS-DA classification of 1423 FTIR spectra from nine grass pollen
species. 6 latent variables were used. The results are based on full cross-validation.
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Table 7.12: Results of PLS-DA classification of 70 mass spectra from nine grass pollen
species. 6 latent variables were used. The results are based on full cross-validation.
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In summary, to avoid the scattering artifacts in single pollen spectra, pollen were embedded

in paraffin. The scattering is reduced in spectra from embedded pollen grains compared to

spectra from un-embedded pollen grains and spectral variances within the same sample are

reduced. Different pre-processing approaches were applied before data analysis to minimize

the paraffin contribution. The spectra were classified using PLS-DA and other machine learn-

ing approaches, indicating that high success rates are dependent on the pollen species that

need to be classified. The misclassified spectra are often classified as pollen spectra from

grass species that are closely related to each other.

It was shown here that the FTIR measurements of single pollen grains suffer from relatively

low reproducibility. Specifically, the results have shown that the classification model of

FTIR spectra is only reliable when training and test sets are measured within a short time.

Nevertheless, it i would be expected that classification approaches may lead to better per-

formance, when the training set includes spectra of measurements from several different

times and conditions. The addition of a new data set that was measured at a different time,

to an existing data set did not lead to successful discrimination of an independent test set,

here. On the contrary, MALDI TOF MS experiments on the extracts from many pollen grains

showed higher reproducibility. This indicates. that measurements on single pollen grains

(regarded as biological replicates) introduce an additional source of variation. Nevertheless,

the utilization of single pollen grain FTIR spectra in multiblock analysis together with other

spectroscopies, or the use of the microspectra together with bulk FTIR data10 could be very

promising.
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8 Classification of MALDI MS images of different pollen species in mixtures

8 Classification of MALDI MS images of

different pollen species in mixtures

To utilize matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectra for automated

identification, both the experiment and the data analysis, need to be optimized. The chapter

discusses the accessibility to detect different pollen species simultaneously in MALDI mass

spectrometry images (MSI) of pollen mixtures by applying partial least square-discriminant

analysis (PLS-DA), artificial neural networks (ANN), random forest (RF), and non-negative

matrix factorization (NMF).

Before a MALDI MS experiment, the pollen grains are usually treated with formic acid and the

molecules are extracted by the acid.1, 2, 107 Extracts from different pollen species can overlap

on the target, and therefore several peaks in the obtained MALDI mass spectra might be

suppressed or even masked.57, 230 As will be discussed, these aspects also became evident in

the data analysis.

All MALDI-TOF MS experiments, which involves the acquisition of the reference spectra and

the MS images, were optimized and performed by Dr. Franziska Lauer.57

8.1 Classification of MALDI MS images of pollen in mixtures

A mixture consisting three pollen species of unknown composition is spread over a certain

area on a carbon tape and measured using MALDI TOF MS with 100 µm distance between to

sampling points. An image of such a mixture from the three species Artemisia absinthium,

Betula occidentalis, and Populus nigra is analyzed using different classification approaches.

Figure 8.1 shows the pollen, fixed on the carbon tape Figure 8.1 (left), as well as the polygonal

scanning geometry of the measurement Figure 8.1( right).
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Figure 8.1: (Left) Bright-field images of the pollen on carbon tape and corresponding
polygonal measurement geometry. ((Right) Each red dot represents a represents a sampled
spot, scale bar, 500 µm. Micrographs were taken by Dr. Fransiska Lauer.

The analysis of a mass spectral image addresses several challenges that can be compared to

problems in real field studies:

(I) The amount and distribution for the pollen of each species are unknown. One of the main

drawbacks in MALDI TOF MS is the acquisition of spectra from an acid extract, rather than

from a pollen grain. Therefore, the results of classification cannot be validated for images.

Furthermore, sizes and shapes of the pollen grains from the investigated samples can differ

and therefore the composition of these extracts is unknown as well.

(II) Pollen is spread on carbon tape. Previous results have shown, that a species-discrimination

of pollen is also possible using sticky carbon tape for fixation.107 Nevertheless, the quality

of the spectra obtained from pollen on carbon tape might be lower than in the case of the

steal-less target used for the classifications of MALDI mass spectra in the previous chapters.

(III) MALDI TOF MS enables the investigation of a sample with a certain depth. Overlap and

overlay of the pollen extracts can mask spectra from underlying analytes.

(IV) A suitable geometry has to be chosen to minimize the duration of the laser shots. In

automatic MALDI experiments, it is challenging to avoid bad spectra, particularly because of

the lower quality in artificial pollen mixtures, due to suppressing effects of the pollen.57

Several classifiers can be applied to characterize such an image data set. In the following, the

classification of the MSI is executed using (i) HCA, (ii) PLS-DA, (iii) ANN, and (iv) RF. The aim

is to compare and evaluate the results of the different approaches and to discuss to which

extent they could be used for an automatic pollen identification.

A classification using HCA differs from the other methods, since it is not based on a training

set, but rather relies on the comparison between the reference and clustered spectra.55

In Figure 8.2, A, the pre-processed and averaged MALDI-Spectra in the range m/z 5000- 9000

are presented. The three investigated pollen species Artemisia absinthium (32 reference spec-
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tra), Betula occidentalis (30 reference spectra), and Populus nigra (32 reference spectra) show

species-specific spectra, that enable a clear differentiation of the spectra by eye. Nevertheless,

difficulties occur in pollen mixtures, due to the experimental conditions. The extracts from

the different pollen species may overlap and as a result, all of the mixture spectra here contain

the dominant peaks from Populus nigra at m/z 6350 (Figure 8.2, B). Due to the specific pattern

of the mixture spectra, all spectra would have been assigned as Populus nigra by peak picking.

Nevertheless, the averaged spectra of each cluster (Figure 8.2, B) show some features that

can be compared to the spectra from the reference measurements of the three pollen species.

Populus nigra spectra have broad peaks between m/z 7200 and 7700 with the maximum at

m/z 7570. Besides, two neighboring peaks at 8336 and 8500 are specific for Populus nigra

regarding this sample set and are helping to discriminate Populus nigra spectra from the

other spectra. All mentioned peaks (m/z 6350, 7570, 8336, and 8500) are most dominant in

the spectra of cluster 2 (red). Therefore, the HCA analysis is suitable to identify Populus nigra

spectra in this pollen mixture. The HCA image is helping to understand, how the Populus

nigra pollen grains are most likely distributed on the target. Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 are more

difficult to assign to one specific pollen species. The averaged spectra of Cluster 1 and Cluster

3 only slightly different peaks in the m/z range of 5000-5500. Therefore, according to peak

similarities, cluster 1 could be assigned to Artemisia absinthium but Cluster 3 hardly shows

the same peaks as Betula occidentalis.

(Figure 8.2, C) shows the dendrogram of the clustered spectra from the imaging data set. A

threshold of 3 clusters can be chosen to color the respective branches in the dendrogram.

Most of the spectra from the image would be sorted into Cluster 2 (Figure 8.2, C, red), which

could be assigned to Populus nigra. Cluster 1 has the lowest amount of spectra (Figure 8.2, C,

black), which forms a superordinate cluster together with Cluster 3 (Figure 8.2, C, green), due

to their similarities discussed above.

In Figure 8.2 D, the results of the HCA classification are presented. Each spot is assigned

to one of the three clusters and marked in the corresponding color. The middle part of the

images is clustered as Cluster 2 and therefore assigned to Populus nigra (Figure 8.2 D, red).

Spectra from Cluster 1 (Figure 8.2 D, black) are more located to the right border of the image,

whereas spectra from Cluster 3 are located to the left and right border of the image (Figure 8.2

D, green).
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Figure 8.2: Identification of pollen species in a MS imaging data set using HCA.. (A)
Averaged spectra of the three pollen species Artemesia Absinthium, Betula occidentalis, and
Populus nigra. (B) Averaged spectra from each of the three main clusters obtained by HCA
of the 154 spectra from the image. (C) Dendrogram of the 154 spectra of the image colored
by clusters. (D) Clustering results of the image spectra. Cluster analysis was performed
on 154 spectra using the spectral range m/z 5000- 9000 as input and Ward’s algorithm for
clustering.

HCA would be suitable for identifying pollen species with dominant peaks pattern in their

spectra. Here, HCA is revealed to be more powerful than the analysis of individual peaks in

the MALDI spectrum that was reported previously.,56 where all image spectra would only be

identified as Populus nigra as has also been reported recently by Lauer et al.55 However, the

interpretation of the HCA classification result requires information regarding the number of

classes, that is, in this case of species to be discriminated. The clusters need to be evaluated

by eye, which is not beneficial for the automatic identification of pollen. Also, the amount

of clusters needs to be assessed as well. Figure 8.2 C indicates that the chosen number of

clusters may not cover all variances of interest.

In contrast, unknown spectra can be identified using a chemometric model that is trained

with spectra of known identity. The image of the unknown composition of the extract from

the three different pollen species Artemisia absinthium (32 reference spectra), Betula occi-

dentalis (30 reference spectra), and Populus nigra (32 reference spectra) is analyzed using a
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model based on PLS-DA, ANN, and RF. All three methods are based on different theoretical

backgrounds. PLS is based on the NIPALS (see Chapter 2) algorithm61, 67 and uses linear com-

ponents to determine the classification, and ANN is trained with nonlinear components.202

Furthermore, RF is a decision tree method, where random variables are chosen to build a

tree.76 The three approaches share the need to be calibrated on a training data set. The

reference spectra displayed in Figure 8.2 A, were used for calibration.

Table 8.1 shows the validation results of the obtained classifiers of PLS-DA (Table 8.1, upper

part) and ANN (Table 8.1, lower part). The validation of the PLS-DA model was executed using

full cross-validation (full CV) and 3 latent variables. The model shows high success rates with

an overall success rate of 98 %. 2 spectra of Artemisia absinthium were misclassified as Betula

occidentalis (Table 8.1, upper part). In terms of classification, this is a reliable model for the

prediction of the three species.

Table 8.1: Classification of the pollen species using PLS-DA and ANN. Classification results
of PLS-DA (upper part) using full-CV and 3 latent variables and internal validation of the
training set using ANN (lower part) using 2001 input units and 50 hidden neurons in the
hidden layer.

identified

as

affiliation
Artemisia absinthium Betula occidentalis Populus nigra

PLS-DA

Artemisia absinthium 30 (93.75 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Betula occidentalis 2 (6.25 %) 30 (100 %) 0 (0 %)

Populus nigra 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 32 (100 %)

ANN

Artemisia absinthium 32 (100 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Betula occidentalis 0 (0 %) 30 (100 %) 0 (0 %)

Populus nigra 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 32 (100 %)

For the evaluation of the ANN model, internal validation is applied so that the spectra used

for the model are also tested on the calculated network. All spectra were classified as their

affiliated species (Table 8.1, lower part), which indicates that the ANN model is suitable for

the classification of samples of either one of the three pollen species.

Subsequently, the model is applied to the spectra of the MALDI MS image. Each spectrum is

assigned to exactly one pollen species by the winner-takes-all approach.202 The classification

results can be visualized by presenting the MSI with the respective coloring for the species

assignment (Figure 8.3). The classification results of the PLS-DA model is shown in Figure 8.3,

left. Similar to the HCA image in Figure 8.2 D (red), the middle part of the image represents

spectra that are different from the spectra of both borders. The spectra marked in blue are

classified as Populus nigra, which is in good agreement with the outcome of the HCA (Fig-
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ure 8.2). The spectra from the borders are classified as spectra from Artemisia absinthium

(Figure 8.3, left, black), which shows similarities with the location and distributions of the

spectra clustered in Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 in the case of the HCA image (Figure 8.2 D (green

and black)). Also, in agreement with the HCA approach discussed above, almost no spectra

from Betula occidentalis can be identified in the image.

Figure 8.3: Representation of the classification results of the MSI of a pollen mixture
containing the three pollen species Artemisia absinthium, black, Betula occidentalis, red
and Populus nigra, blue using (left) PLS-DA, and (right) ANN.

The classification results of the ANN model are presented in (Figure 8.3, right). Most spectra

are assigned to Populus nigra and the image shows similarities with the HCA (Figure 8.2 D)

and PLS-DA images (Figure 8.3, left). In contrast to the PLS-DA image (Figure 8.3, left), more

spectra distributed over the whole image, would be assigned to Betula occidentalis, instead

of being classified as Artemisia absinthium (Figure 8.3, left, black). Most of these spectra

(Figure 8.3, right, red) were clustered in Cluster 3 in the HCA, which indicates low reliability in

the classification of the border spectra.

In addition to HCA, PLS-DA, and ANN, Random forest was applied to calculate a classi-

fier and determine the spectra of the image from the pollen mixture. In Figure 8.4 (left), the

decision tree for the training of the three different pollen species is drawn. On each node, the

model adds branches of possible discrimination based on random variables until all spectra

are branched into one definite species. In this example, the reference set consists of 94 spectra

and 3 pollen species. The tree would first divide the set into two branches, one with Artemisia

absinthium and Betula occidentalis and one with all three species. The latter would be split

into Populus nigra and the two other species, that are separated in a third branch.

The corresponding classification image, based on winner-takes-all (WTA), is shown in Fig-

ure 8.4, right. Almost all spectra of the image are assigned to Populus nigra (Figure 8.4, right,

blue). To some degree, this is in agreement with the classification results discussed above.
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Nevertheless, only a few spectra at the right border are assigned to Artemisia absinthium

(Figure 8.4, right, black) and only one spectrum was assigned to Betula occidentalis (Figure 8.4,

right, red).

Figure 8.4: (Left) Random forest decision tree and (right) representation of the classifica-
tion results of the MSI of a pollen mixture containing the three pollen species Artemisia
absinthium, black, Betula occidentalis, red, and Populus nigra, blue. Random forest was
trained using 500 trees.

Based on these assessments, the classification of unknown compositions of a mixture of

pollen can be executed using different chemometric models.For the mixture applied in this

example, all methods gave similar results and classified most of the spectra from the MSI as

the one species Populus nigra with the most remarkable pattern in their reference spectra.

In terms of automatic identification, supervised learning approaches are promising tools

but are limited to the particular MALDI experiment, specifically with respect to number and

combination of pollen species as well as the preparation.57

The total amount and real distributions of the pollen on the MALDI target remain to be detr-

mined. Furthermore, using a model based on the training with only a certain set of species

in the mixture is not applicable in studies of real pollen samples. The usage of databases is

essential in biotyping and well-designed for the classification of bacteria and fungi.94, 231–233

Here, a PLS-DA model based on a database of 2192 reference spectra comprising 16 different

pollen species was trained to identify the three pollen species within the mixture.

In Table 8.2 the success rates for each species are summarized. The overall success rate using

full-CV is 72 %, caused by some pollen species being correctly classified and others not. For

Artemisia absinthium, the success rate is 0 % with misclassified spectra as Betula tatewakiana

and Pinus rigida. In the case of Betula occidentalis, all spectra are also misclassified as Betula

tatewakiana and Pinus rigida. For the third pollen species in the mixture, Populus nigra, a

success rate of 59 % can be obtained with the misclassified spectra are assigned to Betula

tatewakiana (misclassified spectra not shown).
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8 Classification of MALDI MS images of different pollen species in mixtures

Table 8.2: PLS-DA classification results of 2192 spectra from 16 different pollen species. 12
latent variables were used for calibration. The results are based on full-CV.

Success rates [%]

Artemisia absinthium 0

Alnus cordata 78

Alnus rubra 0

Betula alleghaniensis 12

Betula ermanii 95

Betula occidentalis 0

Betula tatewakiana 88

Corylus avellana 77

Success rates [%]

Corylus sieboldiana 100

Philadelphus californicus 72

Pinus mugo 0

Populus nigra 59

Philadelphus pubescens 100

Pinus rigida 100

Pinus sylvestris 0

Syringa reticulata 100

In the differentiation of the three samples in the MALDI mapping data sets, this PLS model

indicates difficulties. The image based on the classification result obtained with the larger

training set is presented in Figure 8.5 (left). Most of the spectra were identified as Populus

nigra, which is in agreement with the classification approaches based on the reference spectra

of three pollen species. (Figure 8.5 (left), blue pixels).

All green pixels correspond to pollen species that are not in the mixture and are thus misclas-

sified spectra. The misclassified spectra are all identified as Betula tatewakiana. As discussed

above the spectra of the three pollen species Artemisia absinthium, Betula occidentalis, and

Populus nigra, are often misclassified as Betula tatewakiana.

The two pollen species Artemisia absinthium and Betula occidentalis cannot be identi-

fied in the mixture using the PLS-DA model with the database of 16 pollen species. This

can be explained by either the poor predictability by the model with 0 % success rates

each (Table 8.2 or, considering the HCA classification results above, by the masking of the

dominant pattern of the Populus nigra spectra (cf. Figure 8.2, B), e.g., by suppression ef-

fects.57, 230

Figure 8.5: Classification results based on a PLS model of 16 different pollen species and
2192 spectra. (Left) Classification results of a mixture of Artemisia absinthium, black,
Betula occidentalis, red and Populus nigra, blue. (Right) Classification results of a mixture
of Alnus cordata, black, Corylus avellana, red and Pinus sylvestris, blue. Green pixels
indicate misclassified spectra. Pixel size, 100×100 µm.
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8 Classification of MALDI MS images of different pollen species in mixtures

The model trained on the database with 16 pollen species can be applied to other composi-

tions of different pollen species as well. Another image of the three different pollen species

Alnus cordata, Corylus avellana, and Pinus sylvestris is investigated by PLS-DA (Figure 8.5,

right). Using the model Alnus cordata and Corylus avellana can be discriminated with success

rates of 78 % and 77 % in full-CV(Table 8.2). Pinus sylvestris cannot be described by the model

(Table 8.1 and, in agreement with this, cannot be found in any imaging data set.

The classification results visualized in Figure 8.5 (right) state that most of the pixels are as-

signed to spectra from Alnus cordata (Figure 8.5, right, black). Moreover, red pixels are located

in the middle part of the image that correspond to the spectra of Corylus avellana (Figure 8.5,

right, red). Both pollen species are described by the model, so there is a high possibility, that

the image of the pollen mixture of the pollen mixture indicates the presence of these two

pollen species, which was indeed the case in this experiment.

When a random forest was trained based on the 16 pollen species and tested on the mixture

of Alnus cordata, Corylus avellana, and Pinus sylvestris mixture with results similar to the

PLS-DA analysis were obtained (data not shown). In good agreement with the results in

Figure 8.5 (right), Alnus cordata and Corylus avellana are identified within the mixture, but no

spectrum is assigned to Pinus sylvestris. The spatial distribution of the two identified species

resembles that in Figure 8.5 (right), with slightly more spectra identified as Corylus avellana

in the middle of the image.

The drawback in MALDI-TOF-MS is the extraction of molecules from many pollen grains

prior to the measurements instead of probing single pollen grains. This leads to simultaneous

probing of extract from the same and from different species. The loss of certain species-

.specific patterns in such mixture spectra can be caused by peak suppression or by simple

co-occurrence of different species-specific signals.57 Using chemometric models based on

pollen species in the mixture and based on a small database, dominant species with high

specificity can be identified in mixtures, whereas those species whose reference spectra can-

not be discriminated easily will not be identified within in the mixtures either. Therefore it is

crucial to aim for a collection of very-high quality reference spectra, when using carbon tape

as a substrate.55, 234, 235

8.2 Classification of pollen in mixtures using matrix

factorization methods (NMF)

Due to the preparation step including extraction with formic acid, there is an overlap between

different areas on the map, as mentioned before. Using the methods described above, the

pollen can be identified, but their distribution on the target is questionable since all algo-
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rithms follow the WTA principle. Mathematically, singular value decomposition is suitable

for splitting up mapping data into their constituents. Since the factorization using PCA is

weighted towards the variances, it is not well suited to find the right components, if there are

many different pollen species and the variation is caused by different overlapping effects, e.g.,

suppression.57 As it was shown previously,71, 236 and also by the analysis of the data in Chapter

7, NMF is better suited. It follows the idea of the Beer-Lambert Law, where the matrix can be

factorized into components and relative contributions . The algorithm calculates iteratively

the components, with the constraint of non-negativity.

No reference spectra are needed to factorize the image mapping data, but they are used to com-

pare the calculated pure component with the averages of the reference spectra for the respec-

tive pollen species. Figure 8.6 shows the averaged spectra of the three three pollen species from

the pollen mixture: Alnus cordata, Corylus avellana, and Pinus sylvestris.

Figure 8.6: Pre-processed and averaged reference spectra of (A) Alnus cordata, (B)Pinus
sylvestris, and (C) Corylus avellana.

NMF was conducted using the MSI of the mixture from the three pollen species. Figure 8.7

shows four pure components as well as the concentration profiles with the coordinates. In

order to compensate for the low signal-to-noise ratio, four pure components were used rather

than three, assuming that one pollen species could correspond to one component, and one
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to the background.

Component 1 and its relative contribution to each pixel spectrum of the image are presented

Figure 8.7 (A and B). The relative distribution of this specific component indicates that this

pattern is found in the majority of the image spectra (Figure 8.7, A). The relative contribution

of Component 1 is higher at the borders of the image and lower in the middle of the image.

The component shows four dominant peaks at m/z 5206, 5244, 5596, and 6882 (Figure 8.7, B).

The four peaks belong to the species-specific pattern of Alnus cordata. For comparison, the

averaged spectrum of the reference spectra is shown as well in (Figure 8.7 (B), inset). Besides

the peak position, also the ratios of the peaks of the average spectrum agree with those in

Component 1, with m/z 5206 and 6882 have higher intensity compared to the peaks at m/z

5244 and 5596. It can be concluded that Component 1 represents the relative contribution of

Alnus cordata.

In Component 2, two dominant peaks at m/z 5206 and 5596 are visible (Figure 8.7, D). This

component shows a relative contribution at the upper border of the image(Figure 8.7, C).

Still, Component 2 cannot be assigned to any of the three averaged spectra (compare with

Figure 8.6). The two peaks at m/z 5206 and 5596 can be found in the spectra of Alnus cordata

(Figure 8.7 (B), inset), but the dominant peak at m/z 6882 is missing in the pattern of Com-

ponent 2. It is therefore very likely that Component 2 also describes and important part of

the spectral pattern of Alnus cordata (Figure 8.6 (A)). The component could be incomplete

because of suppression effects57 in the mixture spectra or due to the factorization itself, which

is not specifically surprising.

Component 3 shows high relative contributions in the middle of the image with the maximum

in the middle and a lower relative contribution in the pixel spectra surrounding the maximum

(Figure 8.7, E). Component 3 shows a relative specific peak pattern, Its peak pattern is similar

to that in the average reference spectrum of Corylus avellana (compare Figure 8.7 (F) with

Figure 8.6 (C)). Most of the peak positions and ratios of the peaks are similar in Component

3 and the average spectrum of Corylus avellana. On the contrary, the one peak at m/z 5206

in Component 3 cannot be found in the average spectrum of Corylus avellana, but in the

average spectrum of Alnus cordata (Figure 8.7, B). Nevertheless, due to the high similarity of

Component 3 with the average spectrum of Corylus avellana, it can be concluded, that Com-

ponent 3 is a good indicator for the distribution of Corylus avellana pollen on the substrate.

Component 4 shows low relative contributions within the imaging data (Figure 8.7, G). It

should be pointed out, that the color scale has its maximum at 0.6 of relative contribution, for

easy visualization. Component 4 (Figure 8.7, G) shows peaks, that can be assigned to Alnus

cordata (peaks at m/z 5206 and 5244 (Figure 8.7, B)) as well as Corylus avellana (peaks at m/z

5886, 5936, 6110 and 6882(Figure 8.7, F). Like Component 2, Component 4 cannot be assigned

to one particular reference spectrum of any of the individual pollen species.

The identification and distribution of two of the three pollen species here can be revealed

using NMF as a factorization. Overall, the results of the factorization are similar to these of
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the PLS-DA, confirming that the middle part can be detected as Corylus avellana and the

surroundings as Alnus cordata (Figure 8.5). Compared to the approach discussed in section

8.1, the misclassification of spectra from spatially overlapping extracts, e.g, as a consequence

of suppression, is diminished.

As summary of Chapter 8, the utilization of MALDI mass spectrometry imaging data for

pollen identification was presented. Two different images of three different pollen species

were analyzed using several chemometric models to (i) identify the three species in the mix-

ture and to (ii) describe their distribution on the target. The identification of the pollen species

in mixtures is only valid if the respective pollen species is well described by the model that is

applied. Both imaging data sets contain some pollen species in their mixtures that that fail to

be detected using the applied chemometric models. The performance of each model differs

only slightly from each other, suggesting that each of the models could be used to predict the

distribution of the species on the target.

Using HCA, the image spectra are clustered and can be compared to the averaged reference

spectra. Due to the occurrence of very dominant peaks, background issues caused by specific

sampling on carbon tape,55 suppression artifacts, and other reasons, classification by HCA

can lead to misinterpretation.

Models based on three different chemometric approaches, namely PLS-DA, ANN, and RF

were applied to the image data to identify the spectra. All models gave similar results, con-

firming that one or two different pollen species can be identified in the mixture. Specifically, a

data base comprising spectra from 16 different pollen species instead of only three improves

identification accuracy, as was observed for the PLS-DA analysis.

The challenge of overlapping extracts on the target can be addressed using factorization of

the spectra by NMF.
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Figure 8.7: Relative contributions (A, C, E, G) and components (B, D, F, H) obtained by NMF
of the MSI containing the three pollen species Alnus cordata, Corylus avellana and Pinus
sylvestris. The factorization was conducted using 4 components. Pixel size, 100×100 µm.
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9 Analysis of imaging data from plant tissue sections

9 Analysis of imaging data from plant

tissue sections

Parts of the results presented in this chapter are published in: Multivariate Raman mapping

for phenotypic characterization in plant tissue sections. Liedtke I*, Diehn S*, Heiner Z*,

Seifert S, Obenaus S, Büttner C, Janina Kneipp. Spectrochimica Acta Part A: Molecular and

Biomolecular Spectroscopy. 2021;251:119418.; doi: 10.1016/j.saa.2020.119418.

*Authors contributed equally to the work.

Raman microspectroscopy is a suitable tool for the investigation of complex biological tissues,

as plant tissues and particularly Raman imaging is commonly applied to microscopic-sized

samples.6, 7, 152 A data cube with two spatial dimensions and the Raman-Shifts as a third

dimension can be obtained. Therefore, each xy position consists of a full spectrum, which

can generate data sets that have a high variance.

The Raman image of the tissue is usually visualized by a chemical image where each spectrum

is represented by one key parameter, which reduces the data cube to a 2D map. The key

parameter can be, e.g., the intensity of a certain position the area between a specific band and

the baseline, or an intensity ratio between the key numbers of different bands.7, 33 As a result,

the chemical image shows the distribution of such key parameters across all xy-positions and

the varying chemical composition of the tissue can be detected and characterized.

In many research fields, such as botany or crop science, it is necessary to discuss the changes

of the tissue composition due to some chemical treatment or environmental conditions. In

these cases, small differences need to be described, and the investigation of only one chemical

image would not be sufficient, but requires the comparison of data from many maps.

Due to the high heterogeneity within one Raman image, meaningful selection of spectra as

well as suitable pre-processing steps are needed. In addition, the visualization of interpretable

results from the Raman of classification experiments in the Raman images becomes crucial.

In this chapter, the treatment of Raman imaging data is discussed. The variances within one

data cube need to be reduced with respect to different biological questions. This is achieved

using two different selection methods, univariate (based on, e.g., different intensities) and

multivariate (hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA)). Specifically, multivariate analysis of the

extracted spectra and the visualization of its results will be presented. Here, the selection and
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analysis are executed using data sets from different projects:

I) The assessment of variation within in Raman mapping data of cross sections from Cucumis

sativus Sonja in a sample set comprising different plant organs and two specific growth

conditions.

II) The exploratory data analysis of one Raman map from a root tissue from Sorghum bicolor

to identify and cluster map regions of a specific biochemical composition for selective data

extraction.

III) The combination of spectroscopic data of cell wall compartments and additional plant

information for the comprehensive characterization of Sorghum plants of different phenotype

with respect to silica accumulation (SbLsi-mutant and wild-type). Data in this section were

measured by Dr. Zsuzsanna Heiner, Ingrid Liedtke, Prof. Dr. Rivka Elbaum, and Nerya Zexer

as part of collaboration projects*.

9.1 Selection of relevant spectra based on spatial information

During the Raman mapping measurements of thin cross sections from plant tissues, spectra

are also obtained from areas with non - relevant information for the specific classification

problem, e.g. the lumen regions or the empty regions of the C aF2-slide. These sources

of variance that add no further information, but cause problems in the investigation of

the influence of small effects, and need to be discarded before further analyses. Moreover,

the size of the data can be reduced drastically by the selection of relevant spectra in ad-

vance.

9.1.1 Univariate selection of cell wall spectra

The univariate approach to select spectra is useful for a fast, automatic reducing of high

variances in the data cube caused by differences in the tissue’s substructure. The method

can be executed for a rather rough selection of spectra. The algorithm is based on the same

principle as the chemical imaging. First, a key parameter such as the intensity or the integral

of a specific band is calculated for each spectrum of the Raman map. As a result, one value

for each xy-position is obtained. All values are min/max normalized so that each xy-position

consists of a value between 0 and 1. A normalization of the key parameter is crucial to set a

threshold between 0 and 1 that is valid for all maps in an automatic procedure.

The algorithm allows the selection of each Raman maps with adapting the threshold or all

maps at once with the same threshold, depending on the quality of the data. In some cases,

* In order to remain consistent with potential other reports of the data (manuscript in preparation with several
co-auhthors) and the anticipated PhD thesis of I. Liedtke (I. Liedtke, personal communication), all Raman
Stokes shifts are assigned negative values in the plots of the spectral data.
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the same threshold is not suitable for all maps. Particularly further consideration of the

threshold is needed for irregularities like remaining spikes in the data, that can affect the key

parameter.

In the following example, the selection is optimized for the discrimination of different plant

organs from Cucumis sativus Sonja based on their cell wall spectra. To select the right key

parameter, an exploration of the spectra is necessary. Figure 9.1 shows three representative

single cell wall spectra from the three different plant organs stem, root, and leaf. Bands are

obtained at 1098, 1141, 1378, 1336, 1598, and 1660 cm−1. These bands can be assigned to

lignin (1278, 1598, and 1660 cm−1) and cellulose (1098, 1141, and 1378 cm−1).237 Lignin and

cellulose are the main constituents in plant cell walls and would lead to an indication if a

spectrum is assigned to the cell wall or to the lumen of the cells.

Figure 9.1: Representative single spectra of cross sections for three different plant organs
stem (red), leaf (black), and root (blue) from Cucumis sativus Sonja (excitation wavelength,
532 nm, excitation intensity, 1.7 ·106W cm−2), accumulation time, 1 s. Spectra are pre-
processed using interpolation, asymmetric least square (AsLS) baseline correction, and
vector normalization as discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 9.2 shows two chemical images (Figure 9.2 (A and C)) based on the integral of the

spectral range between 1550 and 1700 cm−1 and the baseline. The differences in the chem-

ical composition of these two maps (and other maps) need to be evaluated. Based on the

distribution of the bands between 1550 and 1700 cm−1 that can be assigned to lignin,50 both

chemical images (Figure 9.2 (A and C)) show a high contrast between certain structures of the

tissue. Spectra assigned to a key parameter of 0.3 and higher (Figure 9.2 (A and C), cyan to

red) correspond to the plant cell wall. All spectra with a key parameter below 0.3 (Figure 9.2 (A

and C (blue))) are obtained from the lumen and do not have relevant information regarding
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the classification here and can be discarded.

In comparison, the chemical images in Figure 9.2 (A and C) indicate differences in their

contrast of the cell wall regarding the lumen. Figure 9.2, C shows a more defined separation

between lumen and cell wall spectra whereas in Figure 9.2, A the differentiation of lumen and

cell wall spectra is less defined. In such a case the threshold for the selection of the cell wall

spectra needs to be adapted to both Raman maps separately.

Figure 9.2 B and D) present the corresponding results of the selection of the cell wall spec-

tra. A threshold of 0.35 (Figure 9.2, B) and 0.25 (Figure 9.2, D) are used, respectively. The

selected spectra (Figure 9.2 (B and D), black) are those cell wall spectra from the chemi-

cal images with higher value for the selected key parameter (Figure 9.2, A and C (cyan to

red)).

Figure 9.2: (A and C) Chemical images of two leaf cross sections from Cucumis sativus Sonja
based on the integral of the spectral range between 1550 and 1700 cm−1 and the baseline
of the baseline-corrected spectra and (B and D) the corresponding selected spectra (black)
using a threshold of B, 0.35 and D, 0.25. Scale bar, 10 µm.

Spectra from the lumen regions could also be found in the selected spectra as well as cell wall

spectra could be discarded. The selected spectra do not necessarily represent a meaningful

data set, as and example, here, also spectra from the lumen of the cells were selected. This

selection algorithm is a rough reduction of the variances in the data set and the data size, and

is useful, when a complete and accurate separation of different substructures is not required.
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For optimization of the data analysis, the selection/extraction algorithm may need to be

more precise. In order to exclude/include only spectra with bands that indicate, e.g., a high

content of cellulose from the data set, the algorithm can be extended. Figure 9.3 shows the

chemical images of the two ranges between 1070 and 1108 cm−1 (Figure 9.3, A, cf. Figure 9.1

bands at 1098 and 1141 cm−1), and 1313 and 1358 cm−1 (Figure 9.3, C, cf. Figure 9.1 band at

1336 cm−1). These two bands can be associated with cellulose and also with other bands in

the same regions such as lignin.237

A selection based on the integral of one of the two bands may include non-relevant spectra

since the contrast between lumen and cell wall spectra is less enhanced for smaller bands.

Figure 9.3, A and B represent the chemical image and corresponding selection based on the

most prominent cellulose band between 1070 and 1108 cm−1. The contrast in the chemical

image (Figure 9.3, A) is high enough to discriminate between spectra, that can be assigned to

cell wall spectra (Figure 9.3, B, black) and lumen spectra.

A selection of spectra based on a less dominant cellulose band 1313 and 1358 cm−1 (Figure 9.3,

C) is less precise and the amount of lumen spectra within the selected data set would be

higher (Figure 9.3, D, black), which leads to more non-relevant variances in the data set.

A more precise selection would be to increase the probability of the signal of the identification

of a specific signal for mapping by using the product of two bands.7 The product of the

integrals of the two bands between 1070 and 1108 cm−1 and between 1313 and 1358 cm−1. In

the chemical image in Figure 9.3, E fewer spectra with a higher value for the key parameter (in

this case the product of the two intensities) are present and therefore a selection of spectra

with higher indication of cellulose takes place. The amount of selected spectra is smaller

so that the upcoming data analysis can be focused on a smaller data set and unimportant

heterogeneity is excluded.
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Figure 9.3: (A, C, and E) Chemical images of the same leaf cross section from Cucumis
sativus Sonja as discussed in Figure 9.2 based on the integral of the bands between 1070
and 1108 cm−1 (A), the integral of the bands between 1313 and 1358 cm−1 (C), and the
product between the two bands (E). (B, D, and F) the corresponding selected spectra (black)
using a key parameter of B, 0.25, D, 0.35 and F, 0.15. Scale bar, 10 µm.

9.1.2 Multivariate selection of Raman spectra using HCA

An univariate selection based on a threshold of some key parameter of relevant spectra is

a suitable easy tool for handling large data sets from Raman maps. Besides the reduction

of the data size, a selection of a specific group of spectra is useful to analyze the differences

between several maps, due to less non-relevant variances. For more accurate classification

outcomes, a multivariate selection based on the HCA images of the cross sections can be more

useful. Multivariate imaging methods as clustering or based on principal component analysis
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(PCA) are commonly used for the analysis of Raman maps.7, 36, 47, 49, 81, 151, 238 Regarding the

clustering methods, the spectra were grouped and colored based on their spectral properties.

In Figure 9.4 the clustering results of one Sorghum bicolor (wild-type) cross section are pre-

sented as another example of a Raman mapping data set. The HCA was executed using

euclidean distances and Ward’s algorithm.58 The obtained dendrogram was divided into the

three biggest clusters. Figure 9.4 (left), shows the classification results of the Raman map

with the three colors representing the three different clusters. The positions of the clustered

spectra of the three clusters can be marked using different colors in the HCA image. Figure 9.4

(left) suggests that spectra from the same clusters can be assigned to the same ultra-structure

in the plant tissue. Spectra, that are in Cluster 1 (Figure 9.4, grey) represent the lumen region

of the cross section, whereas Cluster 2 (Figure 9.4, black) and Cluster 3 (Figure 9.4, red) can be

described as cell wall spectra. The amount of clusters can be chosen arbitrarily, yet ad hoc

knowledge can be taken into consideration.

A plant cell wall consists of layers with a different composition of biopolymers, most abun-

dant lignin and cellulose.? Taken into account that the step size of the Raman experi-

ment here is 1 µm, it can be assumed that not all layers can be resolved. Nevertheless,

the Clusters 3 (Figure 9.4, red) can be tentatively assigned to mainly the middle lamella,

and Cluster 2 (Figure 9.4, black) is representing the layers in the border region of the cell

wall.

Figure 9.4: (Left) Classification results based on HCA and right averaged spectra for each
cluster for one leaf cross section of Sorghum bicolor (wild-type) spectra were interpolated
in the range of 600 - 1800 cm−1 proposed by Eilers177 The spectra are stacked for clarity.
HCA were executed using the pre-proccessed spectra and the Euclidean distances. In order
to form the clusters, Ward’s algorithm was applied. Scale bar, 10 µm

Figure 9.4, B shows the corresponding averages of the interpolated and baseline corrected

spectra for each cluster. All spectra show bands that are specific for plant cell walls. The aver-
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aged spectra for all three clusters show a high intensity of the bands at 1598 and 1627 cm−1

which can be assigned to the aryl ring stretching and the conjugated C=C stretching of lignin

respectively.239 The intensity is increasing from Cluster 1 to Cluster 3 (Figure 9.4, B). In a

following analysis like PCA, the spectral differences of the three clusters would interfere as

an additional source of variance within the data set. The clusters can be analyzed separately.

The selection or omitting of all spectra from clusters can reduce the overall variances with

respect to the biological question and simplify the analysis and interpretation of the results.

Depending on the purpose of the data analysis, the selection of a specific structure of the

tissue is required. Figure 9.5 gives an advanced example, where a selection of spectra from

certain positions is needed. The data set obtained from a Sorghum root section was measured

as part of a project by co-operation partners Prof. Dr. Rivka Elbaum and Nerya Zexer. The

aim of the project is the characterization of silica deposition in Sorghum bicolor roots. The

plants were cultivated in absence of silicic acid in order to assess the spots where silicification

should occur.40

Figure 9.5, A shows the bright-field images of the endodermis. The spots of the Si-deposition

are indiscernible in a common light microscope. A chemical image based on the integrals of

the most prominent bands between 1550 - 1700 cm−1 (Figure 9.5, B) reveals two parallel rows

of spherical areas with higher intensity (Figure 9.5, B, yellow and above).

In order to study the chemical composition of these spots, a refined selection is implemented.

Using the HCA approach discussed above and presented in Figure 9.4 with five clusters the

classification results presented in Figure 9.5, C are obtained. The spectra of the Si- deposition

spots can be discriminated from most of the remaining spectra of the tissue and form two out

of five clusters (Figure 9.5, C, red and green). Nevertheless, a large amount of spectra would

also be included in these clusters, which can be seen in Figure 9.5, C on the left border of the

map. Therefore, it can be concluded, that the number of clusters is not efficient for separating

spectra from the Si-deposition spots and the remaining data set. One solution could be to

increase the amount of clusters in order to have a more precise selection of clusters, yet the

optimal number of clusters is unknown and can just be obtained by comparing the results of

imaging with different numbers of clusters, i.e, 4 clusters, 5 clusters, 6 clusters, etc.

A more suitable approach is the extraction of those clusters that include spectra from the

regions of interest in a first step and a subsequent calculation of a second dendrogram with

this reduced data set.

In the example here (Figure 9.5, C), the spectra assigned to the Clusters 1, 4 and 5 (black,

blue and cyan), were omitted from the data set. The spectra of the remaining Clusters 2 and

3 (Figure 9.5, C, red and green) are reassembled and afterwards separated again into five

clusters using HCA (Figure 9.5, D). While the clustering of the spectra in Figure 9.5, C was

based on interpolated and baseline corrected data, the spectra, used for the HCA image in

Figure 9.5, D were vector normalized in addition to avoid variance sources e.g. based on

different tissue thickness.
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Cluster 3 and Cluster 5 in Figure 9.5, D (green and cyan) would represent the Si-deposition

spots. It should be mentioned that pre-processing of the spectra in the different steps of

this procedure can affect the outcome of this extraction. However, here, it is a very good

approximation of the tissue region of interest.

Using a second cluster analysis, the selected spectra of this Raman map can be analyzed

together with selected spectra from several other maps. In addition, the variances in the chem-

ical composition of different structures within the same map can be compared. The selected

and assigned spectra from one map can be renamed according to their clusters and analyzed.

The naming of certain structures in Raman maps would be beneficial in order to interpret a

following data analysis such as PCA and PCA imaging.
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Figure 9.5: HCA clustering of a Raman image of root tissue and multivariate selection of
spectra. (A) Bright-field image of root tissue. (B) Corresponding chemical image based on
the integral of the spectral region between 1550 - 1700 cm−1 and the baseline. (C and D)
HCA classification results of all 4818 spectra from the Raman map (C) and the clustering
results of the HCA using spectra from the Clusters 1, 2 and 3 from C. (D) of the root section
of Sorghum bicolor (wild-type) Spectra were interpolated in the range of 400 - 1800 cm−1

and baseline corrected. HCA were executed using the pre-proccessed spectra and the
euclidean distances. In order to form the clusters, Ward’s algorithm was applied. Scale bar,
20 µm.

9.2 Multivariate analysis of Raman mapping data

Since a large amount of spectra can be obtained from Raman imaging experiments, the

interpretation of a following data analysis is challenging. Whereas the previous section deals

with the reduction of variances, due to an adequate selection of spectra, in the following

section the limitation of the data analysis and possible solutions will be discussed. Therefore
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some examples of analyses of large data sets from various projects in cooperation with

Ingrid Liedtke, Dr. Zsuzsanna Heiner, Prof. Dr. Rivka Elbaum, and Nerya Zexer will be

presented.

9.2.1 2D histograms of score values from extracted Raman imaging spectra

As a first example, the Raman map of a root tissue discussed above, will be analyzed using PCA.

Spectra assigned to the Si deposition spot (Cluster 3 and 5 in Figure 9.5, D) can be compared

to spectra from the other regions of the root tissue, e.g., Cluster 4 from Figure 9.5 (C).

The scores plot in Figure 9.6 (A) shows overlapping symbols, due to the high amount of

score values (371 spectra of the Si-deposition spots and 1541 spectra of Cluster 4). Several

approaches to gain visibility in scores plots of big data are discussed in literature. Most

prominent approaches are e.g. the clustering of score values,240 the smoothing of the scatter

plot,241 and the visualization using binned scatter plots.242 The latter approach is also adapted

for the presentation of the scores plots here.

Plotting the score values separately for each group of score values is an appropriate solution

for the overlapping issue. It leads to a better overview of the distribution of the score values on

the scores plot. In addition, the 2D histogram can be generated from the score values. Besides

the distribution of the score values, the maxima of these distributions can be localized.

A 2D histogram of the score values can be obtained by dividing the score plot into a certain

amount of bins and counting the amount of score values of each bin. This can be executed by

eg. the in-built Matlab-fuction linespace followed by interp1.

Figure 9.6 (B) shows the 2D histogram of all score values from the score plot presented

in Figure 9.6, A. The histograms were obtained by a modification of the Matlab-exchange

function ndhist, where the amount of bins are optimized automatically using Scott’s normal

reference rule.243 The distribution is visualized using a customized color code, where a very

low amount of score values/bin or no score value/bin is white, blue is presenting low amount

of score values/bin and red the highest amount of score values/bin. The distribution of all

score values shows one maximum.

Figure 9.6 (C and D) show the distributions for both groups separately. Both distributions

have their maximum close to the origin of the scores plot, which indicates that the spectra

of both groups, the spectra from the Si deposition spots (si, red) and other areas from the

same tissue (co, black) have similar structure. It should be pointed out that most of the score

values of spectra from the Si deposition spots have mostly positive values for PC 1 and PC

2 (Figure 9.6 (C)), whereas the score values from the other spectra are distributed over the

scores plot of PC 1 and PC 2 (Figure 9.6 (D)). A following classification would lead to good

results.
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Figure 9.6: (A) Scores plot of the first and second PC for the 371 spectra assigned to the Si
deposition spots (Cluster 3 and 5 in Figure 9.5, D) si, red) and 1541 spectra of Cluster 4 in
Figure 9.5, C) , black. The Spectra were interpolated using 1.7 data points and the spectral
range from 400 - 1800cm−1, AsLS-corrected and vector normalized. (B) 2D histogram for
the total amount of score values presented in A. (C) 2D histogram of score values from
spectra assigned to Cluster 4 in Figure 9.5, C). (D) 2D histogram of score values from spectra
assigned to the Si deposition spots (Cluster 3 and 5 in Figure 9.5, D).

9.2.2 Discrimination of different plant organs and growth conditions by

Raman imaging data

As in the data sets in Chapter 4, 5, and 7, the variances in the data set Cucumber can be

displayed in a hierarchical framework (Figure 9.7). The aim of the classification here is the

changes in the chemical composition of the plant organs stems, leaves, and roots. Figure 9.7

shows the overview of the total amount of maps and spectra. The whole data set contains

Raman spectra from 17 maps of stems, 23 maps of leaves, and 16 maps of roots from a total of

four plants (Figure 9.7).

To reduce the total amount of 168064 single spectra, a univariate selection was applied using

the intensity in the spectral region of 1550 and 1700 cm−1 (compare with 9.1.1). As a result,

the data set is reduced to 71523 single spectra (42.6 % of total amount) consisting of 24685

single spectra from stems (47.8 % of total amount of stem spectra), 16543 single spectra from
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leaves (32.2 % of total amount of leaf spectra), and 30355 single spectra from roots (46.5 % of

total amount of root spectra).

A PCA of the 71523 single spectra was executed and the scores plot and loadings are presented

in Figure 9.8. Technically, when creating the scores plot, the values are plotted class-by-class,

beginning with beginning with the score values of the leaves (Figure 9.8, A, black triangles)

followed by the score values of the stems (Figure 9.8, A, red circles) and the score values for

the roots (Figure 9.8, A, blue diamonds). Therefore, the score values of the leaves (Figure 9.8,

A, black triangles) and the majority of the score values of the stems (Figure 9.8, A, red circles)

are not visible, due to the resolution of the scores plot and the overlapping score values of the

roots (Figure 9.8, A, blue diamonds).

Figure 9.7: [Schematic representation of the complete data set Cucumber before any selec-
tion.] Schematic representation of the complete data set Cucumber before any selection.
The variance in the group of samples is structured in a hierarchical framework, comprising
three plant organs from plants grown under two conditions and from four individuals.
The main focus in this classification experiment is the discrimination of spectra from
different plant organs and the idea of applying an additional classification parameter in the
individual maps without claiming biological significance of separation regarding growth
conditions or individuals.
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Figure 9.8: (Left) Scores plot and (right) loadings of the first and second PC for the 71523
spectra from the different plant organs, leaves (black triangles), stems (red circles), and
roots (blue diamonds). The spectra were interpolated using 1.8 data points and the spectral
range from 600 - 1800cm−1, AsLS-corrected and vector normalized.

The according 2D histogram (Figure 9.9 (A)) indicates the occurrence of two maxima, the

global maximum with negative score values regarding the first PC and a maximum with

positive values regarding the first PC. Therefore it can be concluded, that a large group of

spectra can be discriminated from another group of spectra from this data set.

As discussed above, this discussion about all score values in one histogram is not sufficient,

since the sources of variance is unknown. Figure 9.9, B, C, and D present the 2D histograms

of score values from leaf spectra (Figure 9.9, B), stem spectra (Figure 9.9, C), or root spectra

(Figure 9.9, D), respectively.

The three histograms indicate a different distribution including different maxima for each

group of score values. It should be emphasized that most of the score values for the leaf

spectra (Figure 9.9, B) have positive values regarding PC 1, whereas most of the score values

of the root spectra (Figure 9.9, D) have negative values regarding PC 1. Since the bins are

colored blue, which correspond with a low number of score values, for the negative score

values in the case of the leaf spectra and for the positive score values of the root spectra, it can

be concluded, that the amount of overlapping score values is negligible small. The position of

the maximum of the distribution of the score values of leaf spectra (Figure 9.9, B) is similar to

the maximum of the distribution of all score values. (Figure 9.9, A). Likewise, the position of

the maximum of the score values of the root spectra (Figure 9.9, D) can be compared with the

position of the global maximum of the distribution of all score values. (Figure 9.9, A).

The 2D histrogram of the score values from stem spectra is displayed in Figure 9.9, C. The

score values are distributed over the whole plot, since the score values of the stem spectra

show positive and negative values regarding the first PC. The distribution show two maxima,

one for the positive values and one for negative values regarding the first PC. In this example,

the main variances in the spectra can be assigned to the dissimilarities in leaf and root spectra,

since the maxima of their distribution can be separated regarding the first PC.
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The loadings in Figure 9.8 B show an influence of the bands at 1138 (n-alkanes of suberin152, 218)

and 1593 cm−1 (aryl ring stretching of lignin6, 239), as well as 896 cm−1 (HCC and HCO bending

in cellulose239), 1019, and 1519 cm−1. The bands can be assigned as lignin and cellulose,6

which indicates, that the root and leaf spectra show differences in their cell wall composi-

tion.

Figure 9.9: (A) 2D histogram of the score plot presented in Figure 9.8 A. (B) 2D-histgrams
of the separated plotted score values of leaf spectra, (C) stem spectra, and (D) root spectra
based on Figure 9.8 A.

2D histograms can help to interpret large data sets including spectra from several Raman

maps combined, in cases where the investigated source of variance is high such as different

plant organs. Here, the analysis of leaf spectra, obtained from plants grown under different

conditions will be discussed (Figure 9.7). The subset contains 23 Raman maps of leaf cross

sections, with 11 maps and 7524 selected spectra (32.4 % of the total amount of leaf spectra

from plants growing in soil without additional silicic acid) from plants growing in soil without

additional silicic acid and 12 maps and 9019 selected spectra (32.1 % of the total amount of

leaf spectra from plants growing in soil with additional silicic acid) from plants growing in soil

with additional silicic acid.

The score plot of the first and second PC, as well as the 2D histograms are presented in

Figure 9.10. No differentiation between the two growth conditions regarding the first PC,

which explained 30.5 % of the total variance, can be seen. The 2D histograms of the separated

distributions of the two groups of score values show their global maxima at different positions
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regarding PC 2. The global maximum of the distribution of score values from the leaf spectra

of plants grown without silicic acid (Figure 9.10, C) is positive regarding PC 2, whereas the

global maximum of the distribution of score values from the leaf spectra of plants grown with

silicic acid (Figure 9.10, D) is negative regarding PC 2.

Figure 9.10: (A)Score plot of the first and second PC for the 16543 selected spectra from
leaves of plants growing under different conditions with additional silicic acid in the soil,
black and without additional silicic acid in the soil, blue. The spectra were interpolated
using 1.8 data points and the spectral range from 600 - 1800cm−1, AsLS-corrected and
vector normalized. (B) 2D histogram for the total amount of score values presented in A.
(C) 2D histogram of score values of leaf spectra from plants without additional silicic acid.
(D) 2D histogram of score values of leaf spectra from plants with additional silicic acid.

To discriminate between the plants grown under different conditions the interpretation of the

scores plot using PC1 and PC2 is limited. Since each of the Raman maps contributes their

local variances to the total amount of variances the visualization method of the results needs

another presentation of the PCA results based on each Raman map respectively.

For classification of spectra, HCA was executed using the subset of score values from PC2 to

PC4. The score values were assigned to a Cluster 1 or a Cluster 2 and rearranged as the images

for each of the 23 Raman maps.

In Table 9.1 an overview of the amount of selected spectra and assigned spectra is presented

for each Raman map. The majority of the spectra from the Raman maps of plants grown with

silicic acid are assigned as Cluster 1 (Table 9.1, first section), whereas most of the spectra from
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the Raman maps of plants grown without silicic acid are clustered as Cluster 2 (Table 9.1, first

section).

The clustering results presented in Table 9.1 can be visualized in each Raman map using the

original local information of each spectrum. Figure 9.11 shows such maps for each of the leaf

sections obtained after HCA using three principal components (PC 2 - PC 4). The visualization

helps to identify spectra, that are classified in one of the two clusters. The spectra of the

Raman images in the first row are mostly assigned to Cluster 1. In addition, three out of six

images show more spectra assigned to Cluster 1 than assigned to Cluster 2. These first two

rows are images from leaves, where the plants grow with additional silicic acid in the irrigation

water. Below the black line in Figure 9.11, the clustering results of the Raman images from

plants without additional silicic acid are presented. The majority of spectra in each Raman

map are assigned to Cluster 2.

Table 9.1: Overview of the Raman maps and selected spectra and the amount of spectra
that were clustered into Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 using the PCA score values of the second to
fourth component. Selection was executed using the intensity of the spectral region 1550
- 1700cm−1 and a threshold of 0.25. HCA was conducted using Eudlidean distances and
Ward’s algorithm.

sample total amount of spectra selected amount of spectra amount of spectra Cluster 1 amount of spectra Cluster 2

BS3A 1984 761 (38.3 %) 608 (79.9 %) 153 (20.1 %)

BS3B 2021 660 (32.6 %) 625 (94.7 %) 35 (5.3 %)

BS3C 2548 469 (18.4 %) 392 (83.6 %) 77 (16.4 %)

BS3D 2523 989 (39.20 %) 985 (99.6 %) 4 (0.4 %)

BS3E 2484 1041 (41.9 %) 1031 (99.0 %) 10 (1.0 %)

BS3F 2376 933 (39.3 %) 865 (92.7 %) 68 (7.3 %)

BS3G 2650 708 (26.7 %) 519 (73.2 %) 189 (26.8 %)

BS4A 2080 605 (29.1 %) 236 (39.0 %) 369 (61.0 %)

BS4B 2418 768 (31.7 %) 389 (50.6 %) 379 (49.4 %)

BS4C 4092 1107 (27.0 %) 332(30.0 %) 775 (70.0 %)

BS4D 759 242 (31.9 %) 41 (16.9 %) 201 (83.1 %)

BS4E 2156 736 (34.1 %) 438 (59.5 %) 298 (40.5 %)

Bo3A 3366 1192 (35.4 %) 142 (11.9 %) 1050 (88.1 %)

Bo3B 1827 624 (34.1 %) 145 (23.2 %) 479 (76.8 %)

Bo3C 3135 1036 (33.0%) 131 (12.6 %) 905 (87.4 %)

Bo3D 1596 494 (31.1 %) 71 (17.7 %) 423 (82.3 %)

Bo3E 2112 690 (32.7 %) 22 (3.9 %) 668 (96.6 %)

Bo3F 1680 568 (33.8 %) 167 (29.4 %) 401 (70.6 %)

Bo4A 1519 511 (33.6 %) 53 (11.4 %) 458 (89.6 %)

Bo4B 2430 751 (30.9 %) 273 (36.3 %) 478 (63.7 %)

Bo4C 1715 512 (29.9 %) 161 (32.4 %) 351 (68.6 %)

Bo4D 1836 639 (34.8 %) 74 (11.6 %) 565 (88.4 %)

Bo4E 2009 505 (25.1 %) 257 (50.9 %) 248 (49.1 %)
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In principle, this mapping approach can give insight into the variation with a group of spec-

tra across many maps. Although the plants that grew with and without silicic acid sug-

gest differences in the cell wall composition, it should be pointed out that any potential

biological interpretation requires a higher number of individual plants in order to attain

significance. The connection of silicification and cell wall composition, including Raman

spectroscopic experiments, is a highly interesting topic that is currently addressed in other

projects.39, 40
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Figure 9.11: Classification results of the 23 Raman maps using the score values of PC2-PC4
and afterwards HCA. The images are colored by the two biggest clusters defined as Cluster 1
(blue) and Cluster 2 (red) (see also Table 9.1. Top, cross sections from plants with additional
silicic acid. Bottom, cross sections from plants without additional silicic acid. Images are
compressed for visualization. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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9.2.3 Using Raman imaging data from plants in multiblock analyses

PCA and consensus principal component analysis (CPCA) are applied to a data set that

comprises Raman maps from leaf cross sections of Sorghum bicolor wild-type and mutant

(SbLsi1-mutant37). Figure 9.12 gives an overview of the data set that was used in this section.

The whole data set comprises 8 individual plants and 18 Raman maps divided into nine maps

of mutant plants (SbLsi1-mutant) from four individual plants and nine maps of wild-type

plants from four individual plants of Sorghum bicolor. Here, the classification problem is if

and how the tissue substructures of mutant plants differ from the same tissue substructures

of wild-type plants. Specifically, the possibility to combine the Raman spectroscopic mapping

data with additional plant data, similarly to the approach discussed in Chapter 5 is explored.

The data were obtained in collaboration with the project partners Prof. Dr. Rivka Elbaum,

Ingrid Liedtke and Dr. Zsuzsanna Heiner.

Following the multivariate selection approach discussed in Section 9.1.2, the data were sorted

into clusters that can be assigned to certain plant tissue substructures. HCA imaging with

three or five clusters for each Raman map separately was executed (compare with Figure 9.4).

The clusters, were manually assigned to a Cluster Lumen or to the cell wall region divided into

one cluster representing the border region (Cluster Border) and one cluster for the middle

lamella (Cluster Middle) for each Raman map (Table 9.2). It should be pointed out that for

some maps the cell wall region could not be divided into the Border and Middle clusters. In

these cases (Table 9.2, bold) cell wall spectra are assigned to both clusters.

The data set contains a large amount of spectra, that could be analyzed using the 2D histogram

visualization discussed above (cf. Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10). In order to combine the

spectroscopic information from the mapping data together with additional information from

the individual plants, the spectra were averaged before data analysis.

In addition to the three spectral data sets (Border, Middle, Lumen based on the multivariate

selection approach) additional plant information was measured by the cooperation partner.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurement on the ashes of the seventh leaves

(numbering of the leaves as proposed by Kumar et al.193), of the eight plants, were executed

by Ingrid Liedtke and the relative amount of the elements carbon, calcium, magnesium,

potassium, and sodium were obtained. Furthermore, plant related data is discussed separately

as a data set, which includes the area of the seventh leaf of the plant, the cell wall density, the

height of the plant, and the mass of the dried seventh leaf. The cell wall density was calculated

by the ratio of the cell wall spectra (Border and Middle) and Lumen spectra, and the total

amount of spectra.
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Figure 9.12: Schematic representation of the complete data set Sorghum. The data set
comprises 18 Raman maps from 8 individual plants.

To compare the spectroscopic characteristics with the additional data, the spectra were av-

eraged for each plant, which leads to eight spectra for each of the three spectral data sets,

Border, Middle and Lumen.

PCA was carried out using the eight averaged spectra of each data set. The results are sum-

marized in Figure 9.13. All loadings show a high explained variance within PC 1 and a high

contribution of the noise in the PC 2 (Figure 9.13, right column). In Figure 9.13( A), scores

plots and loadings of PC 1 and PC 2 are presented for the Border data set. All score values

from image spectra from wild-type plants have positive values regarding PC 1 and PC 2,

whereas the score values of spectra from the mutant samples are distributed over the whole

scores plot. Regarding the first PC, three out of four score values for the wild-type spectra are

grouping together and show a separation towards most of the mutant samples. The corre-

sponding loadings indicate an influence of the bands at 1168, 1519, and 1598 cm−1, which

can be assigned to lignin (1168 and 1598 cm−1) and -for unknown reasons- to carotenoids

carotenoids (1519 cm−1).80 The loadings of PC 2 in Figure 9.13(A, PC 2) show features that can

be assigned to cellulose (1337 cm−1237, 239) and lignin building blocks (1168, 1591, 1602, and

1627 cm−1237, 239) These bands describe the differences between the spectra of two mutants

(MUB2 and MUB4, see Table 9.2) with negative values for PC 2 from the other spectra assigned

as Cluster Border Figure 9.13(A).
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Table 9.2: Overview of the 18 Raman maps from the data set Sorghum and the amount of
spectra assigned to one of the clusters Border, Middle, and Lumen using HCA with using
Euclidean distances and Ward’s algorithm. For spectra assigned to the Clusters Border
and Middle of samples MU2B1 and MU2B2, the same spectra are used in the separate
classifications of the two respective substructures (in bold).

sample total amount of spectra spectra in Cluster Border spectra in Cluster Middle spectra in Cluster Lumen

MU1B1 3008 591 (19.6 %) 282 (9.4 %) 2135 (71.0 %)

MU1B2 2448 262 (10.7 %) 179 (7.3 %) 2007 (82.0 %)

MU1B3 4935 666 (13.5 %) 626 (12.7 %) 3643 (73.8 %)

MU2B1 3920 2280 (58.2 %) 2280 (58.2 %) 1640 (41.8 %)

MU2B2 4361 1773 (40.6 %) 1773 (40.6 %) 2588 (59.3 %)

MU4B1 4422 92 (2.1 %) 865 (19.6 %) 3844(86.9 %)

MU4B2 4134 1095 (26.5 %) 622 (15.1 %) 2417 (58.5 %)

MU5B1 4941 894 (18.1 %) 922 (18.7 %) 3125 (63.2 %)

MU5B2 4230 1518 (35.9 %) 1048 (24.8 %) 1664 (39.3 %)

WT1B1 2795 155 (5.5 %) 1304 (11.9 %) 1336 (88.1 %)

WT1B2 4473 1626 (36.3%) 1067 (23.8 %) 1780 (39.8 %)

WT1B3 4560 202 (4.4%) 1579 (34.6 %) 2779 (60.9 %)

WT2B1 5040 455 (9.0 %) 249 (4.9 %) 4336 (86.0 %)

WT2B2 3880 758 (19.5 %) 320 (8.2 %) 2802 (72.2 %)

WT3B1 5876 1349 (23.0 %) 893 (15.2 %) 3634 (61.8 %)

WT3B2 4100 308 (7.5 %) 3187 (77.7 %) 605 (14.8 %)

WT4B1 4560 742 (16.3 %) 938 (20.6 %) 2880 (63.1 %)

WT4B2 5187 1157 (22.3 %) 398 (7.7 %) 3632 (70.0 %)

Out of the eight spectra from Cluster Middle, five spectra (two spectra from mutant plants

and three spectra from wild-type plants) show high similarity to each other, as indicated by

positive score values for the first and the second PC. As in the case of the spectra of the Cluster

Border the main differences are described by the signals at 1168, 1519, and 1598 cm−1. In

fact, the loading of PC 1 looks very similar to the loading of PC 2 in Figure 9.13 (A, right). The

two spectra of the mutant plants that have negative values regarding PC 1 are from the same

Raman image as the two spectra from the Cluster Border of the mutant spectra with negative

score values (Figure 9.13 (A, left)). Nevertheless, the loadings of PC 2 of the middle spectra

(Figure 9.13 (B, right)) show indeed extrema at the same positions as the bands above (1166,

1591, and 1604 cm−1, that can be assigned to lignin), but also more noise in the spectral range

600 and 1000 cm−1, which causes one of the wild-type spectra to be an outlier (Figure 9.13 (B,

left, wt1, red)).
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Figure 9.13: Score plot of the first and second PC for the 3 different extracted spectra
regions (A) Border, (B) Middle, and (C) Lumen from Raman imaging data. 15923 spectra
of the border regions,18153 spectra from the middle lamella, and 46847 spectra from
the lumen region were interpolated and pre-processed using AsLS-correction and vector
normalization before averaging to eight spectra for each data set, corresponding to the
eight individual plants.

The PCA of the eight spectra from the lumen region is presented in (Figure 9.13, c). PC 1

discriminate between three out of four spectra from wild-type plants from three out of four

mutant plants. Also in the case of the lumen spectra, the loadings of the first component are

similar as in the case of the border and middle lamella area (1168, 1519 and 1597 cm−1, that

can be assigned to lignin).237 The separation of the two specific spectra from the leaves of

the SbLsi-mutant (compare with Figure 9.13 (A and B, left, mu2 and mu5, black) is not visible

here.
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From the PCA results on the averaged spectra, it can be concluded that the chemical com-

position within the leaves differs with respect to the individual plant. The heterogeneity in

the composition of the cell wall from the SbLsi-mutant is higher compared to the cell wall

spectra from wild-type plants (Figure 9.13 (A and B, left)). Due to the small size of the data

set, the explained variance for PC 1 is above 80 % and PC 2 shows already the variation in the

noise for all three regions of the cross sections. Furthermore, the loadings of PC 1 show the

same features regardless of the assignment to a specific cluster, whereas the loadings of PC 2

differ with respect to the affiliated cluster of the spectra. The dividing of each Raman map,

and subsequently the data set, into three clusters, enhances the probability to discriminate

between individual plants.

The additional data sets obtained by EDX and morphological investigations of the plant (area

of the leaf, height, cell wall density, and dry mass) were analyzed using PCA. The results for

both are presented in Figure 9.14. Both scores plots indicate a separation with respect to the

first PC between mutant and wild-type plants based on their respective data. In the case of the

five EDX values, three out of four score values corresponding to mutant plants have negative

values regarding PC 1 (Figure 9.14). The additional plant data, which includes the variables are

sufficient to separate between mutant and wild-type plants.

Figure 9.14: Score plots of the first and second PC for the two data sets (Left) EDX and
(right) additional plant data (area of the leaf, height, cell wall density, and dry mass). Data
were auto-scaled before applying PCA.

In conclusion, the separation of wild-type and SbLsi-mutant spectra is challenging to inter-

pret using the averaged spectra of each individual plant. Due to a small amount of spectra,

the individual variance becomes large and causes separation of individual spectra from a

particular group rather than a separation based on mutant and wild-type alone. The two data

sets EDX and additional plant data can help to discriminate between the different plants. A

phenotyping of plants based on morphological data is a common procedure to investigate e.g.

environmental influences on plants.244, 245

A combination of data obtained from spectroscopic and non-spectroscopic data can be
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conducted using CPCA. The global and block score plots are shown in Figure 9.15. The global

scores indicate a separation of the data obtained from SbLsi-mutant and wild-type plants.

The scores are separated using the first CPC, due to positive values for the wild-type plants

and negative values for most of the data from mutant plants (Figure 9.15, A). CPC 1 explains

60.64 % of the variance, indicating a slightly higher influence of the three spectral data blocks

compared to the discrete data blocks EDX and additional plant data. Since all three spectral

blocks show similar patterns in their individual PCA (cf. Figure 9.13) high influence of the

blocks on the global pattern was expected.

All block scores indicate a separation of the data from SbLsi-mutant and wild-type plants

(Figure 9.15, B-F). For the two data blocks, EDX and additional plant data, all wild-type

plant data have positive values regarding the first CPC, while the data from mutant plants

have negative values (Figure 9.15, B and C). In the cases of the three spectral data blocks,

the two different plant types can be separated using the first and in addition the second

CPC.

Figure 9.15: Score plots of the first and second CPC for (A) the global scores (B-F) and the
blocks scores for CPCA using five data blocks consisting the two district data blocks (B)
EDX, and (C) additional plant data, as well as the three data blocks from different Raman
imaging regions of the cross section: (D) Border, (E) Middle, and (F) Lumen. 15923 spectra
of the border regions as well as 18153 spectra from the middle lamella and 46847 spectra
from the lumen region were interpolated and pre-processed using AsLS-correction and
vector normalization before averaging to 8 spectra for each data set.

The differences between SbLsi-mutant and wild-type plants can be described using a corre-

lation loadings plot. In Figure 9.16 the score values, the variables from EDX and additional

plant data, as well as the extrema for the three spectral regions are displayed. The EDX vari-

ables (calcium, carbon, magnesium, potassium, and sodium are colored in magenta. The
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elemental contribution of K, Ca, and Mg are mostly separating one individual SbLsi-mutant

plant (Figure 9.16, mu4) from the rest and are therefore highly negatively correlated to each

other. Moreover, this one individual mutant plant is highly correlated to the Raman band at

1336 cm−1 from the border region and middle lamella. This band can be assigned to carbohy-

drates.239 In principle, a mineral deficiency in a plant can lead to a different carbohydrate

content and/or composition,246 and therefore could be a reason for this correlation.

The wild-type plants can be characterized by the additional plant data regarding their height,

dry mass, and leaf size. These three variables are also positively correlated to the content of

Mg and Ca. The three spectral data blocks from the different compartments show a positive

correlation to the wild-type score values with their Raman bands that can be assigned to

lignin building blocks (1168, 1593, 1602, and 1625 cm−1).239 Most of these bands are present

in all three spectral data blocks.

The mutant plant leaves are positively correlated to a higher content of carbon and sodium.

In addition, the mutant plants are highly correlated with a high cell wall density, which is here

the ratio between spectra, that were assigned to the cell wall and the whole amount of spectra

for each map. A higher cell wall density is therefore correlated with the content of carbon

within the ashes. It can be concluded, that the cell wall in mutant plants are thicker, indicated

by a higher amount of cell wall spectra and more carbon in the ashes. The Raman band

at 1134/1139 cm−1 of the border region and middle lamella is correlated with high carbon

content and high cell wall density and can be assigned to suberin.152, 218 In addition several

Raman bands that occur in all three spectral data blocks are highly correlated to the mutant

plants. The Raman bands at 761, 769, 1519, 1670, and 1685 cm−1 are in addition to the mutant

plant score values highly correlated to the content of sodium in the ashes. The bands can be

assigned as building blocks of lignin. Therefore, it can be suggested that the cell walls of the

mutant plants differ in their composition of different lignin building blocks. In conclusion,

plants from SbLsi-mutant and wild-type differ in their appearance, resulting in bigger leaves

and higher plants for wild-type plants, as well in their cell wall composition with thicker cell

walls in the case of mutant plants. CPCA enables a comprehensive analysis of the differences

in the cell wall composition.
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Figure 9.16: Correlation loadings plot for the first and second CPC. Displayed are the global
scores of wildtype and mutant plants (red), as well as the loadings of the blocks of the
border region, middle lamella and lumen region, EDX and addional plant data. For clarity
only extrema of the loadings are shown for the spectroscopic data.

In this chapter, the data treatment and analysis of different Raman imaging data sets from

plant tissues were presented. Two different selection approaches were discussed that can help

to extract relevant spectra with respect to a biological question. In an univariate approach,

the Raman spectra in images are roughly extracted according to a defined threshold. In terms

of fast and automatic extraction, it is a beneficial approach. A multivariate selection should

be preferred, when the spectra/imaging regions cannot be defined as relevant or non-relevant

in order to discuss the classification question. A clustering approach was suggested, which

can group certain spectra and mark them, in addition to the extraction.

As another important result, an approach was proposed for the recombination of class assign-

ments in cluster analyses of many maps, leading to the projection of classification results into

the original microspectroscopic map.
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Selection and subsequent data analysis were demonstrated using the data sets from three

different examples, namely i) the exploratory data analysis of one Raman map from a root

tissue from Sorghum bicolor to identify and cluster important region from the map, ii) the as-

sessment of variation within a hierarchical framework of cross sections from Cucumis sativus

Sonja comprising different plant organs and growth conditions, and iii) the combination of

spectroscopic data of plant tissue substructures with additional information on the plants for

the characterization of different types (SbLsi-mutant and wild-type) of Sorghum bicolor.
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10 Summary and Outlook

In this thesis, spectrometric and spectroscopic data of plant materials, in particular pollen

and cross sections of plant organs, were utilized and analyzed. The focus was pt on the

assessment of variances within the data regarding a specific biological question with the

overall goal of combining different types of spectra for an improved utilization in plant sci-

ence and bioanalysis, such as the discrimination between closely-related grass species or

variations in pollen chemistry within the same species, or mapping of a specific biochemical

composition in biomineralizing tissues. In some of these examples, the biological experiment

had been designed in such a way that the variation within the data sets can be organized

in hierarchical frameworks, where high variances in spectra are often masking smaller ones

from sub-grouped levels.

As an example of such a well-designed hierarchically structured data set, in Chapter 4, pollen

mass spectra obtained by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass

spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS), were assessed by principal component analysis (PCA) and

partial least square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA). By applying statistical tools, here the

Kruskal-Wallis199 H-test and the Bartlett test199, 200 the PCA results were explored in an opti-

mized way by calculating one p-value and one d-value that can describe the distribution of

the score values and the dimensionality, respectively.

To assess variation within the data, classification by PLS-DA was attained. The classification

model confirms the high species-specificity, as well as the high population-specificity of the

pollen mass spectra. The variation between different growth conditions, which would be a

third level of variances is the hierarchical framework cannot be evaluated using the whole

data set. Nevertheless, MALDI-TOF MS enables the monitoring of the phenotypic plastici-

ty/rigidity of the parental plants indicated by higher/lower success rates and by PCA when

analyzing each population separately. In addition, it was shown, that a phenotypic rigidity of

the pollen samples corresponds to a high discrimination in the genotypes of the respective

population.

MALDI-TOF MS is well established for the identification of fungi84, 94–97 or micro-organisms,87–89, 247

but in spite of first successful efforts1, 2, 56, 107 still needs to be further developed for pollen

identification. A rapid, reliable monitoring of pollen populations and even phenotypic plas-

ticity would be a powerful tool in crop science, plant biology, agricultural science, and climate
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studies. Since MALDI-TOF MS can enable the detection of climatic or location-related in-

fluences, statements about environmental pollution, climate change, or the crop yield of

plants may be made. Nevertheless, the species- and population-specific pattern are not fully

elucidated yet. MS/MS experiments could reveal more information about the nature of the

peaks, which was already successfully applied on peaks in the lower mass range by Krause et

al.1

Different spectroscopic and spectrometric methods, namely: FTIR spectroscopy on bulk

samples, Raman spectroscopy on single pollen grains, surface enhanced Raman scattering

(SERS) on water-soluble extracts, and MALDI TOF MS on acid pollen extracts were evaluated

with respect of the discrimination between three pollen populations and four different growth

conditions for the grass species Poa alpina in Chapter 5. Applied separately, all of these

methods are well known to enable discrimination of different pollen species.1–3, 5, 13 Here, the

extent to which these methods, alone and in combination, can be used to evaluate subspecies-

variation was studied. For this data set, the four methods differ in their performance. While

MALDI-TOF MS enables the assessment of variation of populations, variation induced by

different growth condition can be studied by FTIR, Raman, and SERS. Moreover, the same data

sets can have a different influence on the distinction between different growth conditions in

the three populations. This implies that, due to the different fraction of the pollen chemistry

that is represented by each data set (or analyzed by each of the methods), the biochemical

effect of the growth conditions on pollen chemistry can vary for different populations. This

would be in agreement with variation in phenotypic plasticity between the populations, in

particular regarding different metabolic and molecular pathways for environmental adapta-

tion as discussed also in Chapter 4 for MALDI mass spectra and discussed by Zimmermann et

al. in the case of FTIR spectroscopy.15

The combination of the methods using Consensus principal component analysis (CPCA)reveals

comprehensive insights into the pollen composition. As an example, for one population with

a higher phenotypic plasticity, a higher starch and lipid content of the pollen grains was

conducted.

Comprehensive studies of pollen grains are important in many fields, including agriculture

and crop science. Climate change may cause cause losses in crops and even the extinction

of several plant species, therefore it is valuable to predict and characterize the phenotypic

plasticity of plants based on their pollen composition. Particularly, a combination of spectro-

scopic/spectrometric data and further pollen characteristics, such as pollen quantity, viability,

germination rate, and tube length would lead to great insights into quality. In this way, crops

may be optimized and plants can be rescued from extinctions.

A multimodal study, such as the one presented here, can be conducted on other plant tissues

as well. This is also indicated by the results of a CPCA that uses Raman mapping data together

with other data from plants for classification (Chapter 9, see also below). In future experi-
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ments, CPCA can be applied on multimodal data sets from other plant tissues as well, such as

phytoliths or cell wall compartments. A novel multimodal study on phytoliths pointed out

the great potential applying several different spectroscopic methods to such samples.39 CPCA

would be beneficial in the investigation of the formation of phytoliths.

Chapter 6 addresses some challenges in the utilization of Raman mapping data of single

pollen grains. This concerned both the optimization of experiments in order to avoid the

generation of unwanted variance, as well as data pre-treatment strategies. In experiments,

the use of versatile sample substrates and the influence of unwanted pollen germination were

studied. The Raman experiments were carried out on a sample set with a complex structured

variation including wild-type and two different mutants (SbLsi1 and bmr), as well as stressed

and not stressed samples of Sorghum bicolor. Fixation of the pollen grains could have many

advantages, since Raman spectroscopy is usually non-destructive and non-invasive. The

pollen sample could be measured with different methods such as energy-dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDX), where fixation on carbon tape is required or MALDI-TOF MS.55, 107 In

terms of MALDI-TOF MS, the fixation on carbon tape leads to good classification results, even

with only a few pollen grains.55 With increasing excitation time, the fluorescence background

in the Raman mapping spectra from pollen was found to be decreasing. The digital reduction

of the fluorescence background is necessary,173, 248, 249 and was achieved here by asymmetric

least square baseline correction, vector normalization, and averaging the spectra for each

pollen grain. The wild-type/mutant variation could be assessed using the Raman mapping

data after this pre-processing. Raman microscopy. CPCA of Raman spectroscopy in com-

bination with MALDI-TOF MS leads to further insights into the differences in the chemical

composition of pollen from mutant and wild-type.

Such a rather small sample set containing here 25 samples from 25 plants, respectively, is not

sufficient to build a reliable model using classification methods such as PLS-DA or artificial

neural networks. Particularly, non-related variation such as different growth seasons, pollen

collection times and measurement time also contribute to the variance in the data set. A large

greenhouse experiment with more consistent conditions would lead to more reliable models.

Nevertheless, the problem of too small/biased data sets is commonly known to data scientists

in bio-analytics and diagnostics. Therefore, new approaches are tested, where parts of the

data set are,e.g, simulated from existing data sets? or no traditional training set is needed in

the classification.228

The utilization of FTIR microspectroscopic data from single pollen grains was one of the

aims of the experiments discussed in Chapter 7. FTIR measurements of single pollen grains

lead to Mie scattering artifacts in pollen spectra that can be reduced by embedding the pollen

grains in paraffin. Here, an adapted procedure described by Zimmermann et. al.14 was

applied in order to discriminate between pollen spectra from five closely related grass species.
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As a result, additional bands of the paraffin can be found in the FTIR spectra of pollen. Four

data pre-processing approaches were presented, namely i) without any considerations of

a possible influence of the paraffin signals, ii) omitting of the most affected spectral range,

iii) separating paraffin contribution from the pollen spectra, and iv) minimization of the

paraffin constituent by applying a complex EMSC model. The latter three approaches deal

with diminishing of the paraffin contribution. It leads to the successful discrimination of

the pollen species Anthoxanthum odoratum, Bromus inermis, Hordeum bulbosum, Lolium

perenne, and Poa alpina using PLS-DA, artificial neural networks, and Rand dom forest

Several studies deal with digital paraffin removing using chemometric approaches, e.g., in-

dependent component analysis250, 251 or EMSC.252 The presented approaches can also be

applied to other embedded tissues, such as plant cross sections. With a suitable data pre-

processing a chemical de-paraffination is not required.

A combination of FTIR spectra from single pollen grains with MALDI mass spectra of pollen

extracts using CPCA reveals a better classification of the pollen species discussed here. In

future experiments, the combination of a well-designed and characterized data set of FTIR

data and MALDI mass spectra could lead to more insight into the species-specific peak pat-

terns observed in MALDI-TOF MS. Here, the CPCA results confirm a high correlation between

several species-specifc peaks in MALDI and molecular information obtained by FTIR mi-

crospectroscopy.

A low reproducibility of the FTIR measurements from the embedded pollen grains was ob-

tained by testing a PLS-DA model on a data set from an identical sample set measured at

a different time. This needs to be considered when building FTIR databases in the future.

Here, a PLS-DA model was trained using one data set and additional data including more

species that were measured at a different time. Compared to a model based on MALDI mass

spectra of the same sample set, the success rates are rather low and, therefore, not sufficient

for automatic pollen identification. To improve the classification, FTIR spectra from several

experiments and technical replicates would be required. Particularly, other classification

methods could be applied to such an extended FTIR data set, e.g., more advanced model

geometries, such as hierarchically ordered taxonomic classification by partial least squares

(Hot-PLS)229

While FTIR and Raman spectroscopy could identify pollen on the single pollen grain level,

in MALDI-TOF MS experiments, extracts from several single pollen grains are mixed, which

leads to more challenges regarding the identification of pollen. In Chapter 8, some of these

challenges, e.g, ion suppression effects230, 253 and masking of species-specific peak patterns57

are addressed. Chemometric approaches are presented and compared that enable the iden-

tification of specific species in a pollen mixture. PLS-DA, ANN, and random forest perform

with similar classification outcome visualized by classification images of mixture spectra.

In addition, a model using a small database with 16 different pollen species was built and
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applied on the mixtures. The results imply that the pollen species can only be identified

within the mixture, if the species can also be described by the applied model. Pollen species

with highly species-specific pattern are dominating the identification results.

Specifically, mixture spectra can be decomposed using NMF. The relative contributions of one

component can indicate the distribution of the pollen extract on the target. In this example,

decomposing a MALDI MS image of a pollen mixture of three different pollen species, two

of the species can be identified by comparing the decomposed components and reference

spectra from the same species.

In order to develop an automatic pollen identification system using MALDI-TOF MS, a

database can be built similar to these from bacteria. Automatic identification of pollen

species could be presented with a corresponding confidence interval. Here, the analysis was

focused on the application of PLS-DA, ANN, RF, and NMF. Also HCA and PCA show promising

results in the utilization of mass spectra from pollen mixture.55, 57 In addition other meth-

ods may lead to good or complementary results, e.g., Parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) or

k-means clustering.236, 254

Also, first high resolution MALDI MS experiments were conducted on very small amounts of

pollen grains, where overlapping of the extract from different pollen species was minimized.55

Chapter 9 provides strategies for multivariate data analysis of Raman imaging data when

particularly spectra from many maps are involved. Usually large data sets are obtained by

Raman imaging experiments for the exploration of plant tissues’ substructures. Here, the

analysis was conducted on three different data sets from projects studying the silicification

of plant tissues.7, 40, 152 One of them aims here is a comprehensive characterization of SbLsi1

mutant and wild-type Sorghum bicolor plants using the spectral information from different

tissuesâ€™ substructure and additional plant-related data

The investigation of smaller effects, e.g., the influence of growth condition on the composition

of the cell walls, often do not require spectral information from the whole Raman map. Here,

two approaches were presented in order to select the spectra in a semi-automatic way. The

variance within the mapping data was reduced in a way that a classification of spectra from

many Raman maps only includes a subset of spectra, e.g., from a specific tissue substructure.

The first approach follows the idea of a chemical image where one spectrum is represented

with one value of the key parameter, e.g., intensity of a specific band. Based on this key

parameter a threshold can be defined and all spectra with a value above/below the threshold

can be extracted. The approach is suitable for fast automatic extraction of spectra from maps,

where the differences between the required spectra and the remaining spectra are high and a

very accurate selection of spectra is not needed to solve the classification problem.

The second approach discusses a selection of spectra using multivariate methods, shown for

HCA. The spectra of each map can be assigned to clusters and the results can be visualized as
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an image. According to specific knowledge about the investigated tissue, the cluster could

be assigned to a specific substructure. The targeted extraction of these clusters leads to data

sets in which variances in, e.g., spectra from the same substructures of many maps or spectra

from different substructures from the same map can be evaluated.

PCA of large data sets results in visualization problems. Here, the analysis was interpreted

using 2D histograms of the score values. After exploration of the large data set comprising

the mapping data of many samples, using PCA, the classification results, here obtained by a

combination of PCA and HCA, can be visualized in each single map using the original spatial

information. Using additional plant data and spectroscopic information, variation caused by

both the environmental and the genetic differences were studied by CPCA. The presented

approaches can be applied to data from several projects where the assessment of variances

from many maps is needed.

The discussion of the data in this thesis indicates the possibilities that open up when the

utilization of spectrometric and spectroscopic data from plant tissues is optimized regarding

a specific analytical question. Using spectral data sets of very different plant and tissue origin,

from three vibrational spectroscopic and one mass spectrometric approach, as well as from

different spectral sampling regimes, the great importance of an optimized data pre-treatment

was shown. This includes pre-processing, elimination of unwanted spectral contributions

(e.g., from embedding medium or substrate), and the targeted extraction of relevant informa-

tion. When assessing the variance within the data sets by mulitvariate tools, the combination

of the chemical data with additional plant-related information shows great potential in the

classification and characterization of subspecies variation. Specifically, a multiblock analysis

that includes data from microspectroscopic and mapping experiments was demonstrated

in studies on the influence of sub-species variation in the different plant tissues. Overall,

this work underpins the potential of a comprehensive, many spectroscopies based chemical

analysis of plant tissues, with applications in several fields.
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List of relevant bands in spectra

Table 10.1: List of bands in FTIR spectra of pollen and their tentative assignments.

wavenumber [cm−1] vibration tentative assignment

835 ring vibration sporopollenin10

941 C-O-C and C-OH stretch carbohydrates10

963 C-O-C and C-OH stretch carbohydrates10

989 C-O-C and C-OH stretch carbohydrates10

1026 C-O-C and C-OH stretch carbohydrates10

1045 C-O-C and C-OH stretch carbohydrates, lipids10

1066 C-O-C and C-OH stretch carbohydrates10

1079 C-O-C and C-OH stretch carbohydrates10

1166, ring vibration sporopollenin10

1236 C-O stretch lipids5

1250 amide III proteins4

1331 C-C, C-O skeletal vibration lipids

1467 C H2 deformation lipids10

1540 amide II: NH deformation and C-N stretch proteins10

1599 ring vibration sporopollenin10

1624, C=C sporopollenin4

1649 amide I: C=O stretch proteins10

1669 amide I, C=C stretch proteins, lipids80

1688 amide I, C=O proteins4

1744 C=O stretch lipids5, 10

Table 10.2: List of bands in Raman spectra of pollen and their tentative assignments.

Raman-shift [cm−1] vibration tentative assignment

473 C-C-C deformation, skeletal modes pectin, starch13, 80, 203

526 S-S stretch proteins13

938 C-O-C stretch starch16, 203

949 skeletal modes pectin, starch13, 80, 203

1008 C=C ring breathe proteins, carotenoids10, 13

1043 proteins13

1082 C-O-C, C-OH deformation starch16

1104 C-OH deformation Carbohydrates16

1126 C-O, C-C stretch carbohydrates80

1161 C-H, C-C stretch carotenoids13

1271 =C-H deformation, amide III lipids, proteins31, 80

1435 C H2 deformation lipids10

1457 C H2 deformation lipids,proteins, carbohydrates5, 10, 80

1528 carotenoids13

1608 sporopollenin10

1654 amide I proteins80

1662 amide I proteins10, 80
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Table 10.3: List of bands in SERS spectra of pollen and their tentative assignments.

Raman-shift [cm−1] vibration tentative assignment

494 nucleobases3

649 ring breathe nucleobases3

735 ring breathe nucleobases3

774 amino acids205

802 ring breathe nucleobases, amino acids3, 205

921 deformation nucleobases, amino acids3, 205

929 C-COO stretch amino acids205

957 deformation nucleobases3

1021 ring breathe amino acids3

1154 N H+
3 deformation amino acids3, 205

Table 10.4: List of bands in Raman spectra of plant tissue cross sections and their tentative
assignments.

Raman-shifts [cm−1] vibration tentative assignment

896 Skeletal deformation, C-C, C-O stretch cellulose6, 51, 237

1089 C-O-C stretch, HCC deformation cellulose51, 237

1138/1141 suberin152

1167 C-C lignin, carotenoids13

1336 OH bend lignin51

1379 HCC, HCO, HOC deformation cellulose237

1519 carotenoids13

1598 aromatic ring stretch lignin51, 237

1627 C=C stretch lignin51, 237

1660 C=C, C=O lignin51, 237
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ASCA ANOVA-simultaneous Component Analysis

AsLS asymmetric least square

CPC consensus principal component

CPCA consensus principal component analysis

EDX energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

EMSC extended multiplicative scattering correction

FTIR Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

full-CV leave-one-out cross validation

HCA hierarchical cluster analysis

HCCA α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid

MALDI-TOF MS matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time-of-flight mass spectrometry

MANOVA one-way multivariate analysis of variance

MSI mass spectrometry imaging

NIPALS nonlinear iterative partial least squares

NMF non-negative matrix factorization

PC principal component

PCA principal component analysis

PLS-DA partial least squares discriminant analysis

RF random forest

RMSE root mean square error

SERS surface-enhanced Raman scattering

SVD singular value decomposition

TIC total ion count
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